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COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
The exercises of the one hundred twenty-eighth annual commencement are enacted today at
the University of Kentucky. The counterpart of the pageantry is enacted each year on campuses
all over the world. It is the solemn climax and recognition of the graduates' years of study and
preparation for responsibility.
A description of the academic pageantry is provided for your interest and information.
PROCESSION
The procession, which forms on the Avenue of Champions (Euclid Avenue) and enters the
Coliseum through the four corners of the floor, is led by the University Marshal whose position
is in front of the stage. The University Marshal bears the ceremonial mace, emblematic of the
endorsement of the State and the University. Led by Assistant Marshals, the candidates march
behind the identification banner of the respective colleges which recommended them for their
degrees.
The candidates for advanced degrees enter the floor from the southeast door (see diagram,
next page); candidates for advanced degrees are from the following:
The Graduate School (doctoral and masters candidates),
College of Law,
College of Medicine,
College of Dentistry, and
College of Pharmacy.




College of Human Environmental Sciences,
College of Communications and Information Studies, and
College of Fine Arts.
Entering through the northeast corner (see diagram, next page) are candidates for degrees
from the following:
College of Arts and Sciences, and
College of Engineering.
Entering through the northwest corner (see diagram, next page) are candidates for degrees
from the following:
College of Agriculture,
College of Business and Economics,
College of Allied Health Professions,
College of Social Work, and
College of Architecture.
As the candidates reach their seats, the members of the faculty of the University of Kentucky
proceed into the Coliseum, entering the floor from the southeast door and wearing the colorful
hoods of their disciplines (see description of colors on page 7) and of the colleges and
universities from which they were graduated. The climax of the procession brings to the
platform the members of the Board of Trustees of the University, the Deans of the various
colleges, honorary degree recipients, the Chancellors, the VicePresidents, and other University
officials, and guests. The President of the University and the Chairperson of the Board of
Trustees, upon greetings from the University Marshal, lead this distinguished group to the
platform in two columns from the southwest door. The Trustees of the University can be
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All candidates for degrees and those who hold these degrees, including University
officials, faculty, and visiting dignitaries, are attired in traditional cap and gown. The
basic color for most caps and gowns is formal black. However, recipients of different
degrees wear distinctive tassels on their caps and hoods of various hues draped
down the backs of the gowns.
CAPS
Candidates for Bachelor's and Master's degrees wear the regulation cap with the
tassel appropriate to the school or division from which they are being graduated,
with the exception of those who already hold Doctor's degrees and are privileged to
wear gold tassels. Except during the positioning of the Colors, and the playing of the
"Star Spangled Banner" and "America the Beautiful", men in academic regalia are







Education - Light Blue
Business and Economics - Drab




Architecture - Blue Violet
Allied Health Professions - Light Green
Human Environmental Sciences - Maroon
Social Work - Citron
Communications and Information Studies:
Communications - Silver IGray
Library Sciences - Lemon
Journalism - Crimson
Fine Arts - Brown
GOWNS
The gown for the Bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves. It is designed to be worn
closed. The gown for the Master's degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist, like
the others. The sleeve base hangs down in the tra~onal manner. The rear part of its
oblong shape is square cut and the front part has an arc cut away. The gown is
designed and supplied with fasteners so that it may be worn open or closed. The
gown for the Doctor's degree has a bell-shaped sleeve on which are three velvet bars
(usually black but sometimes other colors, depending on the degree).
HOODS
The Bachelor's hood is rather short with a narrow velvet edging of the appropriate
color (see list under tassels) and a lining in the color or colors of the institution - blue
and white at Kentucky.
The Master's hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging, and exposes
more of the lining. The outside velvet trim color designates the degree which the
person is receiving.
The Doctor's hood is easily recognized by the width of the velvet edging, the wide
panels at either side, the greater length, and the full exposure of the lining. The colors
of the edging most frequently seen are blue for philosophy, green for medicine,
purple for laws; the colors for the honorary Doctor's degrees are purple for laws,
white for arts/letters/humanitites, and golden yellow for science.
Candidates for honorary degrees do not wear the hood until after the degree has been
conferred; part of the ceremony of admitting a candidate to his or her honorary
degree consists in the candidate being formally invested with the hood.
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THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Oh Say! can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thrc' the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the ni&ht that our flag was still there.
Oh, say does that Star-Spangled Banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL
o beautiful for spacious skies, For amber waves of grain,
For purple mountain majesties, Above the fruited plain!
America! America! God shed His grace on thee,
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PROCESSIONAL
STAR SPANGLED BANNER . (Francis Scott Key)
INTRODUCTIONS President Wethington
COMMENCEMENT REMARKS Otis A. Singletary, Jr.
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Dean C. Oran Little
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PRESENTATION OF ALBERT D. AND ELIZABEPH President Wethington
H. KIRWAN MEMORIAL PRIZE
PRESENTATION OF SULLIVAN AWARDS President Wethington
Me. David Dick, University Orator
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES President Wethington





Otis A. Singletary, Jr.
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Degree awarded August 4,1994
Degree awarded December 16, 1994
(No asterisks) Degree will be conferred May 7, 1995
if candidates have met all degree requirements
The Graduate School
Dean: Daniel R. Reedy
Doctor of Philosophy
Bradford Gene Addison, Greenfield, IN
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "Design and Synthesis of a Novel Oral Hypoglycemic
Agent"
Sherman Q. Alexander, Mattoon, IL
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Debt Equivalence of Minority Interest: A Stock
Market Viewpoint"
John Robert Allen, Omaha, IL
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Novel Polymer Membrane Ion-Selective Electrodes"
Joseph Lee Allen III*
Major: Geology
Dissertation: "Stratigraphic Variations, Fault Rocks, and Tectonics
Associated With Brittle Reactivation of the Homestake Shear
Zone, Central Colorado"
Safran Safar Al-Makaty, Lexington
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Direct Satellite Broadcasting (DBS) in the Arab
World: A Descriptive Study of DBS Impact in Saudi Arabia"
Julia Spencer Ardery. Lexington
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "The Temptation: Edgar Tolson and the Sociology of
Twentieth Century Folk Art"
Mian Muhammad Ashraf, Pakistan
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Nitrogen - Fixation, Denitrification and Nitrification
Under Environmental Stress"
Vincent N. Austin", Lexington
Major: Microbiology and Immunology
Dissertation: "Effect of Nuclear and Cytoplasmic Suppressor Gene
Products on RAS Induced Malignancy"
Kyoungwhan Back, Seoul, Korea
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation: "A Structure-Function Comparisions of Sesquiterpene
Clyclases"
Roger John Baerg'"', Butterfield, MN
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Basis of Imazethapyr Selectivity in Cowpea (Vigna
Seneneis), Interactions Between Insecticides and Cytochrome
P450 Activities, and Cytochrome P450 Monooxygenase
Metabolism of Imazethapyr"
Clarence Ben Baker, Lexington
Major: Veterinary Science
Dissertation: "Embryonic Loss in Mares; Effect of Mare Age"
Stanley Alan Baldwin, Lexington
Major: Anatomy and Neurobiology
Dissertation: "Intermediate Filament Change In Astrocytes
Following Cortical Contusion in the Rat"
Heng Barr", Beijing, China
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "An Experimental Study of Particulate Charge
Relating to Electrostatic Dry Coal Cleaning"
Tracy Vernetta Banks, Uniontown, AL
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "The Influence of Contextual Factors or Preceptions
of Communication: A Comparation Analysis"
Stephen Franklin Barnett, Dayton, TN
Major: Geology
Dissertation: "The Portwood Member (Upper Middle Devonian)
of the New Albany Shale of Central Kentucky: Its Nature and
Origin"
Sandra Sue Bastin, Lexington
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "The Vacuumized Cook-Chill Food Production
System and the Application of HACCP in a Hospital Setting"
Lynnda S. Beavers, Lynchburg, VA
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "The Management of Privacy Boundaries After
Weight Loss"
David Scott Bellamy, Kingsport, TN
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Individual and Firm Demand for Health and
Wellness Programs"
Scott D. Below", Watertown, SD
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Existence of Municipal Bond Insurance:
Theory and Evidence"
Pedro Emilio Bidegaray ...., Lima, Peru
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "The Reproduction of the Peasant Household Unit:
A Study on the Persistence of Traditional Forms of Exchange
in a Rural Community of the Ecuadorian Highlands"
Brian Mark Blackley", Raleigh, NC
Major: English
Dissertation: "The Generic Play and Spenserian Parody of John
Donne's Metempsychosis"
Mary Kathryn Blakefleld'", Maysville
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "UV Effects in Anabaena Aequalis: Survival, Cell
Differentiation, and the Role of the Algal Mat in the Aquatic
Ecosystem"
Mary Chandler Bolin-Reece", Lexington
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology
Dissertation: "Knowledge, Attitudes, Expectations and Usage of
University Counseling Center Services: Do Urban and Rural
Students Differ?"
Karen Holland Bonnell", Henderson
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Second Generation Mentoring Relationships"
William Crim Bowman", Indianapolis, IN
Major: Microbiology and Immunology
Dissertation: "Final Step in Biotin Biosynthesis in Escherichia Coli
and Lactobacillus Piantorum"
Marianne J. Brady", Long Island, NY
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Commitment, Immune Function Resilience and
Endogenous Opioid Peptides"
Blanca 1. Alejandro Brashear, Lexington
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "La Metapoetica Del Olvido: Desmitificacion Y
Remitificacion De La Nueva Busqueda En Vicente Huidobro
Y £/ Cilldadano Del O/vido"
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Robert Kendall Brigham", Cambridge, NY
Major: History
Dissertation: "The NLF's Foreign 'Relations and the Viet Nam
War"
Clayton Todd Brooks", Huntington, WV
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Homotopy Theory of Modules"
Margaret Lynn Brown, Austin, MN
Major: History
Dissertation: "Smoky Mountain Story: Human Values and
Environmental Transformation in a Southern Bioregion,
1900-1950"
Stephen Paul Bruehl", Nashville, TN
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "The Relationship Between Coping Styles and
Endogenous Opioids"
Kathleen D. Bulger-Barnett, Lexington, VA
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "The Discovery Space in the Comedias of Pedro
Calderon de la Barca"
Jerry Wayne Campbell, Nicholasville
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Dielectric and Magnetic Relaxation Study of
Certain Oxides and Polymers"
Roberta Marilyn Campbell ...., Newport
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Appalachian Experience and Appalachian Self-
Concept: Toward a Critical Theory of Regional Identity"
Sarah D, Carrigan, Milroy, IN
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Leadership, Activity Levels of Womens' College
Students and Coeds: Replication on Less Selective Campuses
and Examination of High School Activities"
Scott D. Carter, Lexington
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Secondary Coking and Cracking Reactions of
Nascent Pyrolysis Vapors Within Fluidized Beds of
Processed Oil Shales and Related Materials"
Karen Lea Carter-Schwendler, Victoria
Major: Music
Dissertation: "Traditional Background, Contemporary Context:
The Music and Activities of Jean Ritchie to 1977"
William E, Cassie, Ogden, UT
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Republican Prosperity and Adversity: Divided
Partisan Support in Southern Elections"
Joseph Keller Cavanaugh", Dayton, OH
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Capital Structure and the Hold-Up Problem"
Orlando D. Chambers, Berea
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "Strategic Trade Theory in International
Agricultural Markets: An Application to Burley Tobacco"
Shinyu Chang ...., China
Major: Biology




Dissertation: "Identification of a 96 kDa Serine Kinase Activated
by Oncogenic RAS in Activated Xenopus Egg Extract
Correlation With the Suppression of p34cdc2 Kinase"
Shamala Chickamenahalli, India
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "ACurrent Fed DC Link Converter With Resonant
Commutation"
Deborah Campero Clark ...., Lexington
Major: Entomology
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology - Educational
Psychology
Dissertation: "Genetic and Behavioral Aspects of Acoustic
Signalling During Social Interactions in a Madagascar
Hissing Cockroach (Gromphadorhina porfentosa)
(Dictyoptera:Blaberidae)"
Anne McCall Claypool", Louisville
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology - Educational
Psychology
Dissertation: "Elements of Reading Processing in Beginning
Readers: A Constructive Approach"
Timothy Collins, Lexington
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Tapestry of Conflicts: A Political Economy of
Education and Economic Development in Kentucky"
Alisa Baker Congleton, Lexington
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology - Educational
Psychology
Dissertation: "The Effect of a Cognitive-Behavioral Group
Intervention on the Locus of Control, Attrlbutional Style, and
Depressive Symptoms of Middle School Students"
Scott James Cross", Sciotoville, OH
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Bioanalytical Sensing Applications of Polymer-
Modified Electrodes"
Berry Allen Crutchfield ...., Charleston, WV
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Feeding Ecology and Damage Thresholds for
Japanese Beetle and Southern Masked Chafer (Coleoptera:
Scarabaeidae) Grubs in Cool-Season Turfgrasses"
Malcolm Phillip Cutchin, Dallas, TX
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Place, Action, and Self: A Pragmatist Perspective
on Physician Integration in Rural Communities"
Vivian Flora Cyrus", Richmond
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "The Category of Monoids"
Rodelio Feliciano Dalisay ...., Davao, Phillipines
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Persistence of Induced Systemic Resistance and
Enhanced Peroxidase and Chitinase Activities in Cucumber
Plants"
Thomas Wayne Davis ....
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "The Effects of Group II Phospholipase A2 on Ras-
Induced Metastasis"
Carmen Esther de Pablo-Gallardo, Spain
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "EICuento Extremeno En Busca De Autodefinicion
(1830-1918)"
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Garland Ray Dever, jr., Lebanon
Major: Geology
Dissertation: "Tectonic Implications of Erosional and
Depositional Features in Late Meramecian and Early
Chesterian (Mississippian) Carbonate Rocks of South-Central
and East-Central Kentucky"
Brenda Lynn Diefenbach, St. Johnsbury, VT
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Proteoglycans in Monocrotaline-Induced
Pulmonary Hypertension"
Darryl Scott Dillery ...., Albion, MI
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "High Order Orthogonal Spline Collocation
Schemes for Elliptic and Parabolic Problems"
Zengyu Du, Yougu, China
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Bioavailabilities of Copper in Copper Proteinate,
Copper Lysine and Cupric Sulfate, and Copper Tolerances of
Holstein and Jersey Cattle"
Veronica Io Duncan, Russellville
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Race,Gender, and Perceptions of Deceptiveness"
Herman Komelius Edskes ....
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Regulatory Elements Involved in Caulimoviral
Gene Expression"
John Edwin Elliott...., Bunkie, LA
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology
Dissertation: "Perceptions of Realism in High and Low Structure
Simulated Families"
Cynthia G. Ellis, Bedford, MA
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "A Reconceptualization of Personality Constructs of
Vulnerability to Depression From the Perspective of the Five
Factor Model"
Steven Alan Enkemenn ....
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Identification of Functionally Important Domains
of the Multifunctional L Protein of Vesicular Stomatitis Virus:
Analysis of Mutants Generated In Vivo and In Vitro"
John P. Ernst, Louisville
Major: History
Dissertation: "Forging a Fateful Alliance: The Role of Michigan
State University in the Development of America's Vietnam
Policy"
Todd A. Estes, Knoxville, TN
Major: History
Dissertation: "Liberty and Order: Revolutionary Democracy and
the Problem of Governance in the Early American Republic"
Elizabeth Dalton Fair...., Oklahoma City, OK
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Gender Differences in Career Outcomes Among
Business School Graduates"
John Randall Finch'", Asheboro, NC
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "In Vivo 19FMagnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
(MRS),18FSynthesis, and In Vivo Positron Emission
Tomography (PET) Studies of an Ozone-Gentle Aerosol and
Refrigerant: Ll.Lz-Tetrafluoroethane (HFC-134a)"
Steven Carl Finger", Lexington
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology
Dissertation: "Manner of Disclosure of Homosexuality and Short-
Term Acceptance by Family Members: A Simulation Using
Undergraduate Research Participants"
Rey Ison Floresca, Philippines
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Synthesis of Photoactive Analogs of Natural
Products and Drugs: Taxol and Phenothiazines"
Chris Wood Foreman'", S. Dayton, NY
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Conducting a Critical-Interpretive Communication
Analysis of an Organization: Identifying Subcultural
Differences in the Ideological Meaning Structures of a
Manufacturing Company"
April Lee Porsberg'", Auburndale, FL
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation: "Modulation of Nitric Oxide During Pregnancy"
Craig Thompson Friend, Lexington
Major: History
Dissertation: "Inheriting Eden: The Creation of Society and
Community in Early Kentucky, 1792-1812"
Lisa Sugden Caetke ...., St. Paul, MN
Major: Nutritional Science
Dissertation: "Altered Zinc Metabolism and Its Sequelae During
Dietary Zinc Deficiency and Stress"
Guillermo Marcos Gallacher", Buenos Aires
Major: Agricultural Economics




Dissertation: "Schopenhauer, Suffering, and Salvation: On the
Relation Between Reality and Happiness"
Hongguang Gong, Shandong, China
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "Modeling Consumer Demand for a Differentiated
Product: The Japanese BeefMarket"
Jeremy Richard Craff'", Florence
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Messenger RNA Translation and Malignancy: The
mRNA Cap-Binding Protein, eIF-4E,as an Integral
Component of Malignancy in Cloned Rat Embryo
Fibroblasts"
Autumn Ann Grubb-Swetnam", West Union, OH
Major: Communication
Dissertation "Women's Use, Negotiation and Interpretation of
Women's Service, Fashion and Beauty Magazines: Generat-
ing Cynergetic Tales Through Standpoint Epistemology":
Chuanbao Gu, Beijing, China
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Thermal Characteristics of a Flat Plate Heat Pipe
for Direct Contact Cooling of Electronics"
Zhenhua Guo ....
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation: "Diterpene Biosynthesis in Tobacco Trichome
Glands"
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Julie Ann Curwell'", Prospect
Major: Anatomy and Neurobiology
Dissertation: "Astrocytes as Mediators of Opioid-Dependent
Growth"
Nathan Christopher Hall, Galion, OH
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Ischemia/Reperfusion-Induced Alterations in the
Physical State of Synaptosomal Membrane-Associated
Proteins and Lipids: Relevance to Stroke"
Bonnie Hall-Polus", Jackson
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology
Dissertation: "Body Image Satisfaction and Self-Esteem In An
Elderly Population"
Sarah Lee Hamilton, Lexington
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "TheTwo-Headed Household: Gender and
Agricultural Development in an Andean Community
(Cotopaxi Provence, Ecuador)"
Mami Elaine Harris, Irvine, CA
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "Astrocytes and L-Glutamate Transport: Effects of
Oxidation and Amyloid Peptides in Relation to Alzheimer's
Disease"
Tina Maria Harris, Atlanta, GA
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Interracial Dating: The Implications of Race Within
Romantic Relationships"
Lucia Guzzi Harrison, Verona, Italy
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "EITema de Vicio y Virtud en Las Coplas de Peman
Perez de Guzman"
Kevin Scott Harrod, Frankfort
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Polyamine Biosynthetic Enzyme Regulation By
Hypoxia In Cultured Pulmonary Artery Smooth Muscle
Cells"
Ahmed Herzenni'", Settat. Morocco
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "TheCultural Economy of Technical Innovation In
Semi-Arid Rural Morocco"
David Michael Hiestand", Lexington
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "A Study of the Nucleotide Binding Properties of
Interleukin-l Band Tumor Necrosis Factor-a"
Leslie Jones Higgins, Nashville, TN
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "The Associations of Personal Body Awareness,
Symptom Perception, and Timeline Anticipation With
Adherence Behavior of Adults With Primary Hypertension"
Huyi Hines'", Beijing,China
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology- Educational
Psychology
Dissertation: "Parents' Educational Expectations and
Achievement-Supporting Behavior, and Children's Academic
Achievement: A Cross-Cultural Study of American, Chinese-
American and Chinese Families"
Daniel Michael Hoefner, Versailles
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: 'The Photoaffinity Probe, p-Azidobenzylphlorizin,
Alters Human Red Blood Cell Flexibility, Shape, and
Volume"
Richard Mark Hoffman", Baltimore, MD
Major: Music
Dissertation: "A Theory of Musical Tension in Renaissance
Music: A Study of Early Sixteenth-Century German
Polyphony"
Nancy Anne Honeycutt, Eden, NC
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "Lateralized Function in Patients With Complex
Partial Seizures of Temporal Lobe Origin"
Dayuan Hu, Beijing, China
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "Economic Analyses of Wind Erosion Control With
Off-Site Environmental Effects"
Chifu Huang, Hunan, China
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Molecular Analysis of PGE2-Binding Site of
Prostaglandin E2Receptor EP3 Subtype"
Xiaoqiang Huang, China
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "The Understory Herbaceous Community in a
Mixed Mesophytic Forest"
Carol Lutz Ireson, Lexington
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "Critical Pathway Effectiveness for Achieving
Patient Outcomes"
Brent Douglas jacobson", Alva, OK
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Relationship of Herbicide Fate in Agricultural Soils
to Water Contamination"
Ashu [ain'", Alwar, India
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "Development of a Decision Support System for
Drought Characterization and Management"
Barbara Tubbesing jefferson", Maysville
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology
Dissertation: "Loss of Control as a Stressor in Chemical
Dependency"
Thomas Arthur [erse'", Lexington
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "AHybrid Technique for Efficiently Estimating
Common-Mode Currents in Transmission-Line Structures"
[ianqing Iin'". Shanghai, China
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Robust Estimation for AR(1) Process With Missing
Data"
Jeannie Diane Johnson, Mt. Vernon, IN
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Empirical Analysis of the Effect of Foreign
GAAP Adjustments on United States Stock Market
Reactions"
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Nancy Brabant Johnson, Xenia, OH
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology - Educational
Psychology
Dissertation: "AComparison of Community College Students'
Supervisory Problem-Solving Skills with Expert and Novice
Supervisors"
Martha Marie Rosentrater [oseph'", Lexington
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Time-Resolved Optical Emission Spectroscopy of
Laser-Induced Plasmas on Copper and Aluminum Surfaces
and in a Graphite Furnace"
Huaihung Danny Kao, Taipei, Tawain
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Enhancement of Delivery of L-Dopa by the
Administration of Its Prod rugs Via Nasal Route"
Donald Dee Kautz, Wausau, WI
Major: Nursing
Dissertation: "The Maturing of Sexual Intimacy in Older Adult
Couples"
Debby Lyn Keen". Pikeville
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: "Inductive Dependencies"
[ung Yeul Kim'", Taegu, Korea
Major: Materials Science and Engineering
Dissertation: "Nucleation and Growth Mechanisms of Copper
Film From MOCVD"
Sang-tae Kim", Seoul, Korea
Major; Political Science
Dissertation; "Beyond Assertive Technonationalism: The State,
Market, and Technology Policy in South Korea"
Song Min Kim, Lexington
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "The Political Economy of Import Liberalization in
the Agricultural Sector: A Case Study of South Korea"
Mindy Sloan Kohler, Peoria, IL
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology - Educational
Psychology




Dissertation: "Dynamics of Cocoa Production in Cote Ivoire"
Kevin Michael Krause
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation: "Influence of Hypercapnia on the Respiratory
Volume-Timing Relationships During Inspiratory and
Expiratory Resistive Loading" 4
Susan Marie Reynolds Krause'"
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation: "The Contribution of Inspiratory Muscle Afferents
to the Perception of Breathing in Human Subjects"
Jeraldine Rachel Kraver'". New York City, NY
Major: English
Dissertation: "Paris South: What a Lost Generation Sought and
Found in Post-Revolution Mexico"
Judith Krieger", Bellingham, WA
Major; Anthropology
Dissertation: "Women, Men and Household Food in Cameroon"
Michael Andrew Kukral, Richfield, OH
Major: Geography




Dissertation: "Hidden Power in Gender Relations Among
Indonesians: A Case Study In a Javanese Village, Indonesia"
Louis Edgar Lalaunie, [r., Versailles
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Ritual and Hierarchy in Organizational Culture: A
Case Study of Longwood <Colleges-College"
Sharon "Melissa" Latimer'", Philadelphia, MS
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Multi-Level Analyses of Work and Welfare"
Cynthia Ann Leedham, Lexington
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "The Impact of the Medicare Prospective Payment
System: Policy Analysis in a Post-Positivist Vein"
Freda D. Lewis", Jackson, MS
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Getting By:Race and Parasocial Interaction in a
Television Situation Comedy"
Norman Carter Lewis'", Louisville
Major; Spanish
Dissertation: "Creating The True Face: Mesoamerican Spirituality
in the Fiction of Carlos Fuentes"
Cuiping Li",China
Major: Engineering Mechanics
Dissertation: "A Hybrid Approach for Model Refinement and
Damage Detection in Flexible Structures"
Wen-I u-. Taiwan
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Mechanism and Mathematical Modeling of
Microsphere Formation"
Kun-jung Liao", Pingtong, Taiwan
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "The High Technological Development and the
State: The Case of Taiwan"
Mitchel Lifland'", Richmond
Major: Materials Science and Engineering
Dissertation: "Titanium Dental Implants Fabricated by Electro
Discharge Compaction"
Ceraldo daCosta Lima", Recite
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology
Dissertation: "Factors Predicting AIDS Risk Perception Among
College Students"
Mary Catherine Linton, Goshen, IN
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Pit-Trap Placement and Foraging in Antilion
Larvae (Myrrneleontidae: Neuroptera)"
Linda H. Linville, Paris
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology
Dissertation: "Breast Cancer Patient Clinical Trail Participation"
Jennifer Little, Lexington
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology - Educational
Psychology
Dissertation: "Work Values of Adolescents in Eastern Kentucky"
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Han Peter Liu, Suzhou, China
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "A New Robot Calibration Methodology and
Experimental Study"
Qin Liu'", Chengdu, China
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Serotonin-Like Immunoreactivity in the Visual
System of the Leopard Frog Rana pipiens
Haiping Luo, Beijing, China
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "Yield Forecast, Ratemaking, and Systemic Risk in
Crop Insurance: Three Essays"
Wenhong Luo, Shanghai, China
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Organizational Computing Infrastructure: A
Synthetic Framework, Validation, and Experiment"
Michael Sean Lynch'", Warwick, RI
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology
Dissertation: "Religious Motivation, Locus of Control, Hardiness
and Psychological Well-Being Among Older Adults"
Jennifer Denise Mackey-Degler, Lexington
Major: Psychology-Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Predictors of First-Time Mothers' Decision to
Work: A Reasoned Action Model"
Karoline J. Manny, Lexington
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "A Reevaluation of the Drama and Prose of Alonso
de Castillo Solorzan"
W. David Martin'", Cornelia, GA
Major: Microbiology and Immunology
Dissertation: "Tolerance in Transgenic Mice Expressing Allo-
MHC Molecules Exclusively in the Lens of the Eye"
George Mathew"
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Morphology Studies of Iron-Manganese Thin Films
on Si and Graphite Substrates"
Talina Rose Mathews, McKee
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Valuing the Disposal of Hazardous Materials wi
Increasing Risk: The Case of Aging Chemical Weapons"
Mary Lynn Mazzanti, Crossett, AR
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "Novel Forms of Calcium Current Inactivation of a
Very Long Calcium Channel Tail Current in Hippocampal
Neurons"
Cecile Burford McAninch", Columbia, SC
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Effect of Self-Perception and Prior Information on
Children's Peer Impression Formation"
Carla Jean McCowan*, Danville
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology
Dissertation: "The Interplay Between Racial Identity, African Self-
Consciousness, and Career Decidedness for Female African
American Students in University Environments"
Kyle Rhea McLeod, Lubbock, TX
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Manipulation of the Somatostatin Plexus: Influence
on Growth Hormone Release and Net Visceral and Hepatic
Metabolism in Sheep"
Nelson Noel Messone", Ovan, Gabon
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Japan's Foreign Aid to Africa: International and
Domestic Determinants"
Abdullah YousefSahar Mohammad", Kuwait
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "The Role of Transnational and Nongovernmental
Organizations in Hegemonic Contests: Case Study of Egypt,
Saudi Arabia, and Iran"
Carmen L.Montanez
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "El Personaje Femenino En La Cuentistica De Varies
Escritoras Puertorriquefias Contemporaneas''
Brian Lee Moore'". Louisville
Major: Psychology ~Clinical Psychology




Dissertation: "The Effect of Sterols on the Resistance of Potato
Tuber Discs and Foliage to Phytophthora Infestans:
Compatibility /Tncompatibiliry and Metabolic Responses in
the Potato - Fungus Interaction"
Roland Dyche Mullins'", Mt Vernon
Major: Biomedical Engineering
Dissertation: "Effects of Extremely Low Frequency Electric and
Magnetic Fields on Intracellular Calcium Homeostasis"
Judith Munro-Leighton'". Louisville
Major: History
Dissertation: "American Policy VS..Asian Revolution: SWNCC
Recommendations Regarding Post-World War II China,
Korea, and Vietnam"
Gregg Barton Neikirk, Danville
Major: English
Dissertation: "Free Will in Milton and Early America: Through
the Great Awakening to Independence"
Grace Mun Yan Ng. Hong Hong
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Altered Signal Transduction Pathways in Skin
Fibroblasts from Patients With Alzheimer Disease"
Michelle K. Nihei
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Effects of AF64A on Nicotinic Antinociception
Produced at the Rat Pedunculopontine Tegmental Nucleus
and Rostral Ventral Medulla"
Salome Chidiebere Nnoromele, NigeriaMajor: English
Dissertation: "Race and Imperialism: Mary Kingsley's Vision for
Britian and West Africa"
Tahereh Nourbakhsh'". Lexington
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "Impact of Socioeconomic Characteristics of U.S.
Households on the Demand for Beef, Pork, Poultry, and All
Meats"
Cheah Yee 00, Penang, Malaysia
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences




Dissertation: "Global Adjustment and Peripheral States: The Stick
and the Carrot in Mauritania"
James Curtis Pendergrass, Lexington
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "The Effects of the Chronic Ingestion of Low Levels
of Inorganic Mercury (II) and Mercury (II) Complexed with
EDTA on the Rodent Neuronal Cytoskeleton: Possible Role of
These Forms of Environmental Mercury Exposure in the
Etioloogy of Alzheimer's Disease"
Qiyuan Peng'", China
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Conductive Metallophthalocyanine Polymers:
Properties and Applications"
Susan C. Perry'", Lexington
Major: Music
Dissertation: "The Solo Organ and Harmonium Works of Camille
Saint-Saens: A Chronological Analysis"
Everett Carl Pesci", Indiana, PA
Major: Microbiology and Immunology
Dissertation: "A Study of Superoxide Dismutase Enzymes From
Campy/obaeter Jejuni and Helieobacter Pylori"
Panayotis Loukas Petrou'", Athens, Greece
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Attachment Patterns in Childhood, Adolescence
and Adulthood"
Robert Scott Pfannenstiel, Glen Burnie, MD
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Patterns of Habitat Use by Generalist Predators in
Agricultural Ecosystems"
David Larry Pflugh, Butler, PA
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Role of lL-7 in Syngeneic Graft vs. Host Disease"
James Mark Prather'"', Dallas, TX
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "The Application of Sensation Seeking Theory to a
Public Communications Campaign in Kentucky: The
Prevention of Birth Defects Due to Substance Use"
Cheng Qian. Beijing, China
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Turbulent Flame Spread on Corner Walls"
Christopher Karstens Randall, Indianapolis, IN
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "Conditioned and Unconditioned Effects of
Morphine: A Comparison of Place Preference and Locomotor
Activity in Preweenling and Adult Rats"
Magesh Ranganathan. Madras, India
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Performance Evaluation of Tool Sharing Policies in
Automated Manufacturing Systems"
Judy Lynn Ratliff, Carlisle
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Investigation of the Atomization Mechanisms of
Selected Compounds in Electrothermal Atomic and
Molecular Absorption Spectrometry"
Baolute Ren"
Major: Materials Science and Engineering
Dissertation: "Studies of Rolling Texture and Microstructure
Evolution As Well As Plastic Anisotropy of Al-Mg Alloys"
Sandra Ann Rivera", Chicago, IL
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Inter-Industry and Intra-Industry Effects of
Voluntary Restraint Agreements Machine Tools and Steel"
Tamara Kidwell Roberts", Louisville
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology
Dissertation: "Mothers' Causal Attributions for Children's
Behavior in a Nonclinical Preschool Sample"
Damon Ann Robinson"
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology
Dissertation: 'Therapy With Women: Empirical Validation of a
Clinical Expertise"
Karen Lyn Roper, Houston, TX
Major: Psychology - Experimental Psychology
Dissertation: "Observing Response Choices in Pigeons"
Kevin Andrew Roper, Munro College, Jamaica
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Convexity Properties of Holomorphic Mapping in
Cn"
Marcy Ellen Rosenbaum", Iowa City, IA
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "Cultural Analysis of Women, Breast Cancer
Surgery and the Meaning of Breasts"
Michael E. Russell'"', Winona, MN
Major: Anthropology




Dissertation: "Gender Role Acquisition in Hispanic-American
Children"
Danita Mignon Saxon", Morehead
Major: Nutritional Science
Dissertation: "The Histaminergic System and the
Neuroregulation of Food Intake"
Terisa Laine Scales'", West Palm Beach, FL
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "All That Fits A Woman": The Education of
Southern Baptist Women for Missions and Social Work at the
Woman's Missionary Union Training School, 1907-1926"
Michael D. Schinski", Geneseo, NY
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Impact of the Federal Reserve's Source of
Strength Policy on Bank Holding Companies"
Pamela Schlomann'"
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Initiating and Sustaining Ethical Discourse in a
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit: An Ethnographic Study"
Ananto K. Seta, Indonesia
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Water Dispersible Soil Colloids: Their
Dispersibility, Mobility, and Role in Facilitating Transport of
Herbicides Through Intact Soil Columns"
Shirley Ann Settle, Lexington
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Attributions and Social Persistence in School-




Dissertation: "The Ll.S.Army in the 1970 Cambodian Incursion"
Hai Shen", He Fei, China
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "Reduction of Hexavalent Chromium By Escherichia
Coli"
Quan Zhen Shi", China
Major: Education and Counseling Psychology-Counseling
Psychology
Dissertation: "Effects of Self-Complexity and Other-Complexity
on Depression and Hostility"
Todd Gregory Shields", Harrison, OH
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Network News, Attributions of Responsibility, and
the Role of Visual Images"
Dean Marc Showalter ...., Kalona, IA
Major: Economics




Dissertation: "Terms of Trade and Income Effects on the Trade
Balance: An Empirical Investigation in Oil-Exporting
Developing Countries"
Karen O. Skaff, Lexington
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "A Case Study Exploring the Ways in Which Health
Professions Students Describe Ethical Dilemmas"
Brian Philip Smith", Columbus, OH
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Compositional Data Analysis Using Liouville
Distributions and Their Generalities"
Kevin H. Stansbury ...., Bartlesville, OK
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Mechanism of Aralkyl DNA Adduct Formation
From Benzo[AlPyrene In Vivo"
Ye-Ming Sun, Zhejiang. China
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Heterosynoptic Modulation of Neurotransmitter
Release by -Amino-Butyric Acid (GABA) and Thyrotropin-
Releasing Hormone (TRH)"
Barry Lynn Tadlock, Knoxville, TN
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Voting Behavior in U.S. Senate Elections: An
Information Processing Perspective"
Li-Qun Tang", Gansu, China
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "A Least-Squares Finite Element Method for Time-
Dependent Fluid Flows and Transport Phenomena"
Darrell Neal Taulbee", Frankfort
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "A Technique to Measure the Adsorption and
Cracking of Hydrocarbons Over Processed Oil Shale
Substrates"
Sujatha Mary Thampi", Kuching. Malaysia
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Environmental Pollutants as Regulators of Gene
Expression"
David Brian Thompson'", Louisville
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Investigation of Complex Ionization Amplitudes in
Cadmium By (e. 2e) Spectroscopy"
Bryan Keith Tolliver", Thomasville, NC
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "Behavioral Genetic Analysis of Sensitization and
Tolerance to Cocaine"
Brahim B. Trabelsi", Ebbaksour
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "External Debt of African and Latin American
Countries: Resource Allocation Implications"
Judi C. Truitt", Louisville
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "The Communication of Help-Seeking Skills to
Children"
Kam-Fai Tse, Hong Kong
Major: TOXicology
Dissertation: "Bone Marrow Stromal Hematopoiesis in Murine
Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome"
Yung-Chin Alex Tung ...., Taiwan
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Information Asymmetry and Insider Trading:
Experiments and Analyses in the Stock Market"
Scott David Vander Ploeg ...., Ft. Wayne, IN
Major: English
Dissertation: "John Donne's Aesthetics: Art Against Doubt"
Tomy Varghese, India
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Spectral Redundancy in Tissue Characterization"
John Lamburtus Verburg, Fairview
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Exploratory Analysis of Church Pastors in
Different Sized Communities"
Teresa Gail Vincent, Louisville
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "The Comparative Analyses of the dhod Gene
Among Four Different Species of the Genus Drosophilia'
Sally Marie Vogl-Bauer", Green Bay, WI
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "The Impact of Perceived Equity and Adolescent
Autonomy on Parent/ Adolescent Communication Strategy
Usage and Relational Outcomes"
Anjali Chinubhai Vyas". India
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Pulmonary Vascular Basement Membrane
Components in Hypoxic Pulmonary Hypertension and Its
Regression"
James Douglas Wagner, Tampa, FL
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Population Regulation in the Wolf Spider
Schizocosa ocreata: Evidence of Cannibalism"
Julie Ann Walker, Bagley, MN
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Influence of Slaframine, a-Diphenylacetoxy-N>
Methylpiperidine Methiodide, and Carbohydrate Infusion on
Pancreatic Exocrine Secretion in the Bovine"
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Gregory Lee Waltermire, Winchester
Major; Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Academic Freedom in Southern Baptist
Convention Seminaries: A Study in Epistemology and
Response to Modernism"
Roberta Haven Webster'", Northport, AL
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Advertisements as Mirrors of Change: The
Delineation of America's Post-Industrial Geographies"
Jeanette M. Weninger", Sacramento, CA
Major: Psychology - Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "The Use of a Positive Emotion Induction to Reduce
Anxious and Disruptive Behavior in Pediatric Dental
Patients"
Amy Elizabeth Wilson", Henderson
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Regulation of the Nucleolar Protein P120"
Allan Witkowski", Madisonville
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Competitive Binding Assays Based on Genetically
Engineered Proteins"
Amy Suwu Wong", Rockville, MD
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Proton-Induced Gamma-Ray and X-Ray Emission
and Their Analytical Applications to Coal Resource
Development"
James R. Wood", Lexington
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Perceptions of Deceptive Behavior and Effects of
Perceptual Accuracy in Detecting Deception in Marital
Types"
Fuqiang Xu", Nanyang, China
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "On Chemistry of Conductive Polyphthalocyanines,
Fullerene and Vanadyl Phosphate Intercalation Compounds"
Ning Xu", Beijing, China
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Transient Molecular Spectroscopy of Gas Phase
Species in Electrothermal Atomizers"
Guozhen Yang", China
Major: Physics




Dissertation: "Expression of the dhod Gene During
Gametogenesis in Drosophila melanogaster"
Jeffrey David Yingling'"
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation: "Modulation of Cyclic 3', 5'-Adenosine




Dissertation: "Nitrogen Transformation and Availability in




Dissertation: "Development of In-Situ Rock Property
Measurement Technique Using a Borehole Penetrometer"
Xueqing Zhao, China
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Model Studies on the Interaction of CO with Iron
Surfaces"
Jeffrey Alan Zuiderveen'", Kalamazoo, MI
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Identification of Critical Environmental Toxicants
Using Metal-Binding Chela tors"
Doctor of Education
Keith Casey Barton'". Eminence
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Historical Understanding Among Elementary
Children"
Terry Lynn Birdwhistel1*
Major; Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
Dissertation: "An Educated Difference: Women at the University
of Kentucky Through the Second World War"
Dayna Spencer Brown'". Flemingsburg
Major: Health, Physical Education and Recreation
Dissertation: "Effect of Head Upright Tilt and Isometric Exercise
on Cardiovascular Responses in Permanent Pacemaker
Patients With Sick Sinus Syndrome"
Judith Paige Carney, Lexington
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "The Use of Effective Change Characteristics in
Implementing Kentucky's Primary Program: A Case Study"
Audrey Eileen Thornton Carr"
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: "Factors Associated With Attrition and Retention of
Students in Postsecondary Health Occupational Programs in
Kentucky"
Randall Wayne Crist'". Lawrenceburg
Major: Health, Physical Education and Recreation
Dissertation: "The Effects of Aerobic Exercise and Free-Play Time
on the Self-Concept and Classroom Performance of Sixth
Grade Students"
Timothy Allen Dunnagan'", Lexington
Major: Health, Physical Education and Recreation
Dissertation: "The Effects of Fitness Programming on Health Care
Costs; Factors Which Facilitate Exercise Recruitment and
Adherence in Individuals Who are Economic Users of Health
Benefits"
George Joseph Gerl, Ft. Thomas
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Leadership Behavior and School-Based Decision-
Making Council Member Satisfaction in Kentucky High
Schools"
Barbara Shrewsbury Hulsmeyer, Louisville
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "Nurses in Transition: First Year Challenges"
Robert Stephen Hutton, Villa Hills
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Leadership Behavior and School-Based Decision-
Making Council Member Satisfaction in Kentucky
Elementary Schools"
Harold George Jeffcoat", W. Lafayette, IN
Major: Educational Policy Studies & Evaluation
Dissertation: "University Presidents, as Autobiographers"
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Harold J. [ohnson'", Hightstown, NJ
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "Development and Evaluation of an Unobtrusive
Computer System for Collecting Direct Observation Data in
the Classroom"
Sandra Shelley Kestner'", Lexington
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "A Study of Selected Programmatic and Personal
Factors Associated with Reading and Math Achievement
Scores of Adult Basic Education Students in Kentucky"
Mary Margaret Kindel, Ft. Mitchell
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Computer Attitudes and Use of Public Secondary
School Teachers in Kentucky"
Jon Clark McChesney, Richmond
Major: Health, Physical Education and Recreation
Dissertation: "An Exploration of Issues Relating to Participation
in an Employee Leisure Program: Behavioral Indicators and
Satisfaction"
Steven Dale Milburn", Louisville
Major: Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
Dissertation: "An Analysis of the Influences of Gender, Race and
Age on Student Preferences for the Delivery of Academic
Advising Services"
John Allen Moore, Lexington
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Empowering Student Teachers to Teach From a
Multicultural Perspective"
John A. Nyland'", Largo, FL
Major: Health, Physical Education and Recreation
Dissertation: "The Effect of Eccentric Isokinetic Peripheral
Neuromuscular Fatigue of the Stance Lower Extremity
Quadriceps Femoris and Hamstring Muscle Groups of
Athletic Females on Knee and Ankle Dynamics During
Crossover Cut Maneuver Performance"
Clifford Bernard Perkins, [r., Ft. Thomas
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "A Study of the Relationships of Gender, Ethnic
Origin and Student Program Classification and Scores on the
Battelle Developmental Screening Inventory as They Relate
to Pre-School Students in Kentucky"
Ray Vaughn Read", Magnolia
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Principals' Perceptions of the Policy Development
Process of School Councils in Kentucky"
John C. Settle, Calhoun
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "The Influence of the Characteristics of the
Professional Development Program and Other Selected
Contextual Factors in Successful and Less Successful Primary
Programs in Eight Kentucky Schools"
Popon Sjarif-Arifin, Indonesia
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: "SDSApplication in the Indonesian Setting"
Daryl Lee Smith, North Chili, NY
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "TheEffects of Cooperative Learning in a Short-
Term, Intensive, Adult Seminar"
[onell Tobin, Harned
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: "Adult Education and Literacy in the Job
Opportunities and Basic Skills (JOBS)Program"
Doctor of Musical Arts
Jesse Marvin Ayers, Knoxville, TN
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: "And They Gathered on Mount Carmel (DMA
Project)"
Joanne Margaret Filkins'", Castleton, NY
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: "The Hom Music of Bernhard Heiden"
Barry C. [ohnson'", Louisville
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: "Scenes of a Man-Child in the el-Iood' A Tone Poem
for Wind Band in Five Movements"
Kenneth E. Read, Cincinnati, OH
Major: Musical Arts
Dissertation: "The King's New Clothes (Musical Composition)"
Educational Specialist
Patricia Ann Bailey", Lexington
John William Black, [r., Paris
Wanda Gail Chandler, Bowling Green
Jane Ann Cottrell'", Lexington
Thomas Francis Fisher, Lexington
Nan Zhang Hampton, Beijing, China
Aino Hanke-Helmes, Lexington
Elaine Harrison, Frankfort
Mindy Sloan Kohler, Peoria, IL
Libbie Mays Pigue, Lexington
Michele Rita Tagher, Walton
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Master of Arts
Josh K. Ackerman ...., Lexington
Ari jogaiswara Adipurwawidjana, Bandung.
Indonesia
Derek Robert Agard'", Lexington
Phyllis A.M. Aileen, Lexington
Gonzalo Xavier Alcalde, Atlanta, GA
Benjamin William Allen, Burke, VA
Rachel Stephanie Apanewicz, Philadelphia, PA
Christopher Arata". Solsberry, IN
Chandra Kaye Messner Arts, Cincinnati, OH
Christopher Anthony Aubuchon, Leominster, MA
Seth Richard Axelrod, Oceanside, NY
Heather L. Barron, Lamesa, TX
Bernadette Catherine Barton'"', Lexington
Raymond Patrick Baruffalo", St. Marys, PA
John Joseph Beake ...., Ft. Collins, CO
Laura Jane (Creeburg) Begley, Huntington, WV
Ann Michele Bell, Georgetown
John Cecil Bell'", Georgetown
Lee Lucas Berman, Clinton, CT
Sissy Bertino"; Lexington
Rachel L. Beyerle, Louisville
Kate J. Black, Lexington
LeRoy Vincent Bland'", Richmond, VA
Matthew J. Bond
Jane vahlkemp Boswell", Lexington
Lisa Kay Brewer'", Central City
James Harry Bright", Midway
Derek Allen Campbell", Des Moines, IA
Todd Hunter Campbell", Eminence




Wai-Keung Chung, Hong Kong
Robert Brandon Claycomb, Hodgenville
Joseph Alan Corbett'", Lebanon
Cathryn Leigh-Ann Cornett'", Springfield, VA
Elizabeth G. Cox, Elizabethtown
Susan Elizabeth Cox, Virginia Beach, VA
Kevin Henry Crow, Dardanelle, AR
Daniel Edward Crowe, Jacksonville, FL
Douglas G. Darbro", Carlisle
Lora Lea Dawson", Lexington
Sarah E. Deitsch", Richmond, IN
Michael Theodore de los Reyes, Chicago, IL
Deborah Ann Carlson DiBeneditto, Lexington
Mary Beth Diener, Champaign, IL
Lois Ruth Dowd, Corinth
Oleg Borisovich Dzioubinski'", Nikolayev,
Ukraine
Sara Rasnake Edgett", Princeton
Jonathan Lee Edwards, Fairview Park, OH
John Bryant Evans, Henderson
Andrew Lee Feight, Atlanta, GA
Dawn Marie Peltcicchla'", Richmond
Scott Webster Fielding, Louisville
Jeffery W. Fightmaster", Georgetown
Janet Susan Fisher, Lexington
Johnny Tyrone Hanagan, Jr.", Atlanta, GA
Michael William French, Mena, AR
Kathleen J. Promm'", Lexington
Michael Duane Galloy, Laforte, IN
Leslee Koch Gilbert, Ft. Worth, TX
Richard Allen Gilbreath, Lexington
Brian Thomas Oill'', St. Louis, MO
Mary Reams Goodloe, Gallatin, TN
Charlotte Lynne Gossett, Vine Grove
Amy Wyn Cranger'". Baton Rouge, LA
Charles James Creen'". Con ton, CT
David Antony Griffiths, London, England
John Raymond Crimes'", Lexington
Gregory C. Gunn, Auburn, NY
Joan Adele Hac
Christy Lynn Halbert", Brentwood, TN
Shelda A. Hale, Owensboro
Lynne Suzanne Hansen", Plymouth, MN
C. Frank Harscher, III, Lexington
Dawn M. Hasemann'", Sarasota, FL
Christopher Richard Murray Hayward'",
Lexington
Steven Edward Heiner, Lexington
Scot Christopher Hickey". Orange, CA
Kristi Annelle Hislope'", Somerset
William Gregory Howard, Neon
James Donald Hudson ...., Louisville
Mary Taylor Huntsman'", Greensburg
Mark Andrew Jackson, Memphis, TN
Bryan Bartlett Iarrnusch'". Greenville, SC
Douglas Newell Jones, Berea
Katherine T. Iones'", Easton, MA
Daren H. Kaiser", Warren, IL
Mark Anderson Kennedy, Lexington
Patricia Christine Koltys, Detroit, MI
Howard Nathaniel Koonce", Oakland, ME
Kathleen Celeste Koontz, Greencastle, IN
Thomas Robert Kowalski, Rochester, NY
Sunryoung Lee, Kyung, Korea
Nell Ewing Leech, Glasgow
Ronald Joseph Leinen ...., Galena, IL
Michael I.Levy ...., Boca Raton, FL
Jane Lydia Lewis", Winchester
Leland John L'Hote, Ir."', Lexington
Bingkun Li
Yurnin Liu'". Shenyang, China
Wendy Lynn Longmire, Kerrville, TX
William H. Lowthert, IV, Lexington
Carl Victor Lutzer, Ann Arbor, MI
Robert C. Mahaney, Lexington
Amy Elizabeth Maher, EI ToTO,CA
Costas Georgiou Mallouris, Cyprus
Brian William Malloy". Lexington
Genevieve Ann Marie Mangine", Lexington
S. Margaret Matheny, Lexington
Kimberly Michelle Mayo'". Louisville
Denis Michael McCarthy, Bethpage, NY
Karyn Sprague Mckenzie. Lexington
Jeremy Daniel Meadows ...., Covington
Monica Pugh Mehanna, Lexington
Erin Michele Melcher'?'. Cynthiana
David Thurman Miller, Helen, WV
Joel Arthur Mize, Versailles
Tanya Eugiene Monsanto-Abuzent'",
Burkesville
Gary Wayne Montgomery". Madisonville
Norlean Danhauer Moran", Owensboro
Betsy Neale'", Lexington
John E. Nelson, Ill, Houston, TX
Keith Mathew Neu ...., Shreveport, LA
Pin Ni ...., Lexington
Scott David Orr'", Atlanta, GA
Roberto Peroni, Italy
Michael D. Peak, Louisville
Beth S. Pent", Lexington
David Anthony Pepe. Utica, NY
Andrew G. Peters, Cincinnati, OH
Daniel Walter Peters"; Denver, CO
Karen Ann Petkunas. Hudson, OH
Jennifer Christine Philpot, Manchester
James Herman Pruitt, II ...., Raven, VA
Darren Edward Purcell, Leitchfield
Michelle Lynn Raguet, Dunlap, IL
Herbert Boyce Ratliff, III, Lexington
Preston Alan Reed, Jr."", Burlington
Marc Alan Rhorer, Harrodsburg
Douglas Alan Riley, Greencastle, IN
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Patricia Mary Robinet ...., Byron, MI
Kristen D. Robinson, Sault Saint Marie, MI
Charles Vinod Rodrigues, Bombay, India
Christian Edward Rogiers, Brugge, Belgium
Marta A. Roller ....
Kelley Marie Rule", Lexington
Douglas John Scambler, Mt. Prospect, IL
Marlies L. Schoeneberger'"
Matthew Warren Scobee, Louisville
Dorothee Seifen, Little Rock, AR
Yvonne Sue Simerman'", Decatur, IN
Jean Randle Simmons", New Orleans, LA
Elizabeth Sohler, Lexington
Frances Helen Stadelman, Sturgis
Colin Lee Starr, Albany, OR
Sarah Dickey Stearns, Gansevoort, NY
Jason John Andrew Stephenson, Lexington
Robert Jason Stubblefield ...., Appomattox, VA
Mary Patia Rae Tabar, Ft. Thomas
Barry Lynn Tedlock'", Knoxville, 1N
Tracy Jean Taylor", Pikeville
Kathleen Faye Terry", Tuscaloosa, AL
Charla Jane Hylton Thoben", Winchester
Catherine Ann Smiley Thomas"; Nicholasville
Timothy Parke Thompson, Bloomington, IN
Bradley Jay Trainor, Clarksville, TN
Kathleen Urch, Lexington
Julia Lynne Varbalow, Cherry Hill, NJ
Molly Elaine verblllion", Springfield, OH
Laura Lee von Harten", Beaufort, SC
Kirsten Dutschke Webb", Morehead
Wendy Ann Weber, Coon Rapids, MN
Daniel Lee Wilson, Mayfield
Kathryn wong'", Louisville
Kodar Tri Wusananingsih", Indonesia
Master of Arts in Education
Elizabeth Ashley Adams, Madisonville
James Wilson Adams", Somerset
Laura Lanier Adcock, Lexington
Jacob Robert Asher", Lexington
Dehea Kay Bast", Lexington
Gregory Lee Baughn'". Owensboro
Catherine Kress Behlen", Hazard
Hugh William Bellis-lones, Georgetown
Toni Michelle Bishop, Fayetteville, NC
Betsy J. Wallace Boyens'", Knoxville, TN
James Harry Bright, Lexington
Teresa Kay King Brock", Clay City
Douglas Ray Bryant", Busy
Mary Meigs Kuntz Bryant
Rhoda Lindsey Bryant", Busy
Susan Johnson Burnett, Lexington
Terri Lynn Burrell'", Lexington
Sua nne Huffman Byron, Lexington
Joseph Matthew Chamberlain", Lexington
Margaret Ann Compton-Hall", Lexington
Lynda Taylor Congleton", Stanton
Cheryl Lee Davy, Troy, MI
Angela L. DeFazio, Shelbyville
Julie Elaine DeLong, Gordon, OH
Julie Ann Fain, Lexington
Gary Todd Fields, Newport
Cristina Leigh Fleshman, Ashland
Melissa D. Fritsche", Madison, IN
Val Lance Gallutia"
Sonya Kay Gardner, Lexington
Ranea S. Gibson, Perryville
Richard S. Gray", London, England
Valerie Watson Greer", Henderson
Alan Mitchel HaW", Paintsville
Amy Kerr Herrington", Cynthiana
Alice Parker Hickerson, Brockport, NY
Charmaine Johnson Hill, Lexington
Tamela Kay HoW, Cynthiana
Melissa Carol Ison", Jackson
Linda Renee Kreisler, Los Angeles, CA
David Keith Lane, Lexington
Kimberly Marie Lippert, Lexington
Linda 10 Little", Lexington
Ena Renee McIntosh", Booneville
Janice Kay Williams McKinney, Lexington
Patricia Parsley Miller ...., Lexington
Stephanie Lyn Werk Mobley", Versailles
Karen B. O'Connell", Nicholasville
Mark Alan Payton", Louisville
Pamela Raybourn Pennington", Ashland
Renee Dawn Daulton Peters", Nicholasville
Annette Wathen Peterson", Bardstown
Carol A. Peterson", Louisville
Amy Davis Pieratt", Lexington
Celena Sue Reed Robinson", Lexington
Richard Allen Royster, Lexington
Melissa Sue Scheffield, Cleveland, OH
Martha Sue Shaver", Central City
Pamela Furst Shunk, Lexington
Alicia Namida Smith, Lexington
Spencer Craig Tatum, Harrodsburg
Paul Henry Tremblay", Tewksbury, MA
Jenny Lynn Varner, Cynthiana
Fariba Vaziri", Lexington
James Darrell Vincent, Mt. Washington
Angela Dawn Walker, Catlettsburg
Marshall Keith Wethington, Frankfort
Michelle Peck Williams", Bybee
Peter Hannon Williams", Williamstown
Master of Arts in Interior
Design
Kristin Keene Andersen ...., Paducah
Laura Jane Kielar Black, Lexington
Brenda Pickett McClanahan, Lexington
Master of Business
Administration
Mahasrin Abdul Chard'", Malaysia
Donald Leroy Adams ...., Lexington
Rakesh Agrawal, India
Daniel Kenneth Baczkowski, Lexington
Andrew Klemens Banks, Erlanger
Emily johnson Baskin ...., Campbellsville
James Thomas Beegle, Florence
Tim Bennett, Frankfort
Paul Arthur Bernard, Guelph, Ontario
Ernest Nailovich Biktimirov ...., Tashkent
Bryan Paul Blankenship, McPherson, KS
Thomas Allen Bloom ...., Versailles
Linda S, Blythe ...., Fairbanks, AK
Robert Allen Brown , Lexington
Eugene Lael Cazden , Lexington
Kimra Harper Cole, Lexington
Lisa B. Collins ...., Lexington
Richard Scott Cross, Danville
Gergana Todorova Danaillova", Plovdiv
Eldon Keith Davis, Lexington
Dean Clark Durbin, Elizabethtown
Engku-Ngah S. Engku-Chik. Malaysis
Elizabeth Lester Finch, Louisville
Imo Candakusuma", Indonesia
Cesar Augusto Carcia'"
Anthony Wayne Gardner, [r., Evansville, IN
Rainer Coehringer ...., Lahr. Germany
Allison Burnes Gordon, Frankfort
Todd Aaron Coren"; Washington, DC
Lucas Parker Hail'". Somerset
Matthew Todd Holmes ...., Louisville
Christine Marie Dickman Huskisson'",
Lexington
Valentine Andrei Iatskevitch, Belaruss
Casey Alan Jetton, Boaz
Michael Arnold Kauppi", Lexington
Katherine Anne Kellermann, Lexington
Jai Ok Kim, Korea
Laura Dever Latham ..", Richmond
Mark William Lattis ...., Louisville
Lisa Thomas Lee", Elizabethtown
Rick D. Leger, Orandlo
James William Lennart, Lexington
John Scott Lenox ...., West Chester, OH
Van Liu, China
Deborah Jane MacKay ...., Lexington
James c. McCarty, [r., Mt. Sterling
Virginia Presley Taggart McKeown, Lexington
Andrea Leigh McMahan ...., Campbellsville
Lida Leigh McMurry ...., Winchester
Cheryl Cunagin Meyer , London
Kimberly Coyle Mink , Lexington
Andrew Bennett Morris, Lexington
Amy Denise OiDaniel , Lebanon
Ronald Patrick Painter , Acme, PA
James Wayne Pauly, Visalia
Barbara Higgins Petit ...., Lexington
Laura Danelle Petry, Elizabethtown
warut Promboon ...., Bangkok
Mary Katherine Raibert, Lexington
Brian Scott Ramsey, Winchester
Dona Doss Ray, Lexington
Mark Thomas Read, Louisville
Gwendolyn Kay Riley
Robert Wintersmith Robertson III, Paducah
Daniel Paul Ruh, Ft. Mitchell
John David Ryan, Louisville
John H. Schmidt, Louisville
Lori Anne Schulte, California
Cynthia A. Schuster ...., Cleveland, OH
David Sheridan Steitz ...., Louisville
Victoria Marie Sterling, Grand Rapids, MI
Donald Howard Stewart, II, Lexington
David R. Stivers ...., Bowling Green
Mary Katherine Sundberg'", Hopkinsville
Agus Supraptomo", Bandung, Indonesia
Daniel Martin Sutch, Springfield, OH
Shuk Vee Tang ...., Hong Kong
Julia K. Tinnell, Louisville
Hwa-Hwa Tsai'", Taiwan
V.G. Veereraghavan, Lexington
Lona Jean Venters, Ashland
Paul William Vogel, [r.,Amburgey
Thomas Campbell Wade, Lexington
John Field Walker, Springfield
John William Walters, Lexington
Rong Chris Wang, China
Songjiang Wang, China
Cynthia Paige Wayland, Nicholasville
John Robert White, Manchester
ChiKoo Woo, Seoul, Korea
Darmen Kabdyeshevich Zhumadilov, Lexington
Master of Civil Engineering
Jeffrey Wayne Pratt ...., Frankfort
Tjien Cieri Tjhang, Indonesia
Master of Fine Arts
Radu Damaceanu Bart ...., Bucuresti
Elizabeth Keeley Igo, Charleston, WV
Scott Boyd Oberlink, Miami, FL
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Cynthia Clay Ryan, Columbus, IN
Michael C. Shaver, Lindside, WV
Master of Health Administration
Deborah Bluria Aminoff Lexington
Andrew Lee Baker, Danville
Cathy Gayle Baldwin, Lexington
Patricia Rogers Bale ...., Lexington
Russell D. Barker", Hazard
Mark Allen Bowman, Lexington
Koyin Chang", Taiwan
Natalie Arnez Davis, Lexington
Lloyd Chadwell Purguson, Rivesville, WV
Suzanne Ettiene Gavin , Logan, UT
Stephen Craig Gillispie , Wilmore
Larry W. Gray
Stephen Jan Grigsby, Jr.**, Lexington
Suzann HaW, Whitesburg
Lee Anne Hostetter, Lexington
Lena Isaacs, Oakville, Canada
Kelly Christopher Ison, Jackson
Barbara Ward Kauppi ...., Lexington
Joseph George Koch, Lexington
Barry Kelvin Martin, Wheelwright
Erica Elizabeth McDonald, Louisville
Alison Sparrow Meyer
Shelly Jean Miller, Hawesville
Julian H. Pace, IV, Lexington
Evelyn Tarpley Pepper, Bowling Green
Fred Jerome Powers, [r., Owenton
Joseph Daniel Railey ...., Danville
Jeffrey Todd Rozen, Lexington
Richard Bernard Schultz , Lexington
Charles Edward Snowdy , Lexington
John J. Vandertoll, Shelbyville
Anne Raiford Whitehead ...., Louisville
Katherine Lockhart Winkelhake, Louisville
Christopher Edward Wood, Russellville
Laura Leah Warnick Woodward, Elizabethtown
Master of Mining Engineering
Eric Richard Bauer'", Bethel Park, PA
Master of Music
Cynthia Ann Bancroft, South Bend, IN
Donna T. Bamett'", Louisville
Shaelyn Macaire Boos, Livonia, MI
Eric Jerome Chesney, Appleton, WI
Ronald Paul Dillard, Roanoke, VA
John R. Hedger", Lexington
Tina Hill Janzen, Indianapolis, IN
Charles Albert Kunz, Columbus, OH
Susan Lambertson Lucas", Lexington
James Harold McFarland, Barbourville
Lawrence Donovan Nelson, Mattoon, IL
Wanda Lanette Orr", Radcliff
Joe E. Ringold", Madisonville
Master of Public Administration
Nita Norris Adams, Mckinney
Bonnie Faye Belk, Lexington
Laurie Beth Collins ...., Lexington
Robin Renee Sipple Cooke, Barbourville
Io Ann G. Ewalt, Lexington
Marsha Jane Godby ...., Somerset
Ellen Duncan Gregory ....
Kenneth R.Miller, Jr."
James Michael Morris ...., Lexington
Wendy Sue Romain ...., Saginaw, MI
Lisa Lynne Schuette, Auburn, MI
David Allen Stringer, Lexington
[o.Ann Altenberndt Travis
Mark Anthony Zimov, Shelbyville
Master of Rehabilitation
Counseling
Frank B. Abdoo, Neon
Samuel Michael Atkins, Russell
Teresa Lee Belluscio'", Lexington
Andrew Robert Cotter'", Lexington
Veronica Jones Dale, Paris
Brenda Kaye Eadens, Lexington
Daniel Edelen, Lexington
Thomas Warren Edgerton"; Madison, OH
Barbara H. Finch, Lexington
Thomas Ossie Gravitt, Lexington
Kathleen Rae Hassall, Lexington
Mark L. Hawkins", Culpeper, VA
Kristina Lynne Howard, Harlan
Mary [ilka, Lexington
[ada Gwyn Iones'". Calhoun, GA
Dana Maria Kane, Lexington
Bonnie J. Lannom. Lebanon, TN
Bonnie Faye Mallon'", Flint, MI
Dale Matthew Morton", Charleston, WV
Lesli Lee Petrie**, Mt. Sterling
Gene Alden Pickrell'", Santa Rosa, CA
Sherri Greer Rice", Lexington
Paula Mullins Shelton"; Lexington
Laura Kristin Stewart". Prospect
Catherine Williams Stone'", Frankfort
Amy Meredith warner", Nicholasville
Vickie Burkhead Weber, Louisville
Virginia Ann white'", Willisburg
Master of Science
juan-Carlos Aguilar'", Guatemala Cty
Lynda Ann Allen, Lexington
Martha Murphy Allen-
Stacey Lynn Allen, Scott Depot, WV
Ali Ahmed Al-Yazdi'". Lexington
Jacek P. Amudzidis**, Wroclaw, Poland
Eric Douglas Anderson, Blacksburg, VA
Lisa Ann Appeddu*, Perrysburg, OH
Robert William Arts*, Warsaw
Dorene Sabulski Ash, North Canton
Leslie Lisette Richardson Baechtold, Lexington
Robert William Bandy, Ashland
Tammy Brewster Barnes, Frankfort
William Brian Barnhill, Corbin
Ayesha T. Basheeruddin**, Lexington
John Marcus Bauer**, Little Rock, AR
Anita Lynn Benson*, Lexington
Md. Rashed Reza Bhuiya, Dhaka, Bangladesh
Jennifer Lyn Bianchi, Granby, MA
Daniel Clarence Bitters**, Owensboro
Kenneth W. Blank, Alexandria
Robert Nolan Bobo, South Shore
Morris Andrew Branch, Knoxville, TN
William Ellis Brooks, Henderson
M. Hayden Brown**, Bowling Green
Diane Gale Bruce**, Louisville
Keith Alan Burberry, Lexington
Freddie James Caldwell, Jr., Louisville
Dennis Lowell Cannon, Hopkinsville
Lynn Alan Carlson, Lexington
Richard Lewis Carpenter*, Lexington
Isaac B. Caton, Brooklyn, NY
Yadira Nileida Chacon, Venezuela
Tammy Jeanne Chamberlin, Orlando, FL
Yeh-Ling Chen*, Taiwan
Donald Joseph Cinnamond**, Whitesville
Cathleen Jo Clark, Front RoyaL VA
Maryanne Theresa Clifford'". Boston, MA
Gary Allan Cline, Somerset
Bradley Alan Clouse, Crawfordsville, IN
John Dempsey Conley, Lexington
Glenn Richard Cook, [r., Florence
Ashley Cajetan Coutinho'", India
Laura Rebekah Cross", Jonesborough, TN
Mingwu Cui", China
Joseph Donald Cupp". Middlesboro
Qinghai Dar". China
John Joseph 0' Alessandro'"
Gail Elizabeth Dent, Louisville
Amol Deshpande. Bombay, India
Debra Wartinger Dillon", Lexington
Thereseann Cunningham Dowdy, Lexington
Stephanie Else Edelmann'", Mannheim, Germany
Jonathan Edwards", Lexington
Christopher Donald Elvrum'". Bloomington, MN
Iody Lynn Ensrnan, Shelby, OH
Melinda L. Ethington, Louisville
Mohamed Faisal**
Hui Pang". Tianjin, China
David Stanford Ferguson, Franklin
Jon David Fetter, Defiance, OH
Ann-Marie Teresa Portuna'". Dumfries, VA
James 1. French, Harviell, MO
[ann Elise Fry, Lexington
Samuel J. Gardner III, ". Lexington
Kerry Dean Ceary", Louisville
Rebecca Aynn Cflfillen'', New Richmond, OH
Heather Lynn Clndling, Berwyn, IL
Daryll Todd Cosney'', Alexandria
Michael David Gothard, Concord, NC
Anil Subramanyam Govindappa, India
Charles Douglas Ross Graham, Granville, OH
Diane Krista (Spaulding) Cremes", Indianapolis,
IN
Llngling Cuan'", China
Gerald Mark Cundersen'", Hyattsville, MD
Manish Gupta"; New Delhi, India
Robert Gerard Hadad, Lexington
Steven Kammerer Hampson", Lexington
Mary Lynne Donovan Hargan, Erlanger
Kristin Elizabeth Haskins, Amherst, NH
Richard Todd Hendricks, Bardstown
Lori Dawn Henkemeyer, Lexington
Kimberly Bunch Henken**, Edmonton
Michael Westphal Hiett, Christiana, TN
Sankie Joe Hill, Jr., Paintsville
Daryl Beecher Hines, Cynthiana
Adam Neil Hobgood, Benton
Carol Penney Holman**, Sedro-Woolley, WA
Dean Matthew Homan**, Alton, IA
John David Houston, Jr.*, Fritch, TX
Robert Grant Houston, Jr.**, Plymouth, MA
James Mason Howell**, Hodgenville
Youjun Hu*, Wenzhou, China
John H. Huang, Lexington
James F. Huggins, II, Taylorsville
Wissam Hashem Ibrahim, Lebanon
Albert 1. Ignacio**, Richmond
Hui Jiang, China
Christine Ann Johnson, Camp Douglas, WI
Michael Anthony Kaminski**, St. Paul, MN
Shannon Marie Keeney*, Bedford, PA
Richard Newton King*, Lexington
Esther W. Kinyanjui
Michael Vance Kirk, Richmond, VA
Catherine Marie Kluthe, Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Knapp, Lexington
James Reid Kolasa*, Lexington
Mark Alan Kulp, Pottstown, PA
Ulrike Gerda Lehmann Lahaise*, Hannover,
Germany
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Daniel Alan Lauer, Mendota, IL
Robert Allen Lemire", Richmond
Christine Russel Leverenz, Georgetown
Gang Li, Beijing, China
Hongyu Li'", Tianjin, China
Shuhui Li, Wuhan, China
Tianquan Li'", China
Jodie Elizabeth Light", Laurel, MD
Leong Link Lim, Malaysia
Shu-Mel Lin, Taiwan
Dacheng Liu
Stacy Ann Livisay", Lexington
Tracy Elizabeth Longley'". Ironton, OH
Stew Foong Loong'", Malaysia
Zhenxu Me'", Cuangdong, China
Donna Sheeran Major", Harrodsburg
Oleg Petrovich Makarov
Temba Tebogo Maqubela", Andover, MA
Scott Stephen Marcus'". Fairfax, VA
Carlo Donato Mastrangelo, Silver Spring, MD
Louis Lytone Mcl.endon". Waynesboro, MS
Stephen W. Mclvatton", Owensboro
Eddie Eugene Mitchel1**, Dublin, GA
Maged Ibrahim Moawad'", Egypt
James R. Moberly", Lexington
Angela Mary Moore'". Houston, MO
Anuradha Kudur Murali, India
Marti Leigh Newcomb, Louisville
David C. Noel, Taylorsville
Donna Jean Oeffinger, Naperville, Il,
Jean Allen Oldham, Lexington
Joel Matthew Oney", Greenwich, OH
Brian Joseph Panetta, Charleston, WV
Thomas Papanicolaou'". Lexington
William Leslie Pearce"; Lexington
Carl Petersen, Gorham, ME
Serafim Petrotsatos
Rebecca Ruth Polley, St. Charles, MO
Julio Cesar Puentes'", Venesuela
Michelle Ann Raddish, Fontana, CA
Sudhakar Raman, India
Sahana Rao'", India
Larry Fernando Reusche**, Lexington
Caron Evelyn Reycraft, Glencoe, Ontario
James Lee Rinaldi, W, New Albany, OH
William Jackson Rowe, II, Pikeville
Lynda Renee Rupp*, Maumee, OH
John Russell Sampson, Scottsboro, AL
Khaula Sawah**, Damascus
James Joseph Scaffidi**, Dover, OH
Eric Jude Schepers, Whitesville
Robin Marie Schlarman, Ft. Thomas
Gordon Alvin Schmidt, Charleston, SC
Donna Renee Shanklin, Elkton
Jonathan Philip Shaw**, Lexington
Xiaolin Shen, Nangjing
Wei Shi, China
Boje Siebels**, Kaiser, Germany
Harinder Singh, Ghazlahad, India
Nicholas Steven Sirek, Richmond
Gold Keith Slone, Prestonsburg
Erin Lee Smith, Danville
Ryan Allan Smith, Walton
Michael Scott Snyder, Hawesville
Marina Nikolaevna Sorokina
Nancy Renee Spaeth*, Woodbury, NY
Bryan Gordon Spohn, Woodcliff Lk, NJ
George Cecil Stafford, W*,Ashland
Brett Alden Starnes**, New Castle, VA
C. Scott Stoddard, Lexington
Madhu Sudan, Jamsheddar, India
John Davis Sugg, Jr., Owensboro
Chusheng Sean Sun**, China
Rao Subrahmanyeswara Surapaneni'",
Vijayawada
Robert C. Sutherland, Louisville
Stephen R Swabb", Lexington
Rubita Tahir ...., Malaysia
Yinzi Tang, Shanghai, China
Page Boisseau Taylor, Lexington
Barbara Lynn Theiss, Lexington
Jeffrey Allen Thompson, Highland Heights
Christopher Penniman Thron, Lexington
Paulo Eduardo Tran , Brazil
Balaji Veeraswamy , Madras, India
Namrata Bhagwat Wadhwa
Sanjay Wadhwa, Delhi, India
ZhengWang ....
Mark Joseph Warrell, Elizabethtown
Molly Lynn Wehrman, Lakeside Park
Jennifer Lyn Wheeler, Elkins, WV
Suzanne Joy (Cott) Wooten, Lexington




Zhongbiao Zhang ...., China
Jing Zhang Zhao"
Binhai Zheng, Shanghai, China
Cen Zhou, China
Ron Wayne Zimmer", Delavan, IL
Master of Science in
Accounting
Rusdi Akbar ...., Indonesia
Jeffery Scott Cardwell, Welches Creek
Chuleeporn Changchit ...., Lexington
Corby Ray Flanagan, Lexington
Jodi Lynn Frazier, Lexington
Raymond Joseph Cearding. Ft. Thomas
Kelli Gaynelle Harp, Corbin
Honey Lee Jackson", Ashland
Larry Joe Johnson, TI,Paintsville
Kara Lee Kirby, Richmond
Poppy Sofia Koeswayo". Indonesia
Grace Nangoi", Indonesia
Pongphan Narasin, Thailand
Debra Crissy Ratliff'", Elkhorn City
Katherine J. Sadler, Lexington
Linda Kay Sagraves, Lexington
Master of Science in
Agricultural Engineering
Christine Dawn Blanton, Valdosta, GA
Karen Rosanne Lochte, Fredericksburg, TX
Paul Joseph Stepanek ...., Lexington
Arlyn P. Wilcox, Cleghorn, IA
Xiao Xing Zhang", China
Master of Science in
Agriculture
Ann Marie Clements, Paris
Suzanne Michelle Sanders McDonald
Master of Science in
Biomedical Engineering
Amit Mohan Aggarwal, Lexington
Sandeep Dutra", Silchar, India
Kristy Carol Gillenwater, Kingsport, TN
Balakrishnan Gopakumaran Nair ....,
Trivandrum, India
Panke] Gupta ...., India
Luna Hilaire", Lexington
Dennis Paul Hoglin, Lexington
Quanhong Lei, Dalian, China
Mark Edward Littleton", Lexington
Lisa JoAnn Mikulec, Buffalo, NY
Sandhya Parameswaran", India
Philip Patrick Resig, Murray
Reenu Saini, Cleveland, OH
Gary Joseph Thompson, Lexington
Susmitha Vallurupalli ...., Lexington
[ian Zhong, Beijing, China
Master of Science in Chemical
Engineering
Denise Marie Barrick ...., Cortland, OH
Lynne Patricia Posberry", Stoddard, NH
Amy Rene Freshour ...., Greeneville, TN
Mel-Loon Gee, Malaysia
Melissa Marie Hepler, Georgetown
James Sean McDonald ...., Louisville
Rakesh Hasmukhbhai Mehta ...., Bhavnagar.
India
Ranganathan Nandakumar, Bangalore, India
Sherry Spyke Pofahl, Mobile, AL
David Bryan Rogers", Campbellsville
David Ralph Schieche ...., Spokane, WA
Suiying Su ...., China
Stephen Daniel West ....
Master of Science in Civil
Engineering
Dorai Raj Arjunan ...., India
Ahmad M. H. Badawi, Jordan
Brian J. Belcher, Glasgow
Jeffrey Dean Bellucci, Louisville
Robert David Bosley, Owensboro
Adinarayana Reddy Chinnatirrunareddygari,
Hyderabad. India
John Charles Clarke, Maysville
Todd Thomas Crutchfield, Lexington
Macy Samuel Foree, Nicholasville
William Michael Franklin, Georgetown
Christine Float Goble", Staffordsville
Stuart Clay Goodpaster, Lexington
Ronald David Cruzesky, Dickson City, PA
Sandra Momeyer Cruzesky", Mt. Pleasant, PA
Joseph James Herman, Louisville
Yakni Idris ...., Indonesia
Roland Edward Jackson ...., Lexington
Kunjit [amikorn ...., Bangkok, Thailand
Achuthakumar Kantheti ...., Vijayawada
Jonathan David Keeling", Huntington, WV
Sreenivas Rao Kesaraju ...., Hyderabad. India
Gerald Graham Leslie, III, Lexington
BorChyi Lin ...., Taiwan
Charles David Martin ...., Midway
Michael Dwane Mattingly, Ir., Lexington
David Lynn Mcpherson. Shelbyville
Shanmuganathan Muthukrishnan, India
Theodore Cecil Noe, Lexington
Darren Raymond Pleiman, Great Falls, VA
Vinay Kumar Polepalli". India
Steven Thomas Ray", Wilmore
Rodger Andrew Sadler, Almonte, Ontario
Brian Douglas Scott, Hard y
Walid M. Shaaban. Beirut, Lebanon
Karen Ann Sizemore, Knoxville, TN
Master of Science in Clinical
Nutrition
Jennifer Gwen Chambers ...., Pueblo, CO
Mary Grace Hahn, Steamboat Springs, CO
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Marvin Edward Holtz, Batavia, NY
Julie R. Jones, Chattanooga, TN
Robert E. Kaiser ...., Quakertown, PA
Alison A. Lasser, Port Jefferson, NY
Theresa Anne (Reising) Ryzowicz, Lexington
Master of Science in
Communication Disorders
Amy Leigh Downs ...., Louisville
Tract Settle Elmlinger, Glasgow
Elizabeth Bryant Heath, Middlesboro
Lisa Wells Johnston, Lexington
Carolyn Sue Karam, Lexington
Catherine Carter Kelly", Georgetown
Candace Buchanan King", Ransom
Angela Craig Mattingly, Versailles
Kellie Ann Osborne", Virgie
Alida Nicholle Rainey, Winchester
Ann Auburn Rosenbaum, Jonesville, VA
Margaret Boyd Shake, Lexington
Annie Fairchild Suchy", Prestonsburg
Rebecca Elizabeth Vinson, Louisa
Master of Science in Education
Mary Danforth Mills Andersen", Lexington
Yvonne Bell, Milwaukee, WI
Jennifer Lea Borders ...., Toledo, OH
Roberta Todd Brence, Paris
Alice Roberts Burkett", Lexington
Stephanie Michelle Carroll"
Jeffrey Hulon Casada, Manchester
Brenda Grace/Porter Cockerham", Campton
Sandra Leigh/Parrett Colyer", Somerset
Lucia Reagin Congleton ...., Lexington
Gina Gutman Cooley", Williamstown
Sandra Little Copher, Lexington
Dawn Heather Corcoran , Lexington
James Thomas Cothron , Somerset
Charles Hamilton Coulston, Shelbyville, IN
Kimberly Cromer",Mt. Vernon
Roy Jeffrey Cunningham, Lexington
Debra Ann Davidson", Jonesville, VA
Samuel Marcus Deacon", Lebanon
Dana Lynn Derrickson , Lexington
Mary Margaret Doole , Lexington
Scott Alan Dreyer ...., Rockville Center, NY
Michael Glenn Duckworth ...., Versailles
Don Forrest Dunagan", Monticello
Mary Lynn English, Lexington
James Foster Pollowell'". Lebanon
Madison Lamar Gates ...., Stone Mountain, GA
Douglas E. Geverdt ....
Dana Lynn Gilbert, Louisville
Scot Aaron Gill", Versailles
Kimberly S. Gorman, Lexington
Melinda Ayres Green", Owenton
Judith Root Hale", Millersport, OH
Danny Edward Hall, Harlan
Peggy Johnson Helton ...., Pineville
Steven Blane Herndon, Cadiz
Barbara Ann Hoskins", Lexington
Eileen Fallon Humphrey, Louisville
Edward C. Janzen ...., Lexington
Brenda K. Johns", Decatur, IL
Christine Michelle Johnson ...., Roanoke, VA
Patti Zimmerman Johnson", Lexington
Michael Ray Jones
Richard C. Jones, Louisville
Iwalani P. Kamaka ....
Katherine Marie Kamar. Lexington
Carolyn Anne Karr ...., Ypsilanti, MI
Charles Dexter Knight", Nicholasville
Kristina Marie Krampe, Owensboro
Kenny D. Lee", Morgantown
Nancy T. Lusher'", Louisville
Edward Owsley Marshall'". Lexington
Rae Ann McEntyre*, Versailles
Alisa Beth McKinney, Lexington
Jennifer Elizabeth Merris'", Lexington
Andrea Lynn Milam, Versailles
Myron Ross Moore, Frankfort
Martha Huntsman Perkins"; Morehead
William A. Pinto, [r., Lexington
Elizabeth Hall Potter, Jenkins
Melva Sue Priddy, Winchester
Barbara E. Ray, Lancaster
Dennis Nelson Robertson"; Lexington
Wendy Diane Ross, Vancouver, British Columbia
Barbara Gambill Sanders'", Asheville, NC
Paul P. Schafer". Towson, MD
Deborah Arleen Schember-Miranda, Santa Cruz,
Bolivia
Timothy Cornelius Sheahan", Scarsdale, NY
Mary Elizabeth Shine", St. Joseph, MI
Dewey Edward Stephens, Prestonsburg
Dorothy Rich Timberman, Middlesboro
Harold Raymond Tokle, [r., Lexington
Albert James Veughns'", Lexington
James Corbett wadley". Toledo, OH
Lih-Ching Chen Wang**, Taiwan
Scott Daniel Ward, Glasgow
Gary Brent Ware, Liberty
Gloria westerfleld'", Lexington
Ellen Allen whitley", Lexington
Hallie Denise wilbome'", Salem, VA
Jane Ellen wilkins"; Lexington
Byron Bedford williarns'", Lexington
MelissaAnne Zenon, Syracuse, NY
Ann O'Keefe Zwick'", Somerset
Master of Science in Electrical
Engineering
Kranthi Kiran Bala Adapa, India
Prakash Chavadi'". Lexington
Ping Chen, Guangzhou, China
Chandan Kumar Das, Goalpara, India
Sujit Ranjan Das
Frederick Van Wagenen Gibbs", Lexington
Sundar Gopalakrishnan, India
Ling Heng'". Hong Kong
Steven Jeffrey Harris, Frankfort
Manjunath Hirlyannaiah'". Lexington
Jichang Hou**, Beijing, China
Ben O'Neal Kaler, Paducah
Srinivas V. Kunigal*, Bangalore, India
Wai Kit Leong, lpoh, Malaysia
Hang-Lian Lim, Johor, Malaysia
Buyun Liu*
Wilda Emily Moore, Lexington
Michael Todd Phillips, Shelbyville
Venkitaramani Rajagopal, Madras, India
Sudhakar Raman, India
Abhay Ramakant Samant*, Bombay, India
Vivek Sarda
Ravichander Sekhar**, India
Myron Bradley Shult2:**, Hopkinsville
Marissa Galloway Turner Sullivan, Greenville
William Charles Symons, Lexington
Joe King Tannehill, Jr.*, Panama City, FL
Malini Venkatachalapathy, Bangalore, India
Stuart Alan Williams**, Charleston, WV
Budi Wijaya Wong, Malang, Indonesia
Harikrishna Venkata Yelleti, Lexington
Lan Zhang, Beijing, China
Jian Zhou, China
Master of Science in
Engineering Mechanics
Bhupen Umesh Gangla, Poona, India
[tanning Li", Nanjing, China
Master of Science in Family
Studies
Bambi Lynn Belmont, Lexington
Beth A. Borgsrruller'", Murphysboro, IL
Mary Katherine Brannon, Maysville
Goldie Clatworthy'", Mt. Olivet
Matthew Scott Cockrum'". Rapid City, SD
Andrew Garcia Coe'", Stone Mountain, GA
Charles Murphy Comer, Mayslick
Susan Click Congleton", Washington, OC
Eileen Donnelly Durbin'", Lexington
Goumana Silvina El-Hage, Curacao
Sandra Smith Bmerson'", Frankfort
Rosemary Allen Ewen, Hazard
Janet Head Gibson, Hazard
Julie Ann Creenly'", Montrose, CO
Kathleen June Cunning", Lexington
Mary Swigert Howard"; Frankfort
Michelle Therese [aworski'", Lake Forest, IL
Helena Garnetta Taylor Mallory". Lexington
Judith A. Martin'". Lexington
Amy Taylor McCarthy, Winchester
Melinda Absher McCulley, Nicholasville
Mary Louise Morphew", Lexington
Heather Jean Munro, Huntington, WV
Marcheta Rose Farley Pennington'", Pikeville
Cynthia S. Plummer, Hazard
Troy Lee Price, Shelbyville
Collette Brown Rogers, Frankfort
Angela Kay Rowan, Lowell, OH
Virginia Kaplan Smith", Lexington
Melinda Lovett Tonkel, Lexington
Nola [aneen Collins Tramble, Kuttawa
Eunsook Yi, Korea
Master of Science in Forestry
Joel Wesley Evans, 11**,Midway
Leonard Andrew Madison", Knoxville, TN
Richard Joseph Mauro"; Hollidaysburg, PA
Master of Science in Library
Science
Roger Craig Roy Adams**, Covington
Tracy Jeane Babiasz*
Maria Antonietta Bach, Cincinnati, OH
Harold Anthony Bandy*, Lexington
Linda D. Behen**, Cincinnati, OH
Valerie Lucille Boggs, Lexington
Kathleen Conners Born, Cincinnati, OH
Jane Fessenden Brenner, Cincinnati, OH
Jennifer Moore Brock, Lexington
Elizabeth Regan Brumagen, Morehead
Ilona Nagy Burdette*
Julia Foree Burton*, Louisville
Jeanne Marie Cardinal**, Alexandria
Kimberly Ruth Caudill*, North Bend, OH
Catherine Louise Chamberlain*, Cape Girardeau,
MQ
Timothy Scott Chase**, Frankfort
SUjata Ashok Chavan*, Bombay, India
Natalie Eileen Cummins, Ft. Thomas
Nina R. Deeley*, Louisville
Stephanie Diane DeFoor, Troy, IL
Michelle Lee Early*, Ft. Thomas
Henry Philip Ehresman, Hamilton, OH
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Gerry Lynn Ferguson", Wichita, KS
Ashley Cosby Fowlkes
Thomas Richard French, San Francisco, CA
Jane Angela Garrison
Cheryl Lynn Christ'"
Gayle Elizabeth Cray". Lexington
Ella Jean Crippin. Falls City, OR
Kenneth Craig Haggir". Laramie, WY
Jon Aaron Hale'", Louisville
James Hansjergen". Cincinnati, OH
Deborah Jane Hawthorne, Cincinnati, OH
Beth Alison Hensel", Paris
David Wayne Hensley, Amelia, OH
Susan Snyder Hight, Cincinnati, OH
Connie Holbrook", Pikeville
Suzanne Char Hosch", Bowling Green
Stephanie Ann Howard'", Lexington
Mary Taylor Huntsman'", Greensburg
Jean Marie (Balassone) Hurd'", Cincinnati, OH
Judith F. Hutchison, Cincinnati, OH
Eric Troy [ump'", Cincinnati, OH
Philip Smart Kashdan, Cincinnati, OH
Mitchell David Katz'". Dayton, OH
Laura A. Kelleher". Louisville
Lowena Coleman Latiff, Lebanon Junction
Rosemary Leicht"; Batavia, OH
Gloria Jean Lester", Danville
Teresa Harmes Lippincott"
Patricia Ann Logan, Cincinnati, OH
George Russell Lumpkin'", Jackson, SC
Sarah Angela Mackey, Elizabethtown
Anita Dahlenburg Main, Loveland, OH
Lori S. Martin'". Cincinnati, OH
Susan Kay Martin, Butler
Sherma Lia Massa", Villa Hills
Steven F. Mayhugh, Blue Ash, OH
Michael Allen McAninch, Cincinnati, OH
Wanda Lee McClure*, Jamestown
Rebecca Eileen Mcelrath", Paducah
Thomas Edward Meyer", Woodbury, NJ
Stephanie A. Midkiff'", Prestonsburg
Jennifer Jean Monroe'". Frankfort
Marcia C. Wilcher Moore, Hustonville
Clinton Allen Mullen'", Lawrence, KS
Kevin Monarch Murphy, Louisville
Michele A. Murphy". Cincinnati, OH
April D. Naylor, Methuen, MA
Julia Nuckols Offutt", Midway
Barbara Joan Orona, Bloomfield, IA
Sandra T. Osbome'", Lexington
Laura Ann Perkins'", Louisville
Cindra Jean Pfau**, Louisville
John A. Pitts*, Nicholasville
Patrick Brendan Points**, Villa Hills
Judith Antoinette Pope, Louisville
Barbara A. Pray, Chillicothe, OH
Amy Lynn Pyle, Canton, OH
Angela J. Reynolds**, Danville
Harry Samuel Rice*, Berea
Amy Jo Roberts**
Carolyn Ann Romspert*, Wilmington, DE
Julie Marie Ross, Cincinnati, OH
Tamara Ross**, Maysville
Danna Lee Rubel*, Woodsfield, OH
Mary Eileen Sandmann**, Louisville
Jare Lynn Schneider**, Fort Wayne, IN
Terry Kit Selfe, Vienna, VA
James Alan Simpson*, Beaver Dam
Kathleen Ann Siry**, Ft. Thomas
Linda G. Smoke*, Cincinnati, OH
Heather Suzanne Tennies*, Greenville, NY
Lynn Marie Terry*, Ironton, OH
Howard Clark Van Woert, Jr., Lexington
Susan Dawn Waldeck**, Cincinnati, OH
Veronica Walker~~, Cola, SC
Alan Sloane wallace"; Lexington
Iuenrrun wang'", China
Michael Carl watson", Columbia
Marcella Elaine Weade, Berea
Richard Andrew webster", Newport
Robin Hutsell wells". Covington
Elaine Meiners Westrich, Cincinnati, OH
Kristi Ann Whitaker~"", Cynthiana
Nancye Anne Hatfield Whitehead, Louisville
Pamela Ann Willcox, Pensacola, FL
Lynn Lee Williams, Carlisle
Brian Allen Willoughby, Murray
Enid Gladys Wohlstein-RoUins"""", Lexington
Rosanne Wohlwender, Chesnut Ridge, NY
Marguerite WoW, Piqua, OH
Hua Yi", Nashville, TN
Master of Science in Materials
Science and Engineering
Byron Vencent BeW"",Spartanburg, SC
Sambasiva Rao Chandu, India
Sandip K. Ouha'", Calutta, India
Xianghua [ian, China
Jessica Laurel Mayes, Lexington
Muhammad Najih'". Indonesia
Sriramesh Ramarao Tbatavarty'", India
Master of Science in
Mechanical Engineering
Sachin Laxman Barapatre", Delhi, India
Ann Kathleen Carrithers Barnes", Lexington
Samir Dey". Lexington
Yaomin Dong, China
Robin Steven Glassbum'", Hopkinsville
Weidong Huang", Beijing, China
Pengxing u. China
Matthew Lowell McKay, Springfield, IL
Brian David Miller", Peoria, IL
Sudip Mukerji
Calvin Dale Murphy, Ezel
Murali Murugesen". Madras, India
Srinivasa Murali Kishore Pelun, India
Vijayakumar Ramasamy. Erode, India
Praveen Shetty, Bangalore, India
Jennifer Lee Topmiller, Florence
Jinping Zhang*"", ]iangsu, China
Zuojun Zhang, China
Xiaochun Zhong, China
Master of Science in
Merchandising, Apparel &
Textiles
Barbara Marilyn Trowbridge*, Duncan, Canada
Master of Science in Mining
Engineering
Steven Mark Brooks, Utica, M1
Joel Scott Hogue, Cumberland
Zhonghui Luo, Foshan, China
James Edward Manning, London
Bixian Ni
Bingyuan Pang, China
Terry Caudill Potter, Pikeville
Xie-Yen Wang, Lexington
Jinggang Yang, China
Master of Science in Nursing
Nancy Lee Adkins, Cincinnati, OH
Paula Sue Fuqua Alexander'". Lawrenceburg
Leslie Arron'", Lexington
Teresa Jones Baker, Lexington
Anne Marie Boudreau Baumgartner,
Portsmouth, NH
Hazel J. Bentley
Jill E. Bickford, Lexington
Leigh Ann Breckenridge". Louisville
Sheila Ann Carroll, Williamstown
Jill M. Comelison'", Richmond
Alyssa Viola Cumming, Lexington
V. Denise Clay Curl'", Ironton, OH
Kimberly Renee Degossett. Prestonsburg
Pamela Joyce Doutaz, Richmond
Wendy Lynne Etka", Pewee Valley
Cynthia Shacklette Clenn'". Louisville
Deborah Eileen Bowlin Griffith"""",Lexington
Denise Ann Horn, Greenville
Sharon Ann Geoghegan Howard", Lexington
Patsy Renea jackson", Salyersville
Oenine Werner Jordan, Frankfort
Judy Pierce Kantlelmer", Bloomfield
Benita G. King, Lexington
Vickie Marie King, Burgin
Beverly Ann May, Langley
Cynthia Lynn Brandenburg McAlister,
Lexington
Sharon Lewis McCartt, Lexington
Teresa Stephens McGuire, Pikeville
Barbara Carolyn Mckinney. Wurtland
Kimiko Mushe". Berea
Brenda Meredith Parker, Frankfort
Mark B. Parshall"; Santa Fe, NM
Rebecca Ann Salisbury Renfroe, Berea
Stanley Lee Ridner, Independence
John J. Rosenberger, Arlington, MA
Gwendolyn Sue Short, S1. Paul, MN
Elizabeth Joann Francis Sizemore, Avawam
Terri Lynn Slone'". Nippa
Barbara J. Thompson, Lincoln, NE
Marie Hamed Versaw'". Lexington
Mary Gay whalen", Lexington
Lynnette Caudill Wickliff, Indianapolis, IN
Jo [anean wiggens. Somerset
Debra Jean Brown Wolf, Winchester
Michelle Jeanette Zamudio, Cincinnati, OH
Master of Science in
Operations Research
Jon G. Daniels, Hampstead, MD
Timothy Hines Edwards"", Lexington
Raymond Peter Fontaine, Danvers, MA
Mechelle Dawn Hickerson, Russellville, OH
Sin Ying Oon"""",Gurun, Malaysia
Dawn Tarase Pogue, Lexington
Joy Denise Williams, Ft. Thomas
Katherine Elaine Williams, Wadsworth, OH
Master of Science in physical
Therapy
Joseph Anthony Brosky, Jr., Independence
Rachel B. Neal, Lexington
Master of Science in Plant and
Soil Science
Jixia Liang, China




David Andrew Fletcher", Morrice, MI
Alison Janet Pcye. Lawrenceburg
Donna M. Cates". Cincinnati, OH
Vicki Mastin Gatz, Lexington
Charles H. Griffith, IW
Breca Clare Horstman"; Lexington
Timothy Joseph Kelly, Cincinnati, OH
Francis Peter Kohrs, Union
Robert Allen Lederer". Lexington
Abraham Jacobus Mouton"; Didsbury. Alberta,
Canada
Christopher Mark Oberst", Lexington
Tahelia Carelle Powe, Jackson, MS
Lynn Marie Guarnieri Price", Lexington
Christy Janelle Savells", Dayton, OH
Pamella Patrice Dale Shaw
Craig Horsfall Stagg, Ogden, UT
Paul Everett Swoveland, Lexington
David Kelly Tipton"; Berea
Jennifer Gwynne Vanderleest, Lexington
Barbara Jauch Wallace, Dayton, OH
Michael Allen Wasdovich, [r., [effesonville, IN
Jeffrey L. Zellers", Lexington
Master of Science in
Radiological Medical Physics
Michael Thomas Kellish, New Bedford, MA
Shane David west", Knoxville, TN
Master of Social Work
Deborah Ann Albright", Loveland, OH
Jacqueline Allen". Lexington
AIUl Mason Bassoru'". Ben Lomond, CA
Terry R. Bechtle, Ft. Thomas
Elizabeth Marie Bishop", Martin
Melissa Ann Bokatsch". Cincinnati, OH
Martin Paul Boldin", Cincinnati, OH
Wendella Osborn Bowers, Ashland
Jeffrey Dean Bradford, Lexington
Anita LyIUl Braswell": Cincinnati, OH
Melinda Colleen Briede, Covington
Nan Susan Brooks"; Lexington
Cynthia Joan Brown'". Lexington
William H. Browne, III"",Cincinnati, OH
Alison Baskin Caller"", Lexington
Joel L.Carter"", Grayson
Shelagh Marie Cassidy"", Bonnyman
Henry A. Cecil""", Versailles
Catherine LyIUl Clevenger"", Litchfield, IL
Curtis Clay Cockrell, M1. Sterling
Linda J. Combes""", Lexington
Annette Kay Cook"", Wolcottville, IN
Sharon Sammons Cox"'''",Lexington
Debbie Gibbs Crouch"", M1. Sterling
Diana Marie Crow, Union
Shawn Crump*, Ashland
LaDeanna Gale Cunningham"", Liberty
Lorann K. Curtis, Lexington
Maura Ann Daily"", Cincinnati, OH
Amy Jo Davis, Cincinnati, OH
Jennifer Lyle Davis, Lexington
Lora Davis, Liberty
Bridget Christina Dawley"", Hazard
Joanne S. DeNyse"', Fairfield, OH
Jill Elaine Dietz, Lima, OH
Kristina Dawn Dodson"", Charleston, WV
Karen Elizabeth Doochin""", Nashville, TN
Kimberly Anne Drothler, Ridgewood, NJ
Linda Murphy Durham"'''", Nicholasville
Lovanna Nora Estes, San Diego, CA
Kathleen Marie DiSalvo Evans, Florissant, MO
Sara N. Evans, Richmond
Kelley Jean Gannon"""", Lexington
[ada M. Gardner ...., Millport, AL
Deana Lee Gardner-Ray, Louisville
Danni Lynn Geurin", Morehead
Kathryn Mary Gleeson ...., Cincinnati, OH
Katherine Schultzman Goetz ...., Paducah
Deborah E. Goonan, Lexington
Bobby Darrell Goosey ...., Irvine
Laura L. Gotham ...., Saginaw, MI
Gayatri G. Covindarajulu". Lexington
Donna S. Graham ...., Cincinnati, OH
Holly Graves", Oskaloosa, IA
Alan Lawrence Gross ...., Cincinnati, OH
Ruth Ann Halicks", Cincinnati, OH
Meade E. Hallock ...., Versailles
Nelson Edward Hamel, Latonia
Anna Hancock ...., Winchester
Kenneth Earl Hardin ...., Albany
Robert Nolan Harrell, Hopkinsville
Darlene Miller Hartsfield ...., Lexington
Stephanie Leigh Haselwood, Lexington
Robert Riley Hawkins, Mt. Sterling
Jane Ann Herms", Newport
Carol Anne Hickman", Cincinnati, OH
James Franklin Highfield", Ashland
Julia Lee Hill, Lexington
Kimberly Kay Hillner". Alexandria
Traci Lee Hines", Hamilton, OH
Cynthia K Holton ...., Lexington
Janet P. Pelfrey Howard", Louisa
Annie Mae Hubbard", Frankfort
Verna Farler Ison", Hazard
Camela Maynard Jackson", Ashland
Barbara Lynn Johnson", Berea
Rebecca Combs Johnson, Shelbyville
Steven Doyle Johnson, Tullahoma, TN
Erin A. Johnston", Lexington
Angelia Sue Jones, Liberty
Eric C. Jones ...., Florence
Gracie Marlene Jones", Hyden
Jane Michelle Keiffer, Fostoria, OH
Pamela Colette Kelly ...., Covington
Zandra L. King", Portsmouth, OH
Stephanie Denise Koenig, Lexington
[onna Katherine Lawson, Hartford
Traci Ellen Leather, Cincinnati, OH
Teresa Marie Leisner, Rochester, NY
M. Laurie Linnemann", Ft. Wright
Ashley Ann Little, Metairie, LA
Mickey Dean Little", Frenchburg
Virginia Hoseus Luttman", Cincinnati, OH
James Joseph Maggard", Lexington
Billie C. Mallory ...., Covington
LaDonna Ruth Mcbride ...., Caledonia, MI
Patrick Michael McLindon", Lexington
Kathy Meadows ...., Covington
Glen Allen Mears, Decatur, IL
Loel W. Meckel", Lexington
Gregory Paul Mellin ...., Lexington
Michele Ioean Michael", Huntington, WV
Michael E.Miller ...., Lexington
Teresa Lynn Mitchell, Georgetown, OH
Mary Stetter Monahan ...., Cincinnati, OH
Cynthia L.Moon", Knoxville, TN
John Joseph Mueller ...., Covington
Karen Schroer Mumford, Cincinnati, OH
Leanne Janette Overstreet Myers", Fairfield, OH
David A. Nelson", Flatwoods
Kristin Lee Nichols, Glen Allen, VA
Stacy Renee Nipper, Johnson City, TN
Cheri Delaine Norden", Morehead
Jane Ann Pancake, Huntington, WV
Dana Lee Parker, Lexington
Thomas Alan Parker, Dayton, OH
Melody Dawn Peterson", Huntington, WV
Sharon R. Peterson, Atlanta, GA
Ricci Leigh Polsinelli, Arnold, PA
Elizabeth Starr Rapier ...., Paintsville
Emily Haas Rivers, Cincinnati, OH
Ann Carolyn Roach ...., Lexington
Deirdre Lynne Robinson", Paintsville
Angela Marie Runyan ...., Des Moines, IA
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Cristiana Lucia Rush", Hazard
Eileen Faye Rushing, Lexington
Barbara Gambi11 Sanders ...., Asheville, NC
Kristin Anne Sauerbom'', Lexington
Carol Nations Schaber", Oxford, OH
Sheila Hupe Schwartz, St. Charles, IL
Cynthia Keck Scott, Chapel Hill, NC
Susan Claire Sedita ...., Clarendon Hills, IL
Barbara C. Sherrod, Lexington
Nancy Lynn Simmons ...., Huntington, WV
Chorya Denise Sloan, Lexington
Diane Marie Smith, Cold Spring
Kella Truitt Smith ...., Lynn
Lisa West Smith", Independence
Lynn Rae Smith ...., Pineville
Mark Steven Smith", Elsmere
Regina Gail Snowden", Lexington
Melissa Lynn Sorg", Edgewood
Jennifer Hines Steen, Midway
Kelli Jo Stevens, Pikeville
Susan Marie Prather Stiles ...., Dayton, OH
Lori Tate Vocke, Ft. Mitchell
Scottie G. Taylor", London
Traci Lynn Taylor", Highland Heights
Brooke Darrow Thomas ...., Lexington
Pamela A. VanOver", Stearns
Lori Tate Vocke, Ft. Mitchell
valerie A. Vogel", Crestview Hills
John Douglas Walsh, New York City, NY
Leigh H. Quick Weber", Louisville
Molly Britton Wesley", Cincinnati, OH
Susan Westrom, Lexington
Shelby Bailey wheliss, Nashville, TN
Elizabeth Paige wiechers ...., Lexington
Sally Burton Wilk, Ogden, UT
Lisa Layne Williams ...., Campbellsville
Sandra S. Williams", Cartersville, GA
Geoffrey David Wilson, Frankfort
Julianne Marie Zeitz, Canton, OH
Jackie Owen Zimmerman ...., Flemingsburg
College of Dentistry
Dean: David A. Nash
Doctor of Dental Medicine
Husain Ali Khan, Richmond Hill, Ontario,
Canada
[enifer Carol Back, Wellington
Suzanne Lea Hammons Barnhill, Flat Lick
Lesley Anne Boeh, Paducah
Phillip Paul Callison II, Campbellsville
Christopher Dale Carrico, Owensboro
Christopher Brett Clark, Paducah
Kathryn Dayne Lefevers CoIlins, Kettle
Island
William Brian Cook, Louisville
Susan Hale Couzens, Lexington
Laura Nell Cowan, Edmonton
Penny Payne Crain, Ashland
Mary Lynn Crews, Elizabethtown
Shannon Dale Crum, Ashland
Alice Elizabeth Curran, Milford, MA
Darren Lenn Flowers, Elizabethtown
Bradley Todd Fulkerson, Henderson
William Burlin Gibson, Pippa Passes
James Edward Hatfield, Lexington
Denise Michelle Hourigan, Louisville
Sarah J. Iqbal-Van Zant, Elizabethtown
Jon Kelly Johnson, Mt. Sterling
Don James Kindrachuk, Vernon, B.c.,
Canada
Darryl Jay Marshall, Louisville
Lionel Prevost Mayo, Lexington
Daniel Dwight Meader, Hyden
Michael James Miller, Lexington
James R. Muse, Somerset
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Lisa Michelle Neal, Irvine
H. David O'Donnell, Lexington
James Christopher Papp, East Grand Rapids,
MI
William Thurman Renshaw, Louisville
Richard Hank Salyer, Elkhorn City
Anglea Slone, Hazard
Jennifer Denise Smith, Manchester
David Anthony Sperow, Lexington
Brace Taylor Stai, Ashland
Daria Nicole Dixon Stone, Blackey
Jeri Lynnette Stull, Benton
Frances Thu-Huong Tran, Lexington
Brian Douglas Wallace, Prestonsburg
Derek Gene Watts, Hindman
Barry Jay Wilson, Calvert City
College of Law
Dean: David E. Shipley
Juris Doctor
Robert Eugene Allen, Ashland
Daniel G. Altman, Campbellsvill
William Ronnie Amburgey, Carlisle
Samantha Alice Banfield, Ashland
Andrew Klemens Banks, Fort Mitchell
Sara Lynn Bauer, Louisville
Bridget Justice Blair, Lexington
Margaret Jane Brannon, Maysville
Daniel Garland Brown, Louisville
Elizabeth Young Bruner, London
Maria S. Nazario Buckles'". Louisville
Michelle Ann Buckley, Bardstown
Thomas D. Bullock, Frankfort
Gerry Lynn Calvert II, Lexington
Trad Courtney Caneer, Nicholasville
Carolyn Jean Craycraft Clark'", Nicholasville
Jonathan Buckley Clay, Lexington
John Gregory Cornett, Lexington
Christopher Daniel, Lexington
Daryl Kevin Day, Crab Orchard
Catherine Calvert DeLoach, Lexington
Robert Daniel Dilts, Covington
Jane Winkler Dyche, London
Larry Chad Elder, Louisville
Neil Fairweather
Paul Christopher Galanides, Norfolk, VA
Brian James Gatchel, Lexington
Melissa Gayheart, Pippa Passes
Erik S. Goes, Lexington
Brian Thomas Goettl, Nicholasville
Jonathan Roger Grate, Versailles
Andrew William Green, Florence
William Alfred Green III, Louisville
andle)' A!len Cregery, :Baric
Lee A. Guice, Lexington
Medrith Lee Hager, Fort Wright




Rebecca Dockery Hennifan, Elizabethtown
Glennis Roger Harris, [r., Flemingsburg
Jennifer Hatcher, Kermit, WV
Brian Leslie Hewlett, Russell
Jonathan Grant Hieneman, Greenup
Ramona Colley Hieneman, Greenup
Larry R. Hornsby, Bethel, OH
David Lesser Host, Lexington
William Stacy Huff, Harlan
Glenda Darnell Humphrey, Owensboro
Lindsey Wood Ingram III, Lexington
Sallie Ann Jacobs, Bridgeport, AL
John Douglas Kermode. Lexington
Bruce Anderson Kolbe, [r., Brimfield, MA
Cathy Anne Lilford, Shelbyville
Dawn Suzanne Logsdon, Radcliff
David Eric Lycan, Ashland
William Eugene Maddox, Jr., Murray
Melanie Sublett Marrs, Louisville
Mark Alan Matics, Hurricane, WV
Julie O'Daniel McClellan, Bardstown
Dustan Chad McCoy, Lexington
Kelley Lee McGregor, Pittsburgh, PA
Elizabeth Jones Mckinney, Lewisburg
Karen Lynn Mead, Lexington
William Harold Meadows III, Lexington
Cheryl Cunagin Meyer'", London
Robyn Elaine Miller, Cullman, AL
James Michael Morris'", Lexington
Tonya Leigh Mounts, Gilbert, WV
Gordon Lee Mullis III, Lexington
Terri Lyn Neufeld, Shawnee Mission, KS
Leslie Ann Norton, Mount Vernon
Patrick Edward O'Neill, Hillsdale, NY
Andrew Richardson Park, Lexington
Glenn Houston Parrish, Bowling Green
Coy Thomas Payne, Corbin
Karen Lynne Roberts Perch, South
Weymouth, MA
Dates of Graduation for College of Law: December 17, 1994 and May 6, 1995
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Park Lampson Priest, Bowling Green
Louis Edward Reinhart III**, Crestwood
Christian Elizabeth Renau, Louisville
Brian Kenneth Roberts, Louisville
Melissa Lynette Rodden", Flint, MI
Diane Rose, Lexington
Robert John Rosing, Crestview Hills
Stephanie Dawn Ross, Lancaster
John Hilary Schmidt, Louisville
Kevin Gerard Sinclair, Lexington
Christopher Lee Slaughter, Lookout, WV
Claudia Ann Smith, Charleston, WV
Jeffrey Slayton Smith, Bardstown
David Thomas Sparks, Bowling Green
Stephen David Spurlock, Hazard
Peter James Stavros, Ashland
Jeffrey Scott Stein, Louisville
Raymond Grant Stephens, Ashland
Clay Malone Stevens, Aberdeen, OH
David Allen Stringer
'bisa I!flsre l5tUttlitets
Max K. Thompson, Pikeville
Milton Coburn Toby, Campbellsville
John Robert Tucker, Madisonville
Emanuel Cohen Turner, Talbert
Mary Melissa Villines, Frankfort
Douglas P. Vowels, Brandenburg
John William Walters, Lexington
Jon Alan wellinghurst'', Louisville
John Robert White, Manchester
Leslie Todd White, Beaver Dam
Kristan Evelyn Wieland, Lexington
Anthony Douglas wilson'", Maysville
Heather Christie Wright, Lexington
Jason Lee Yewell, Owensboro
Amanda Anderson Young, Cookeville, TN
Margaret Mary Young, Danville
Michael George Zarocostas, Lexington
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College of Medicine
Dean: Emery A. Wilson, M.D.
Doctor of Medicine
Kristi Caudill Adams, Blackey
Allison Bahar Alexander, Lexington
James Edward Appel, Fort Wright
Neal Finley Aulick II, Villa Hills
Kelvin Eugene Bailey, Lexington
Eric Lee Bandy, Greenville
Laura Michele Beaty, Paducah
Jeffrey Allen Berger, Lexington
Andrew Coleman Bernard, Frankfort
Natalie A. Black, Paducah
Michael Allen Boggess, Greenville
Jeremy Logan Bradley, Hartford
Todd Ryan Anthony Bricking, Cold Spring
Amy Sue Brumfield, Hopkinsville
Jesse Thornton Bryant IV, Lexington
Kelly Rea Burgess, Ashland
Brian Lucien Burke, Lake Oswego, OR
Gregory H. Carlsen, Pocatello, 1D
Todd Young Chadwell, Paint Lick
Bradley Coleman Chase, Frankfort
Candace Corl Chase, Elk Horn
Melissa Lee Closs, Teaneck, NJ
Thomas Fred Coburn, Danville
Darby Cole, Salyersville
Danilo Brosas Corales, Lexington
David Louis Crain, Hardyville
Christopher Charles Croot, Bevinsville
Nishith Uday Dave', Madisonville
Tamara Denise Dickerson, Hartselle, AL
Hoang Kim Do, Saigon, Vietnam
James Todd Douglas, Junction City
Michael Kevin Dragan, Burlington
Kevin Joseph Dunn, Lexington
Deborah A. Elder, South Lyon, MI
Jeffrey Kent Filbeck, Benton
Kelly Dawn Fleming, Lexington
James Marshall Foster, Louisville
Salli Elizabeth Playforth Gallaher, Lexington
Walter Curtis Gessler, Lexington
Marion William Grant, Bardstown
Scott Rolland Hamann, Lansing, IL
Michael David Hamilton, Mt. Vernon
Steven Wesley Hamilton, Cleveland, TN
Samuel Forrest Hardcastle, Bowling Green
Jason Alexander Harper, Lexington
Heather Kirk Hart, Reading, PA
Paula Joan Hartzell, Branson, MO
Saiyid Akbar Hasan, Lexington
Ray Gee Hays, London
Peter William Hester, Garden City, NY
Kirk Edward Hofman, Covington
Joseph Robert Holtman, [r., Lexington
Christin Elaine Honaker, Shelbyville
Timothy Burke Keller, Edgewood
Michelle Renee King, Cincinnati, OH
Cheryl Ann Koch, Louisville
Steven Christopher Lasher, Lexington
Mina Hazrati Lutts, Lexington
Christopher Gerard Meredith'", Sonora
Elizabeth Ann Miller, Prospect
Brock Currie Milliken, Louisville
Micheal Bryan Minix, [r., Paintsville
Tonya Kaye Mitchen, Crestwood
Nancy VarrArsdale Morris, Bowling Green
Jean Marie O'Nan Moss, Henderson
Kurt Anthony Neltner, Edgewood
Tammy Hang Nguyendon, Lexington
Hansel Noffsinger, Lexington
Sabrina Curry O'Brien, Bypro
Anne Marie O'Melia, Chapel Hill, NC
Patrick Gregory Padgett, Elizabethtown
John Dalton Pennington, Benton
Yvonne Hill Perraut. Lexington
Michael S. Randolph, Hustonville
William Roberts Rankin, Danville
John William Richard, Lexington
Ronald Earl Roberts, [r., Crestwood
Donna Lynn Smith, Lexington
Brian J. Sonka, Lexington
William Henry St. Clair, Ft. Madison, IA
Charlotte Gay Stites, Lexington
Darrin Anthony Taormina, Aliquippa, PA
Sandra Anderson Umhauer, Bemidji, MN
Shelly Finn Voet, Villa Hills
Kristy Garrett Wells, Greenville
A. David Westerfield IV, Lexington
Patricia Crutcher Westlund, Louisville
Michelle Lee Willoby, Dry Ridge
Steven Lee Woolley, Ashland
Brian Michael Worm, New Albany, IN
Dates of Graduation for College of Medicine: December 17, 1994 and May 20, 1995
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College of Pharmacy
Dean: Jordan L. Cohen
Doctor of Pharmacy
Michael E. Adriano, Lakeside Park
Beury Lynn Bartrug, Charleston, WV
Susan Lynne Brawner, Elizabethtown
Anne Christine Chambers, Vienna, WV
Bill Kun-Chung Chen, Taichung, Taiwan
Cheryl Denise Cropp, Des Moines, IA
Julia Monson Dawson, Cold Spring
Benjamin Ingram Dickinson, Grand Lake, CO
Steven Terrell Doom, Hodgenville
Cheri Dawn Estes, Louisville
Marcia Ann Codsey'", Fairdale
Robert Carroll Goodman, [r.:", Senora
Richard Joseph Hayden, Owensboro
Steven Francis Haynes, Owensboro
Christine Ann Heil, Lahaska, PA
Norris Wayne Hollon, [r., Gravel Switch
Allison Lee Howerton, Dublin, VA
Anita Marie Isaacs'"
Stephen Christopher Johnson, Corbin
Gretchen Lynn Judge, Carlisle
Lawrence C. Kilinski, Jr.
RobinJ. Labrecque, Goldsboro, NC
Benjamin Tak-Kwong Lee'", Hong Kong
Helen Louise Leonard, Columbia, SC
Allison A. Lloyd, Houtzdale, PA
Cinda Justice Manley'", Mt. Sterling
Scott M. Mark, Peterborough, Ontario, Canada
Lisa Marie Martin'", Owensboro
Bruce Alan McIntosh, Somerset
Christy Shearer McQuade, Winchester
Mindi Shattah Miller'", Atlanta, GA
Devona Jo Mills, Inez
Christina Leigh Mitchell, Paducah
Pamela [o Moore, Louisville
Endalish Mulugeta, Ethiopia
Carrie Michele Napier, Evarts
Troy Marvin Nelson, Benton
Beth Renee Parks, Middletown, OH
Stephen Dean Phipps, Lexington
Lance Thomas Piecoro, Lexington
Paul Martin Pinkston, Georgetown
Samuel Mark Poloyac, Johnstown, PA
Krista Poston Portwood, Winchester
John F. Reichard, Brunswick, OH
JoMarie Gold Richardson, Flemingsburg
Mark Allen Roy, Evansville, IN
Melissa Gay Sanders, Cox's Creek
Patricia Lynn Settle
JD Lee Shoulders", Munfordville
Reginald Ernest Foulser Smith'", Victoria, B.C.,
Canada
Kimberly Hulsey Sturgill, Castlewood, VA
Stephanie Dixon Sutphin, Ashland
Joyce Ann Thomas, Grayville, IL
Kelly Lynn Turner, St. Louis, MO
Barbara H. Woerner'". Louisville
Paula Seibert Zelle'"
Bachelor of Science in
Pharmacy
Joseph Keith Abell, Louisville
[ody Bentley Adkins, Greenup
Michael Scott Akers, Louisa
J. Kristen Bailey, Keaton
Beury 1. Bartrug", Charleston, WV
George Gibson Begley, Richmond
Tobi Cool Belcher, Elkhorn City
Bryan Ray Boleyn, Hueysville
Susan Lynne Brawner", Elizabethtown
Rebecca Lynn Briar, Louisville
Shannon Lea Browning, Huntington, WV
Kimberly Williamson Campbell, Lexington
Mark Anthony Capps, Burkesville
Michelle Casto, Raceland
James Michael Childers, Lexington
Cynthia Marie Cline, Olive Hill
Teresa Catherine Collison, Summersville
Ruby Anne Couch, Bear Branch
Laura Carol Craft, Lexington
Carolyn Sue Adkins Dobbs", Monticello
Steven Terrell Doorn", Hodgenville
Cheri Dawn Estes", Louisville
Jeffrey M. Flora, Morehead
Ibourahima Fofana
Shannon Easley Girard, Mayfield
Brian Michael Gritton, Lawrenceburg
Richard Joseph Hayden", Owensboro
Heather LeAnne Hayes, Hickman
Richard Joseph Hayden", Owensboro
Steven Francis Haynes", Owensboro
Gregory Hollins, Harlan
Norris Wayne Hollon, Ir.", Lebanon
Deborah Lynn Hurt, Campton
Stephen Christopher johnson", Corbin
Jack Kelly Joseph, Paintsville
Gretchen Lynn judge", Carlisle
Tim Ray Kaiser, Louisville
Jeffery Scott Keeton, Flatwoods
Helen Louise Leonard", Columbia, SC
Jason William Lyddane, Owensboro
Joseph D. Maze", Owingsville
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Jeannie Charlene McCown, Grayson
Sheldon Taylor McCreary, Louisa
Bruce Mclntosh", Somerset
Gary Paul McPherson, Corbin
Christy McQuade*, Winchester
Amy Denise Mills, Corbin
Devona [o Mills", Inez
Rhea Lynn Mills-Reynolds. Inez
Christina Leigh Mitchell", Paducah
Julia Lenox Monson, Cold Spring
Laura Loraine Moore, Winchester
Pamela Io Moore", Louisville
Crystal Gail Morgan, Hyden
Endalish Mulugeta", Ethiopia
Kristin Elaine Murphy, Louisville
Carrie Michele Napier", Evarts
Sharon Isaacs Nations, Nebo, NC
Troy Marvin Nelson", Benton
Kay Allison Nickles, Lexington
James Leonard Noland IV, Hopkinsville
Lance Thomas Piecoro", Lexington
Paul Martin Pinkston", Georgetown
Krista Poston Portwood". Winchester
Paul D. Reffett
JoMarie Gold Richardson", Williamstown
Melissa M. Robinson, Dry Ridge
David James Roth, Louisville
Melissa Gay Sanders'", Cox's Creek
Tamara L. Schlensker, New Albany, IN
Patricia Lynn Settle". Elkton
Suzannah Cartinhour Shouse
Kimberly Hulsey Sturgill", Castlewood, VA
Charles Alexander Taylor II, Prospect
Antoinette D. Tayler-Alvey, Danville
Bradford Eugene Tinsley, Corbin
Leslie Michelle Tucker, McRoberts
Samuel Lewis Waddell II, Stambaugh
Norman Thomas Walton, [r.. Bardstown
Gregory Trent Werline, Maysville
Mark Jason White, Elizabethtown
Scott Patrick Wiley
Anna Maria Wright, Owensboro
Gregory Brian Wyer, Lexington
College of Agriculture
Dean: C. Gran Little
Bachelor of Science in
Agriculture
Billy Joe Adams, Hillsboro
Craig Leroy Arnold, Springfield
Rachel Catherine Ash, Bunker Hill, WV
James Edward Ausbrooks, Holland
Cassandra Kaye Backer, Owensboro
Amy Mad Bacon, Toledo, OH
Jason Montgomery Barlow, Elizabethtown
Joseph Douglas Barnes, Adairville
John Louis Bates'". Lexington
Angela Begosh'". Concord, NH
Michael Shannon Bibb'", Nicholasville
Danny Dale Board'", Elizabethtown
Cynthia Lynn Branham, Louisville
Emily Dawn Branstetter, Edmonton
Timothy Carl Brockhoff'"', Crestwood
Brian Edward Brumfield'", Louisville
Kenneth Gibson Burger", Lexington
Marshall Lee Butler, Sr.. Pembroke
Cindy Marie Callis, Lexington
Shane T. Carlin, Union
Clyde Christopher Caudill, Fern Creek
Jimmie Brian Celsor, Fountain Run
Kimberly Barnes Collins, Louisville
Jay Allen Combs, Williamsburg
Jennifer Ann Cope'", Benton
Michael T. Coulter, Louisville
Denise Lynn Cowan'", Versailles
Richard E. Curtsinger, Benton
David P. Darnall, Madisonville
Eric Lee Dawalt, Dry Ridge
Robert Aaron DeArmond, Versailles
Paul Anthony Deatrick, Louisville
Robert Huston Del-iaven'", Hardinsburg
Matthew Edward DeLacey*, Lexington
Jay Nelson Dunigan". Benton
Jennie Lou Dunn'". Glasgow
Roman D. Dycus, Kuttawa
James Douglas Eades". Mt. Eden
Wendel Ray Eby, Willisburg
Michael T. Ellis, Versailles
Troy Allen Elmore, Campbellsville
Heidi LeeAnn Ernst, Clinton, NY
David Graham Everman". Danville
Dan R. Ezell, Hopkinsville
Richard D. Farmer II, Manchester
Stacy Ann Ploore'", Louisville
Bethany Ann Galloway, Paris
[incy Leigh Galloway, Hopkinsville
Tiffany Angeli Gardner'", Louisville
Jerry Scott Carrett'", Springfield
Christopher Brian Girard, Edgewood
Edith Aline Glasscock, Lebanon
Jennifer Susan Graves, Springfield
Timothy Dale Cray'"', Salvisa
Phillip Bruce Hadley, Columbia
Gina Renee Harris'". Murray
Michael David Hays, Hopkinsville
Mary Elizabeth Henderson, Irvington
Cynthia Lynne Hensley, Corbin
Matthew Creighton Hess, Sonora
Nancy Annette Holder, Gamaliel
Robin Dale Howell**, Elizabethtown
C. Broussard Hundley, Versailles
Jeffrey Wade [enkins'", Morganfield
Kerry Alan [olliffe'", Lexington
Samuel Carothers Kincaid", Lexington
Michael Riley Kim, Louisville
Erin Lin Klaene, Edgewood
Rahel Mare Klapheke, Crestwood
Christopher S. Lawrence, Dry Ridge
David 1. Levine, University Heights, OH
Lawrence O'Neal Lewis, Springfield
Heather Renae Lindsey'". Mt. Sterling, OH
Mark Douglas Llewellyn, Cumberland, MD
Mikail A. Loar, Lexington
Andrea 1. Mahan, Lexington
Justin Keith Marsh, Scottsville
David B. Martin, Lexington
David Armand Mason'", Tampa, FL
Margaret G. McCoy*, Williston, FL
Shani Allison McCrillis*, Louisville
Charles Ward McDavid, Jr.**, Lexington
Charles Jennings Mildren, Vienna, WV
Brian Murphy Miles'", Bardstown
Clay Lyle Miller, Louisville
Vicky Lynne Montgomery". Breckenridge,
CO
Catherine Ann Monzingo'", Lexington
Jodi Lee Morgan, Ekron
[enifer Ann Nadeau, Schenectady, NY
David Wilton Pace", Woodburn
Christian Adam Pantle III**, Owensboro
Angela Clarke Pieratt, Waddy
Charles Michael Poskas'". Majestic
Michael Christian Poulsen, Bradenton, FL
Jennifer Linette Powers'". Hawesville
Daniel Jason Propes, Columbia
Carrie A. Randall, Edgewood
Emily Marie Reichert, Crestwood
Rollie Cress Reid, [r., Manchester
Richard William Richter'". Lerna, IL
Ralph A. Rizk. Lexington
Kelley Suzanne Robertson, Lexington
Tracy Alaina Rogers, Russell
John William Royster'", Waverly
Michael Sheldon Scowby, Johannesburg,
South Africa
Darrin Lee Sechrest'". Dry Ridge
Sharon Louise Senninger, Radcliff
Stephanie Kay Shannon, Danville
Andrew W: Short, Lexington
[erianna Carol Shultz, Bremen
Rebecca Lorraine Siry, California
Clifton Rex Smith'", Winchester
Wendell Curtis Snowden, Lexington
Justin Wade Sorenson, Paris
Myra Katherine Stafford'", Lexington
Kimberly Louise Staggs'"', Germantown
Paul Douglas Sullivan, Adolphus
Dannie Ray Surbaugh", Lexington
Eric Brandon Swift, Elwood, IN
Lori Elizabeth Thomas'", Winchester
Andrew Brian Thomson, Hopkinsville
Jeff A. Tomlin, Bowling Green
Joey M. Trimble, Somerset
Charles A. Turner, Jr., Louisville
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Laura Lynn Utterback, Bargersville, IN
Deborah Ann Van Brocklin, Brownville, NY
Martin Mac Vandiviere, Harrodsburg
Ian Michael Vincent, Henderson
Grant lain Vorhauer, Louisville
Gary Lee Watkins, Midway
Jeffrey Lynn Watt'", Bowling Green
Kristi Leigh Wilson, [efferstown
Scott Alan Wilson, Pittsburgh, PA
Philip Kelvin Winkle, Corinth
Jason Lee Wuestefeld, Guilford, IN
Bachelor of Science in Food
Science
Rebecca Carol Freels'". Island
Nancy Sharmini Jose, Pekanbani Biau,
Indonesia
Daniel Reverte", Murcia, Spain
Maquel Lynn Turner", Somerset
Bachelor of Science in
Forestry
William Keith Aitken, Frankfort
Guy E. Baker, Louisville
Teresa Marie Merz Bean'", Louisville
Christopher Mark Buckley, Monticello
Robert Clark Cammack, Lexington
Scott Thomas Costello, Highland Heights
Wade Lynn Davidson, Corbin
Elizabeth Asheton Heidbreder, LaCenter
Gene Keith Hilpp'", Crestwood
William Chris Hilpp, Crestwood
Jackie Shane Kellett, Clinton
Jason Lyle Lashbrook, Chillicothe, OH
James R. Nason, Pembroke
Victoria Denise Newton, Danville
Pete M. Rayburn, Nicholasville
Jason Kent Riggins, Lexington
Timothy Edward Schuh'", Park Hills
Kevin Lowell Tucker, Murray
Floyd Glen Willis, Grayson
Hagan Taylor Wonn, Lexington
Bachelor of Science in
Landscape Architecture
Sean Michael Biega, Freedom, PA
Rhonda G. Cromer'". Norwood, OH
Shawn T. Frost ...., Lexington
David Ray Henson, Morehead
Shawn M. Lanham", Lebanon
Todd Alan Lanning'". Louisville
Laurie Michelle McCuan, Berryville, VA
Timothy Michael McGowan*, Fairport, NY
Laura Wise Moore'". Georgetown
Spencer Andrew Nash, Salisbury, NC
Denise Yvonne O'Meara'". Lexington
David M. Puckett, Louisville
Leland Mark Rogers'". Louisville
John Bentley Sorrell, Cynthiana
James Bradley Tune, [r.", Lexington
Chad whitaker'", Taylorsville
William Kelly Willis, Bowling Green
Dean: Thomas C. Robinson
College of Allied Health Professions
Bachelor of Health Sciences
Rochelle Reasor Abner, Winchester
Alicia Ann Adams'", Huntington, WV
Sameer Noman Al-Dbhany'", Sana'a Yemen
Chad Owen Alderson ...., Scottsville
Deborah Marie Altman'", Harold
Walter Ross Archinal, Carrollton
Denise Duff Arnett ...., Lexington
Stephanie Dianne Atcher, Elizabethtown
Ginger Gosney Aulick*
Ronald Paul Auvil 11*,McRoberts
Randall SaW", Hatfield
Talisa Ann Ballard, Winchester
Lola Dudley Banks, Lexington
Rhonda Kay Banks, Leburn
Susan Michelle Banning", Port Huron, MI
Tyra Rochelle Beasley, Taylorsville
Devona Carol Begley, Avawam
Teri Ann Benge, Danville
Brandy Lynn Blackburn, Hardy
Amy Anne Blankenship", Somerset
Mary D. Blue, Robards
Agnes Bognar"
George Allen Bonnell, Louisville
Bethanie Shawn Bottoms ......, Danville
Christopher Scott Bowe", Lexington
Chasity Bowling ......, Barbourville
Kristi Lyn Braunecker ....., Danville
Debbie Brock.....
Janice Thomas Brown, Morganfield
Julie King Browning", Ashland
Lesa C. Burkeen ......, Calvert City
Marla Kaye Butts", Simpsonville
Larry Wayne Campbell, Owensboro
Rebecca [enise Capo, Louisville
Shawna Lynn Carothers, Crestwood
Keri Rayann Cartinhour", Versailles
Leah Michele Cartwright ......, Nebo
Julie Ann Clayton, Owensboro
Liza Michelle Clevenger, Belcher
Beth Ann Cluxton ......, Aberdeen, OH
Joshua Evan Cohen", Lexington
Virginia Marie Kalichun Coker, Henderson
Tracy Lynn Hoskins Collett", Sinnett
Shaska Lanee Combs ......, Hazard
Stacy Slone Cook", Kite
Courtney Jane Covert, St. Albans, WV
Margaret Alison Craven , Ft. Thomas
Richard Todd Crawford , Hyden
Terri Ann Crowe ....., Winchester
Kristie Rae Cruey, Dry Ridge
Stefanie Gabriele Daugherty, Madisonville
Kevin Davis ......
Karen Yevett Deckard ......, Mayfield
Sherri Lynn Deener ......, Campbellsville
Raymond Allen Dickison, [r., Ashland
Susan Michelle Dinsmore, Cordova, TN
Stacey Renee Ditty". Harlan
Melissa Kay Dodd", London
Holly Anne Donahue, Loretto
Tracy Michelle Doss, Lawrenceburg
Holly Margaret Marie Draper", Corydon
Kristie Nola Draper, Corydon
Luke D. Dubois ......, Paris
Jacqueline Kay Dunigan ......, Benton
Allison Reese Dunkenberger ......, Elliston, VA
Kimberly Tolle Edwards", Mt. Vernon
Shawn Autumn Blam, Frankfort
Mary E. Eldridge .....
Dawn Allyson Elliott ......, Lousiville
Tabitha Dawn Elswick", Pikeville
Deann Michele Embry, Owensboro
Paula Marie Evans, Louisville
Alicia Ann Farrell'", Hopkinsville
Kathleen R. Fitzgerald, Hamilton, OH
Stacey Michelle Ford, Owensboro
Terry Douglas Fraley, Hazard
Sarah Jane Gallagher ....., Gainesville, FL
Scott Wayne Garvin, Wurtland
Richard B. Gaskin ......, Burnside
Adria Marie Gassmann, Ft. Wright
Ruth Ann Geiger ....., Lexington
Suzanne Patrice Gibson, Hatfield
Lora Michele Gill ......, Lexington
Leigh Ruth Ginter, Winchester
Donald Lee Gordon, Raywick
Sarah Ellen Greenwell, Huntington, WV
Deborah Carol Gretz, Lexington
Rebecca Ann Halbleib ......, Louisville
Scott Edward Hale, Load
Amy Grace HaW'"
Carolyn Renea Halt Raven
James Matthew HaW"', Viper
Jennifer Michelle Hall, Louisville
Shonna Hall, Dema
Valerie Dawn Mosley Halt Martin
Kimberly Michelle Hamm, Mt. Vernon
Christina Gail Hanor, Dixon
April Harmon, Pilgrim
Kimberly Oller Helton, Williamsburg
Maria C. Hendrichs, Hawesville
Joseph C Henson", Jackson
Jennifer O. Hibbard ....., Elizabethtown
Dana Jackie Hicks, Langley
Abby Shayne Hord ......, Vanceburg
Kendra Lee Hughes, Manchester
Tiffany Dawn Humphrey, Ashland
Patricia Lynette Wright Hunt ......, Watkins
Glen,NY
Michael Ray Ingle, Whitesburg
Mark Alan Jackson ......, Lexington
Charles Randell Jones, Lexington
Marina Elaine Kalfas , Highland Heights
David William Keene , Oak Ridge, OR
Brittany Ann Kelly, Salisbury, MD
Amy Lynn Ketterer, Lexington
Karen Lynn Ketterer ......, Lexington
Suzanne Hayden Kincaid, Louisville
Hope Michelle King , Shelbyville
[ana Michelle Koch , Paducah
Karl Kelly Korb ......, Lexington
Brian Daniel Krause, Lexington
Lisa Gail Laub", Hyden
Susanna Joyce Lawson , Alexandria
Robyn Kathleen Layne , Ashland
Lori Lynn Levine
Jill Renee Linkowski, GrandBlanc, MI
Lori Ann Linville ......, Owensboro
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Ann Wilson Mathis, Shelbyville
Rebecca [o May, Kimper
Julie Wynn McCain, Prospect
Rhonda Joyce McDowell ......, Pineville
Karen Leigh McGaughey, Louisville
Dee Ann McNeil, Worthington, OH
Kimberly Lynn Measle, Lexington
Melanie Dawn Miles", Lebanon
Allison Britt Miller, Union
James T Mills III"',Lexington
Kara Kathleen Mitchell, Lancaster, OH
Cheryl Darlene Moore, Madisonville
Jennifer Jan Moore, Bowling Green
Julia K. Moore ......, London
Michael A. Morand ......, Louisville
Angela Clay Morton, Stanton
Susan Diane Motts ......, Louisville
Karen A Mulder ......, Arlington Heights, IL
Linda Kay Mullins, Leburn
Lisa Leigh Muncy", Pilgrim
Nachelle Leigh Napier Nead, London
Mary Elizabeth NeCamp, Owenton
Amy Elisabeth Neiheisel", Lexington
Rebecca Ann Nelson, Lexington
[ana Lenore Newman , Lexington
Jackelyn K. Nicholson , Lexington
Ada M. Nixon, Waverly
Brenda Lynn Noel, Mackville
Kevin Norvell, Corbin
Marc Aaron Nyarko, Los Angeles, CA
Maryanne Holmes-Jensen O'Canna",
Louisville
Megan C. O'Connor, Edgewood
Tracey Denise O'Donoghue, McDaniels
Holly F. Pate"'''', Paris
Lori Kaye Patrick ......, Salyersville
Sherry Linnae Paul'", Erlanger
Jill Lynn Payne'", Harlan
Donna Gammons Pennington'",
Williamsburg
Lori Ellen Perkins'", Owenton
Shannon Lee Pfaff", Somerset
Stephanie Eliza Phillips, Mineral Wells, WV
Leigh Ann Piontek'", Louisville
Amy Catherine Post", Lexington
Mindy Sharp Powell'". Maysville
Tambra Michelle Ratliff**, Pikeville
Rebecca Carol Roberts, Louisville
Talya Marie Roberts". Owensboro
Ashley McNeal Rogers'", Columbia
Engga R. Rose, Norfolk, VA
Kristin Leigh Rose, Cincinnati, OH
Kori Michelle Roth, Fort Thomas
Lori Anita Ruebel'", Hebron
Careye Jolene Sams", Middlesboro
James D. Sanders, Regina
Matthew Thomas Scaring, Beckley, WV
Jennifer Collins Schureman, Winchester
Donna Carol Shawley ......, Boston
Kristy Karol Brown Shelton, Henderson
Peihuey Shu, Malaysia
Catherine Gayle Simons'". Elkton
Jennifer Annette Smiley, Centertown, OH
Amy Tarter Smith, Nancy
Elizabeth Rose Smith'"
Jason Petzinger Smith, Louisville
Rebecca Ann Smith, Hindman
Laurel J. Snelling'"
Lee Ann Speaks". Georgetown
Patrick Shane Stonecypher'", Waynesburg
Keri Diane Stout, Mobile, AL
[oquetta Denise Strings'", Lexington
Jeannine Wynette Stutts'", Versailles
Eric Junior Tarr'", South Shore
Roger T. Taylor'"
Crista Anne Thomas, Edgewood
Stacey joy Thomas, Somerset
Andrea Ottalee Tignor'". Gate City, VA
Christina Maria Tonnos'", Okemos, MI
Krista J. Trevathan'"
Jennifer Leigh Triplett, Lackey
Bridgette Monique Turner, Louisville
Selena Marie Turner'", Speedwell, TN
Tracy DeVonne Turner, Jackson
Stacy Renae Vanl-ioose, Paintsville
Mary Kate Van Zante, Indian Harbour
Beach, FL
Bethany A. Variot, Beaver Dam
Mary Alice Varney'". Ashland
Jamie Sue walker'"
Melissa Gayle Walker, Hardinsburg
Patti fo Waller'". Walton
Angela Michelle Warner, Somerset
Patrick J watterson'", Elizabethtown
Stephanie Lynn wayson'". Cold Spring
Carrie Lynne Weaver, Ft. Myers, FL
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Curtis Michael Welling**
Karla Kaye Reid Wells, Avawam
Tabitha Carnes Wells, Bourbourville
Daryl Allen White'", Ashland
Molly Marie White, California
Elizabeth Dawn Williams, Clarksville, IN
Tracy [o Winters, Louisville
Cathy J Witten", VanLear
Erika Lynn Wolff'", Lexington
Jennifer Susanne woodyard:". Crestwood
Claudia Jean woolley"
Marilyn Wells Wooten", Versailles
Christopher Scott Wright'". Paducah
Vicki Sue Yandell'". London




Brandi Sloan Ash, Walton
Bertha Shawnee Ballew, Richmond
James Creston Black, Davis, WV
Stephanie Lynn Buyalos, Lexington
Lance Wayne Calhoun", Cadiz
Jean Andre Chaintreuil, Fairport, NY
Roni A Cheek, Taylorsville
Kevin F. Chinn", Lexington
Justin Atchison Clark, Washington, DC
Kyle Chadwick Clark'", Crofton
Clayton Brook Collier, Lexington
Andrea Malena Combs'", Langley
Brian Stewart DeYoung, Versailles
Todd Love Downs , Taylorsville
Charles Brian Fain , Lexington
Nicolle-Bridgette Fedor". Crestwood
Hubert Max Flannery, Lexington
Sean Michael Gallaher, Louisville
Kevin Kermit Gilliam", Pikeville
James Duncan Gordon Ill", Teaneck, NJ
Stephen Edward Cravatte'", Louisville
Michael Cray". Issaquah, WA
Michele Carol Guidry'". Louisville
Shawn R. Hadley'", Columbia
Wendy Lee Hawkins, Louisville
Stephen John Heine, Louisville
Robert Edward Hibbard, Manchester
Jeffrey Martin Hils, Erlanger
Carolyn S. Hirt", New Port Richey, FL
Connie Sue Hittle, Indianapolis, IN
Nathan Wade Holmes'", Henderson
James Blake Hornal. Bowling Green
Christopher E. Hoyle, Fort Thomas
Martha L. Hutchinson, Charleston, WV
Jeffrey Allen Ishmael'", Georgetown
David Andrew Jansen, Crestview Hills
Kenneth Edward Jenkins, Coral Gables, FL
Thomas Arthur Jones, Charleston, SC
Theodore James Kane, Carbondale, IL
Ronald Douglas Krumme'". Covington
Daniel Edward Larger, Lexington
Denis George Littrell, [r.. Pewee Valley
jeffrey Alan Lockwood, Cincinnati, OH
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Jackie Clevenger McDavid, Grayson
Adrian Scott Moore", Frankfort
Michael joseph Nett", Louisville
Dung Xuan Nguyen", Vungtau Vietnam
Donna Gayle O'Quinn, Lexington
Jon Kerry Osborne". Louisville
Christopher Britton Phillips", Louisville
Brandon Carl Powell, Richmond
Eric Andrew Rawlings, Louisville
Dana William Rector
Anne Saint-Aignan, Lexington
jeffery Ivan Sheets'", Frankfort
Scott Andrew Simmons'", Paducah
james David Smell, Kingwood, WV
Jere Anthony Sullivan", Lexington
Christopher Steele Titsworth, Paducah
David Leonard Ware, South Charleston, WV
Steven Scott Welborn", Glasgow
John Wesley wilkirson", Lexington
Roderick Dwayne Williams", Albany, GA
Thomas Michael Wilson'", Florence
Chris D. Woodfin, Muncie, IN
Amy Elizabeth Youngberg, Chagrin Falls,
OH
College of Arts & Sciences
Dean: Richard C. Edwards
Bachelor of Arts
Charles Douglas Aaron, [r."', Bowling Green
Ginger Raye Abbott, Henderson
William Pa trick Abell, Springfield
Allison Day Abshier, Owensboro
Dana Ann Ackermann, Richmond
Hachiro Adachi'", Lexington
Felicia Sue Adams, Louisville
Jennifer Lynn Adkins, Louisville
Mohammad Aamer Afghan, Pakistan
Christopher Morgan Allen, Lexington
Jamie Suzanne Alley, Glasgow, WV
Emad Sadiq Alostaz". Kuwait
Judith Ann Amburgey, Bypro
Bradley R. Anderson, Owensboro
Eric Lawrence Anderson, Louisville
William Frederick Andrew, Edgewood
Leslie Anne Anglin, Grayson
Marina Rovertos Antoniadou, Cyprus
Nahla Mohamed Sarni Anwar, Egypt
Marcus A. Arnett, Stanton
Edward Lander Atchley, Louisville
Edward Jason Atkins, Crestview Hills
John David Austin, Livermore
Stephen Brent Austin, Franklin
Paula Antoinette Azzarito'", Coral Springs, FL
William David Back II, Lexington
Joseph M. Bailey", Smilax
Robert Wayne Ball, London
Melissa Shae Ballinger Ballard, Berea
Ronald Saul Bamberger, Owensboro
Preeti Bansal, Lexington
George Raeford Barefoot, Radcliff
Joseph Douglas Barnes, Adairville
[amesina Susan Barren, Vine Grove
Scott Douglas Bartlett'", Hunnington Beach,
CA
Loyd Dale Bastin", Somerset
John Ed Beam, Bardstown
Mary Randolph Sheeran Beard, Lexington
William E. Beatty, Lexington
Holly Ann Bellucci, Louisville
Paige Leigh Bendel, Edgewood
Amy R Bender, Lexington
Lara B. Berdine, Lexington
Robert Todd Bergin'". Huntington, WV
Sabrina Joan Billings, Elizabethtown
Joseph Ray Birindelli Ill'", Richmond, VA
Karl Bradley Black, Lexington
Jill Denise Blair, Leander
Katherine Kelly Blake, Hudson, OH
David Christian Blandford, Louisville
James Leslie Blanton, Lexington
Travis J. Block, Prospect
Kendelynn Michelle Boblitt, Bardstown
Lewis Peak Boggess, [r., Lexington
Beth Ann Behringer. Millville, NJ
Christopher Glenn Boling, Mt. Washington
David Paul Bonn, Louisville
Todd Nichols Bonta", Versailles
Amy Denise Booth, Inez
Allen Matthews Bowles, Glasgow
Bridget Shawndall Bowman, Louisville
Philip Matthew Brand", Utica
Emily Adams Brandon, Lexington
Tara Leigh Branham'". Glasgow
Matt Branstetter, Glasgow
Joseph James Braun, Milford, OH
Caroline Sullivan Breathitt'", Louisville
Sheila Jane Breeding, Louisville
William C. Bright'", Frankfort
Allison Pickett Broadbent'", Lexington
Victoria Lynne Brock, Hyden
Wade Allan Brock'", Louisville
Kelly Glen Broderson", Frankfort
Sean M. Brooke, Louisville
Staci Ann Varney Brooks'", Ohawa, IL
Amy Lynn Brown, Paducah
Beth Anne Brown, Madisonville
Holly Nicole Brown'", Georgetown
Laura Brooks Brown", Louisville
Raymond Lee Brown, Gallipolis, OH
Valerie Celeste Bruce'"
Tausha Marie Buchanan, Greensboro, NC
Gregory Scott Burchett, Staffordsville
Jason Andrew Burchett, Prestonsburg
Jane Ann Burge, Louisville
Tamme Luanne Burger, Danville
Dudley James Burke", Lexington
Michael Ivan Burke, Winchester
[o Anna Burks, Elizabethtown
William Brian Burnette, Frankfort
Susan Allison Burns, Versailles
Leslie D. Burton'". Owensboro
Warren D. Byrom'", Danville
Dallas E. Cain"", Lexington
Arnita Mindel Caise". Nicholasville
Aimee Beth Calderone'", Chevy Chase, MD
Susan R. Campbell, Carrollton
William Foster Campbell, Hopkinsville
Richard Thomas Carlin", Georgetown
Kathleen O'Brien Carothers'", Louisville
Emily Dawn Carpenter, Flemingsburg
Trent Evans Carrier, Richmond
Billy J. Carroll, Middlesboro
Patricia Shepherd Carroll, Lexington
Matthew Emile Carson, Louisville
Andrea Denise Carter", Lexington
Ellis Ray Carter II"", Frankfort
Heather Lyle Cassidy", Coral Springs, FL
Robert D. Castle II"", Auxier
Joseph William Castlen IV, Owensboro
James D. Caudill, Clay City
Kimbra Lynn Cave, Elizabethtown
Shane Taylor Cecil, Lancaster
Charles Douglas Chambers, Winchester
Echo FungLang Chang, Taiwan
Ing Chang'", Hopkinsville
Edward Joseph Chrisman, Jr."",
Elizabethtown
VuiMin Frankie Chung, Malaysia
James Franklin Clay III, Danville
Boyd Tristan Cloem, Madisonville
Mary Beth Cloud, Lexington
Peter Anthony Coats, Lexington
Carolyn Cody'", Somerset
David 1.Coffey, Monticello
Anne Martha Coke, Lexington
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Julie Ann Cole, Paris
Kimberly Dawn Coleman, Elkhorn City
Vada Rochelle Brown Coles, Lexington
Sam Raney Collins II, Hazard
Mark Collinsworth, West Liberty
Jeremy Todd Colvin, Campbellsville
Stacey Dawn Conard'". Abingdon, VA
Clarissa Lee Coombs, Dublin, OH
David Craig Cooper'". Somerset
Kori Michelle Cooper, Paducah
Robert Cornbleet II, Henderson
Teresina Joanne Couch", Versailles
Tina Marie Covington, Georgetown
John Colby Cowherd, Greensburg
Jennifer Lynn Cox'", Prospect
Jonathan Shelton Coyle, Springfield
Melody Craigmyle, Owenton
Kirsten Claire Crowder, Jackson, MS
Julie Anne Crume, Bardstown
Shane Culyer'", Villa Hills
Katherine Marie Dale'", Taylorsville
Tara Dawn Darvill'", Edmonton
Kathy joy Daugherty'". Pine Knot
Blake Allen Davis, Walton
Christopher Michael Davis"
Marc Christopher Davis", Frankfort
Robin Faye Davis, Cincinnati, OH
Stacy NiCoe Davis'"
Stephen Dee Dawahare'", Lexington
Angela Burchett Day'", Lexington
Leslie Dean, Harrodsburg
Michelle McCombs Dean", Hopkinsville
Douglas Gibson Deitemeyer". Cynthiana
Timothy Andrew Delzer, Lexington
Michael John DeMers, Lexington
Stacy Ann Demos, Germantown, TN
Jason Philip Deshler, Columbus, OH
Donald Kyle Deskins, Pikeville
Jennifer Lee Deskins, Pikeville
Nicole Lee DeVaughn, Louisville
Charles Kenneth DeVillez, Kuttawa
Manjot Kaur Dhooper, Lexington
Quinton Howard Dickerson III, Madison, MS
Tracy Lyn Diefenderfer, Chapel Hill, NC
Yanga KaJambay Dijiba'"
Robert Patrick Dimmitt, Springboro, OH
Christine Ann Dorsten. Kansas City, MO
William Christopher Dotson, Lexington
Mary Elizabeth Doyle, Lexington
Danny Wallace Drury'", Charlevoix, MI
Buchanan Dobson Dunavant, Memphis, TN
Anthony Paul Dunaway, Beattyville
Ronald Rains Duncan'", Georgetown
Brady Wilcox Dunnigan", Ashland
Carolyn Renee Dupont'", Lexington
Christopher Scott Duryea'". Lexington
Christopher Stephen Dye'". Staffordsville
Sean Michael Eads, Lexington
John Benjamin Edwards", Lexington
Angela Renee Elliott, Lebanon
Chuck O. B. Ellis IV, Lexington
Christopher Elmore, Somerset
Susan Lea Elmore'". Lexington
Shawn P. England, Lexington
Daniel Smith Enlow", Lexington
Christopher Edward Etesse'", Cincinnati, OH
Cole Laymon Evans, Versailles
Mark E. Evans, Harrodsburg
Brian Scott Eve", Lexington
Leslie Diane Everitt", Scottsburg, IN
Laura Emily Everling, St Johnsbury, VT
John Matthew Fallin, Lewisport
Frank H. Farmer 1Il,Nicholasville
Michael Ray Farmer'". Lexington
Earl Keith Feltner, Elk Grove, IL
Paul Everett Fenwick.Ir., Louisville
Brian Christopher Fifield, Lexington
Terri Lynn Pirst'". Elida, OH
Andrew Blake Fisher, Somerset
Tom Fisher, Falmouth
Erin Kathleen Fitzgerald, Louisville
Jenrose Dawn Fitzgerald, Louisville
Thomas Daniel Flanigan, Chicago, IL
Heather Ann Fleming, Dayton, OH
Kristina K. Floro, Lexington
Gwen M. Follis, Memphis, TN
Renee Ann Fontenelle", Brooklyn, NY
Thomas Lee Fowler, Cecilia
Lorhn Glenn Prazier'", Morehead
Shelli Sabrina Freeland, Louisville
Mandy Lynn Freeman, Dalton, GA
Tierra Mischella Freeman, Harrodsburg
Jon Rhyan Fritz, Providence
Melissa Hart Fugate, Louisville
Karen Elam Fuller, Winchester
William Everett Fulton, Siler
Kenrick Scott Callander'". Wooster, OH
Purvi Babu Candhl'", Louisville
Paige Louise Garner, Carrollton, OH
John Kenney Gay, jr., Paris
William Woodrow Geeslin, Beattyville
Jennifer Lynn Gehring, Clermont, FL
Allison Kay Geske, Louisville
Kevin Robert Ghassomians, Ashland
Thomas Bradford Gillespie, Danville
Andrew Patrick Gillis, Lexington
Jason Eugene Glass'", Edmonton
Daniel L. Gockley, East Earl, PA
Robin Elaine Gooch, Neon
Christina Prather Gordon, Lexington
Jennifer Stacey Graff
Jennifer N. Grant, Hawesville
William Jamie Gray, Barbourville
Heather Leigh Greene, Flatwoods
Richard Jason Creer'", Lexington
Lorenda Ragland Criffin'". Lexington
Kairise LaRay Guerrant, Lexington
Derek Andrew Gwinn, Lexington
Dawn Marie Haden, Lexington
William Anthony Haley, Lexington
Dionne Lea Hall, Viper
Laura Eileen HaW"",Louisville
Lisa S. Hall, Manchester, MA
Robert Scott Hall II, Lexington
Sabine Johanna Ham, Germany
Adam Richard Hamilton
Ellen Jessica Hamilton, Louisville
Kenneth Byron Hamilton II, Rush
Meridyth Neale Turner Hamilton, Frankfort
Paul Blaine Hamilton, Bardstown
Steve William Hamilton", Louisville
William Trent Hamlin, Lexington
Kathleen Sue Hammond, Edgewood
James Brian Hanna'", London
Deirdre Anne Hardy", Peoria, IL
Jason Lee Hargadon'", Louisville
Mark Anthony Harris". Elkton
Raymond Christopher Hatfield", Burgin
Julia Schomburg Hawkins, Portsmouth, OH
Mexico Hayden, Cincinnati, OH
Gladys Hayes-Moore'", Lexington
Robert Brian Heckel, Louisville
Patrick Magann Hedrick'". Catlettsburg
Craig Allen Heine, Prospect
Kevin Michael Henson, Louisville
Mark A Hermes, Lexington
Jennifer Lynn Hester, Louisville
Samantha Lynn Higginbotham'",
Jacksonville, FL
Jerry Norris Higgins, Slaughters
Kermit William Highfield, Louisville
Jason Daniel Hill, Glendale
Rebecca Lee Hill, Lexington
Lori Anne Hodde, Owensboro
William Damon Holland, Louisville
George Michael Holliday"; Carrie
Chad E. Holloway'". Louisville
Timothy Albert Holmes", Lexington
Kelly Jean Holt, Covington
Irene Hong, Lexington
Carmen Coann Horne, Inez
Shannon Lee Howell, Morrow, GA
Charles Horton Huber, [r., Louisville
Christina Marie Huber, Lexington
Kasey Lynne Huck, Erlanger
. John F. Huggins, Louisville
Allison Lea Hunt, Vero Beach, FL
Stephanie Kay Hunt, Lexington
Khairil Adzuin Ibrahim Malaysia
Massimino Michael Ionna'", Alexandria
Mahnaz [avez Iqbal, Elizabethtown
Norlida Ishak**,Malaysia
Charles Stewart Ison. Lexington
Makiko Iwanami, Tokyo, Japan
Angela Marlene Jackson, Lexington
William Stevenson Jackson, Lexington
Anne Elizabeth Jacobs, Henderson
Jennifer Lynn Jacobs, Wheaton, IL
William Scott [ames", Glasgow
Charles Randall Jenkins, Jonesville, VA
Candece Carol Jeter, Lexington
Kimberly Denise Jewell, Louisville
Hege Ravdal Johansson, Oslo, Norway
Carmila Paige Johnson, Russell Springs
David Eric Johnson, Berwick, PA
Julie D. Johnson, Ashland
Melvin Carlton Johnson Ill, Cincinnati, OH
Sherri Yvette [ohnson'", Louisville
Stephen Patrick [ohnson", Owensboro
Dawn Michelle [olly'", Glasgow
Edward Lee Jones, Pikeville
Janet Lynn Jones, Lexington
John Marcus jones", Richmond
Mari Elizabeth Jones, Millstone
Theresa Lynn Jones, Stanford
Tracie Lynn Jones, Springfield
Melanie Blair Julian, Murray
Thomas E. Karelis, [r.t", Nicholasville
Joseph Ashley Kawaja. Lexingon
Matthew Hale Kehrt, Shelbyville
Stephen Conrad Keith IV"",Manchester
Gilbert Matthew Kelder, Lexington
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Kamala Kristine Kelley, Wickliffe
Bernadette E. Zell Kelly, Mt. Sterling
Christine Jane Kennedy", Manchester
Rachel Maria Kennedy, Lexington
Betsy B.Kephart, Ft. Thomas
Eric Paul Kerr, Louisville
Lesley Michelle Kessler, Danville
David Taylor Kestner, Lexington
William Frederick Kiefer, Lexington
Lisa Renee Kindel, Danville
Joseph Clayton Pryor Kindoll, Carrolton
David Michael King", Lawrenceburg, IN
Jeffrey Alan King", Lexington
Kimberly Ann Kitchens", Cromwell
Trevor William Klein
Jennifer Joanne Klinowski, Orland Park, IL
Carolyn Davis Klug", Lexington
Robert Gregory Kotzbauer, Lexington
John Michael Kuczwara, Louisville
Jennifer Lara Kurachek'", Osdrey. FL
Kristian Kuykendall, Lexington
Anthony Eric Lancaster, Lexington
Martin Eugene Lanham'". Owensboro
Amy Doreen Lawson, Prestonsburg
Darren Thomas Lear'". Lexington
Amber [alynn Leigh, Madisonville
Sarah Kathryn Leith, Lexington
Michael Dant Lenihan, Louisville
Heather Alexandria Lentz, Harrodsburg
Thad Brady Lester, Harrodsburg
John Brent Lettieri, Louisville
Linda Levine", Richmond
Eric Francis Levy", Lexington
Lee Ann Lewis, Richmond
Leigh Santen Lewis, Lexington
Colleen joy Litkenhaus'", Cincinnati, OH
Stephanie Ann Litteral, Georgetown
Yin-Wen Loo, Taiwan
Jason Andrew Lopp'". Harrodsburg
Andra Leigh Luebbers'", Florence
Amber Michelle Coberly Lunsford,
Alexandria, VA
David Dawson Lyal, Lexington
Sarah Andrea Lydon, Louisville
Rachel Ann Lyne", Russellville
Margaret Ellen Lyvers, Bardstown
John Stephen Macdonald Ill", Villanova, PA
Meredith Leigh Maddox, Owensboro
Andrew George Maki. Frankfort
Shannon Moira Malone"'
James Edmond Manasco", Beaver Dam
David Scott Marksberry ...., Owensboro
Heather L. Martin, Lexington
Keeta F.Martin, Lexington
Kimberly Suzanne Martin, Morehead
Harold William Marvin, [r.", Radcliff
Kelli Ryan Massey", Murray
James Lafayette Masters II...., Frankfort
Justin David Maxson, Lexington
Lara Shannon May", West Liberty
Richard Lynn McCormick II, Southgate
Matthew Whitaker McCoy, Louisville
Anita Eileen McCulloch""*,Louisville
Mary Kipp Mcfranlel'", Louisville
Susan Kline McDaniel, Princeton, IL
Clifford Ray MC;gIroy,Owensboro
Christina Lorain Mcfalls ...., Union
Melissa Lee McKee, Daytona Beach, FL
Jack Verner Mcl.eughlin'", Louisville
Melanie LeeMcl-hee'". Quincy, MA
Stephanie J. Meade, Allen
Mary Elizabeth Meade-McKenzie,
Whitesburg
Keith A. Medley", Louisville
Christopher Lynn Meehan, Louisville
Keith Edward Meisel, Louisville
Stuart Kern Meyer, Elizabethtown
Darrin Scott Miller, Alexandria
Jerome Joseph Miller, Louisville
Stephen Walter Miller, Lexington
Tabatha Lynn Miller, Danville
William R.Miller", Danville
Amanda Jo Mills
Jocelyn Angeleaux Mills", Kingsport, TN
Patrick Clay Walker Mills, Munfordville
Angela Michelle Mitchell, Centerville, OH
Manabu Miyamoto, Japan
Robert Chancellor Mobley", Pendleton
Suzanne Irene Monks, Canada
Christopher Scott Moore, Louisville
Dana Renee Moore'". Louisville
Kevin Wade Moore, Mortons Gap
Todd Morgan", London
Brian Eugene Morris, Waverly
Michelle Renee Morrison", Cincinnati, OH
Robert Edward Morvice, [r., Rockford, Il,
Laura Marie Muck'", Edgewood
Krista Lee Mueller, Louisville
Paula Ann Mueller, England
Patricia Joanna Mulhall, Louisville
Julie Campbell Mullins, Edgewood
Kelli Denise Mullins, Chapmanville, WV
Amde Mulugeta, Ethiopia
Donald P. Munsey, Owensboro
Stacy Lynn Murphy, Louisville
Todd M. Murphy, Louisville
Miki Nagato, Japan
Lindsay Brooke Neal, Rochester, IL
Christopher Todd Nelson, Paducah
Jodi Lynn Newsom, Pikeville
Michelle Marie Newton, Louisville
Dennis Kevin Nichols", Lexington
Lisa Marie Nier, Edgewood
Keely Allison Oakley, Providence
Kelly Suzanne O'Brien'". Louisville
Lisa Jean Oeltgen, Lexington
Michael Thomas O'Flannigan, Laramie, WY
Shannon R. Oldfield, Winchester
Julio Raul Olias'", Madrid, Spain
Kimberly Jill Osborne-Sharp", Lebanon
Michael James Osting", Louisville
Sherry Marie Otto, Lexington
Elizabeth Rion Overton, Lexington
Homer Lee Owen IlJ, Madisonville
James Johnathon Owens, Monticello
David Edwin Parker, LaGrange
Kristen Glennee Parker, Paris
Bryan K. Parrott, Cumberland
Raymond Anthony Pary", Louisville
Erica Lacheryl Patterson, Franklin
Jervis David Payne, Corbin
Mary Colleen Pearl, Louisville
John Hayes Peck II1"",Versailles
Amanda Beth Perkins, Providence
Kirt LaMont Peterson, Lexington
Patricia Monique Petit, Woodstock, GA
Cindi Gayle Phillippi ...., Dayton, OH
Bradley Scott Phillips'", Lexington
Christopher Morris Phillips, Somerset
Jerry Daniel Pike, Morganfield
Richard T. Plummer'", Lexington
Abbey Jane Poffenberger, Wheeling, WV
Heather Nicole Poole'", Louisville
Andrew Terence Potter, Denver, CO
Shannon Troy Poynter'", Elizabethtown
Jonathan Mark Prasse'", Nicholasville
Michelle Anne Pratt, Lexington
Michele Ann Profitt, Hazel Green
Andrew Christian Pryor, Prospect
Ghada Ghazi Qaisi", Elizabethtown
Mary Ann Quarles'", Lexington
Daniel Waldemar Radeke'", Paducah
Anissa M. Radford, Burkesville
Neda Walid Ramadan, Lexington
James Thomas Ramsey III, Lexington
Jason Drake Ramsey, Louisville
Michael Vaughn Ramsey, Annandale, VA
Heather Amanda Randall, Lexington
Melanie Gail Randall'". Lexington
Eron Christopher Ranft, Columbus, OH
Sean Douglas Rankin, Louisville
Aimee Michelle Rasper, Prospect
Russell Alan Raymond, Louisville
Suzanna Lynn Rea, Pittsburgh, PA
Kimberly B.Rector, Madison, IN
Amy Elizabeth Reed'", Midland, MI
Jonathan Thomas Reeve, Nashville
Larry Dale Reid, Jr.", Paducah
Edmund C. Reilly, Washington, DC
Matthew Scott Renfroe, Lexington
Brian Preston Reynolds, Whitesburg
Myja Ann Rhule, Prospect
Steven T Richardson'", Frankfort
Brian Edward Roberts", Lexington
Veronica Roberts, Lexington
Patricia Lee Robertson", Lexington
John Gardner Rogers ...., Paris
Luc Sylvain Rogiers, Lexington
William Gibson Rom", Rochester, IN
Richard Ronan", Barnegat, NJ
Bryan E. Rose'", Versailles
Cathy Gaston Rose, Lexington
Jenny Rebecca Rosenbaum'", Clinton, TN
Mark Zachary Rosenthal, Lake Forest, IL
Randall Layne Ross
Felicity Rae Rossi, Englewood, CO
Lisa Marie Rouse", Burlington
Stacey MaLaine Routon", Louisville
Anne Martin Royalty, Harrodsburg
Chad Brian Royalty'". Willisburg
Stacy Lynn Russell, Florence
E. Scott Safford'", Bowling Green
Marina Saldaris'", Georgetown
Sydney Suresh Saxena, Harlan
Julie Ann Scales, Lexington
David Arthur Schlesser, Lexington
Crystal Anne Schneck'", Emmaus, PA
Jennifer Ann Schwartz, Louisville
Jill A. Scobie, Hoffman Estates, IL
Anne Karrick Scott, Christiansburg, VA
Derrick Ray Scott'", Lexington
Jonathan J. Scott, Ashland
Karen Melissa Scully'"', Lexington
Ethan Brashear Semone", Burgin
Raymond Arnold Sexton'", Williamstown
Katherine Anne Shaddick, Beaver, PA
Stephanie Alain Shanks'", Loveland, OH
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Lou Dean Benedetti Shearer'", Lexington
Juanita Carol Sherman, West Van Lear
Patricia Dawson Shobe'". Lexington
Angela Kay Shouse, Lexington
Mark Connelly Showalter", Georgetown
Cory Andrew Shuler", Louisville
Teresa Elisabeth Shull'". Lexington
Craig D. Silvey'", Danvers, MA
Margaret Mary Simms'". Springfield
Natala Marie Simon'", Louisville
Tyren Regina Singleton'", Louisville
Christina Ann Sinsel", Louisville
Michelle Marilyn Garrett Slone", Lexington
Daniel Gene Smith, Owensboro
Eric James Smith, Vine Grove
Eric Shawn Smith, Lexington
Timothy J. Smith, Lexington
Beverly 1.Smits, Paris
Heather Shawn Southworth", Lexington
Virada Souvanlasy, Ashland
Mark Gregory Spears'". Lexington
Donnie Ray Stacy, Hazard
Robert Brian Stakelin, Midway
Stephanie Lynn Steele, Lawrenceburg
David Scott Steinfeld, Madisonville
Glenn Philip Steketee, Lexington
Andrea Britt Stephan, Crestwood
Amanda T Stephens'". Cynthiana
Dione Nichole Stewart", Lexington
Sean Keith Stewart, Jonesboro, GA
Phillip E. Stiefel, Jr.""",Lexington
Gregory Joseph Stocker, Louisville
Wade Redford Stone, Glasgow
Catherine Cade Stovall, Lexington
Kelly Anne Stovall, Nashville, TN
Cynthia Ruth Strickland", Lexington
Laura Michelle Stroth, Lexington
Crisman T. Strunk, Strunk
Candice Sumner, Vicco
Ximena Rocia Sutch'". Springfield, OH
Robert Edward Sutherland, [r., Bradstown
Jennifer Elizabeth Sutton'", Lexington
Casandra Denise Swift'", Louisville
Faeimm Tang, Malaysia
Nell Elizabeth Tarter", Dunniville
Gordon Lincoln Teachey III"
Clay 1.Tharp, Louisville
Byron Tharpe, Elizabethtown
Premkumar James Thomas, Malaysia
Richard Edwin Thomas, Lexington
Darren Thompson, Hopkinsville
Eric Christian Thornsburg, Paris
William Anton Tober, Lexington
Todd Lee Tobergte. Ludlow
Scott Millard Tomberlin, Chattanooga, TN
Tracy Ann Tompkins, Henderson
William Garner Traher III, Louisville
Angela Dawn Trowbridge, Lexington
Jennifer O'Neal True, Nicholasville
Lisa Carol True'", Lexington
Michael John Tucker'", Canada
Chrisandrea 1.Tumer'". Jackson
Craig T. Turner'", Lexington
Mark Edmond Turner'", Wheeling, WV
Susan Marie Tumer'". Harlen
Dawn Rene Valentine, Florence
Steven James Vance", Atlanta, GA
Marilyn Grace Van Hook, Millersburg
Stephanie Lynne Vasek", Lexington
Jennifer Ruth Vibbert". Edmonton
Kelly Michael Vickery, Versailles
Karl Siegfried Schneider Vierheilig'",
Midland Park, NJ
Randall Scott Vincent, Central City
David Alan Verbeck", London
Stacie Rene Walker, Lexington
Faith Evelyn Wallace, Radcliff
Christopher John Walls, Mt. Washington
Kelly Scott walters". Georgetown
Susan Kay Ware, Columbia, MD
Timothy Alan Wamer'", Lexington
Gaven Wamock-Receveur
Heather Asari Watson, Louisville
Amanda Danielle Waugh, Ashland
Lisa Anne Webb, Lexington
Leigh Ann Weidner", Arvada, CO
Joseph Spalding Weis, Jr., Louisville
James Eldon Wellman, Ir., Owensboro
Bruce Brian wells". Northbrook, IL
Karen Elizabeth Westerfeld*
Michelle wexler'", Louisville
Hilda Jean Wheatley, Paintsville
Robert Lynn Wheeler'", Lexington
Adam Wade White, Eddyville
Chris Scott White, Manchester
William Porter Whitney III, Bardstown
Jill Marie Wiaduck'", Lexington
Erik Andrew Wiesenhahn, Lexington
Jerri Lyn williams", Flint, MI
Sherwood Timothy Williams'", Lexington
Amy Paige Williamson, LaGrange
Angie Lee Willis, Fairfield, OH
Heather-Leigh Wilson, Burlington, CT
Susan Elizabeth Wilson, Murray
Vickie Jane wilson'", Versailles
Vonnedele Louise Wilson". Catron, MO
Ann Louise Witte, Owensboro
Donald Clinton Wolfe, Louisville
Alyssa Joan Wonkka, Merrimack, NH
Lee Ann Wood'", Shelbyville
Kevin David Woods, Hazard
Michael Lane Wright, Georgetown
Bethany A. Yates, Louisville
David McClure Yates'". Louisville
Connie Ying",Malaysia
Johanna Lynn Yocum, Vandalia, OH
Nehoko Yoshida", Japan
Jennifer Lynn Young, Corbin
Jimmy Lee Young", Louisville
Richard Kristopher Young", Lexington
John Andrew Yozwiak, Lexington
Terri Gwen Zachary". Danville
Christina Renee Zak, Dublin,OH
Jonathan Michael Zanetti, Louisville
Aaron David Zibart, Louisville
Ronald Walter Zolkiewicz, Jr.**,Prospect
Bachelor of General Studies
Effley Douglas Brooks, Columbus, OH
Stacey Vernon Burre1l*,Auquippa, PA
Mark R.Chellgren**
Asher Alvis Combs**
Michael Kirkland Smith*, Louisville
June D. Ward*, Lexington
Bachelor of Science
Jennifer Leslie Abbott, Lexington
John Marion Abbott III, Louisville
Rozila Abdul Rashid, Malaysia
Charles Madison Abney, Mt. Vernon
Zakiah Abu Baker, Malaysia
Nor Kamaliah Adnan", Malaysia
Bahar Ilgaz Aleem'"', Lexington
Jolie M. Atkinson, Winchester
Ruth Ann Babbitt", Richmond
Michael Calica Baja",Virginia Beach, VA
Matthew Lloyd Barker, Sellersburg, IN
Kenya Nigel Bennett'", Louisville
Deidra Dawn Beshear, Somerset
Marvin Arnold Bishop, Winchester
Stephen David Blake, Lexington
Larry Kyle Blakemore, Winchester
Jeffrey Alan Bond, Winchester
Marcus Wayne Bowling, Ernie
Susan Renee Boyd, Elkhorn City
Bradley Phillip Bruns'", Ft. Thomas
Trisha Leigh Bryant, Catlettsburg
James Todd Calhoun'", Lexington
Willie Rogers Cannon, [r., Miami, FL
Emily Ann Carrico, Madisonville
Marcellina Wyetha Cathey, Paducah
Kirby Michelle Chambers, Shelbyville
Yan Pyng Chang'", Hopkinsville
BeeNa Choo, Malaysia
Arnold Lee Coffey, [r., Lexington
William Chad Colbum'", Calvert City
James Darren Combs, Hindman
Darin Scott Conkright, Owensboro
Dedrick Demeryl Cowherd, Lexington
Kevin 1.Cox", Glasgow
Joel Eric Culberson'", Sandy, UT
Matthew Daniell Cutts, Morehead
John Scott Davis, Madisonville
Brian Edward Deaton'". Hazard
Alison Beth Defevers, Pineville
Douglas Gibson Deitemeyer". Cynthiana
Charles Roy Dicello'"', Louisville
Yinh Quang Dean", Lexington
Michael Ray Dobbs", Somerset
Dee Ann Kline Doss'"
Paul Duston Dunn, Bonnyman
Christopher Todd Durkin'", Lexington
Angela Sue Dutton, Jamestown
Nazira El-Hage, Curagao, Netherlands
Antilles
Robert Lee Fredricks, Sonora
Susan Marie Friskney, Lexington
Christopher Brent Caines", Paducah
Ronald Scott Gann, Somerset
Adrian Scott Carmestani, Huntington, WV
Christopher Brian Girard, Edgewood
Keith M. Goins, Frankfort
James Edward Gore, Elizabethtown
Cherie Ann Gough, Morganfield
Dustin Lloyd Graham, Morgantown
Anthony W. Green, Versailles
Sweta SGunnell, leXington
Cheryl Ann Guy, Central City
Lisa Diane Gyorffy*, Versailles
Keith B.Hall, Harold
Jennifer Lynn Hamilton, Lexington
Lisa Ann Hampton, Erlanger
Amy Elizabeth Hasken, Louisville
Jennifer Boone Hays, Bowling Green
Robert Ward Henderson*, Shelbyville
Emily Marie Henning
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Verda Rae Henson, Manchester
Ronald Wayne Holder, Jr., Elizabethtown
Irene Hong, Lexington
Kristopher Heath Howard, Florence
Suzanne Blair Hume, Crestwood
Sandra Denise Hunter, Honaker
Tiffany Lynn Jarboe, Paducah
Paul Lee Iett, Lexington
Wei [in", China
Jeffrey Neil Keller, Owensboro
Deena Savannah Kellum'", Louisville
Laura Ann Kenney, Versailles
Eric Paul Kerr, Louisville
Phonesavanh Khounlavong, Ashland
Cyrus Ahmad Kiani'", Stokie, IL
Jennifer Lynn Kilijian'", Hopkinsville
Jeanie Faye Kincer". Richmond
Victoria 1.King", Lexington
Kelley Anne Kinney", Greenville
Kellie Marie Kute, Powell, OH
John F. Lamon III**,Louisville
Carina Gale Lawson'", Lexington
Douglas Allan Leach, Lexington




Wai Khan Loh'", Malaysia
Nerissa Mae Lorenzo, Lexington
Michael Wayne Manning, Ashland
Rosman Manser, Malaysia
David Edward Marra, Lexington
Christopher Alan Martin, Bowling Green
Laura Alison Martin, Madison, IN
Francis Darrell Mattingly, Ir., Lebanon
Gregory Dean Mayer, Lexington
Jimmie Ray Mayfield, Lexington
Susan Dawn Mayo, Martin
John Wood McAtee, Cadiz
Andrew Christopher McCray, Lexington
Brent Christopher McDonald, Gray
Brandon Newborn McGrath, Memphis, TN
Rebecca Field McGraw, Ft. Thomas
Peter Malachy Mcxeon-t, Charleston, WV
Shannon Renee McMurtry, Holland
Andres Medina, Lexington
Theresa M. Merced", Jackson
Kevin Anthony Miller, Erlanger
Anthony Keith Mires, Cave City
Mehrshad Mirkhan, Iran
Yunanan Mootoor, Somerset
Mark Jason Motley, West Liberty
Timothy Franklin Mynes, South Shore
David Craig Napier'", Little
Thomas Edward Neff, Louisville
Brad 1.Newman, Ft. Collins, CO
Raymond Eric Sales Nierva*, LeXington
Godelive Nhrampeba, Bujumbura
Tyler Hampton Orsburn, Henderson
Brian Alexander Paher, LeXington
Kesavan Gopinath Leonard Paranthaman,
Malaysia
Rupal Natvarlal Patel, Lexington
Regina Lynne Pelfrey, Ashland
Mary Elizabeth Poston, Lawrenceburg, IN
Eric Colson Potter, Brownsville
E. Benjamin Powell, Pikeville
Christa Dawn Puckett, Cunningham
Sandra Lynn Pyles*, Shelbyville
Arvind Ramanathan, Paducah
Darian Keith Ratliff, Leburn
Robert Arnold Render", Centertown
Joy Michelle Rice, Nicholasville
Wayne Frederick Rice, Fairfax, VA
Theodore Eric Rothman, Lexington
Bahman Reza Rouholiman, Lexington
Dreama Darlene Rucker, Ashland
Carlos David Rueckert, Spain
Tracy Mechele Russell, Lexington
Mona Firouzabady Saidi, Iran
Chandra Saravanamuthu ...., Malaysia
Sydney Suresh Saxena, Harlan
Sarah Lynn Scheurich, Lexington
Kevin Patrick Serey, Morehead
Travis Clay Sewalls. Winchester
Kalpana Shanmugham", Charleston, WV
Bryan Patrick Shearer, Lexington
Alelei Mary Singayao, McDowell
Robert Scott Smalley
Jeffrey Scott Smith, Independence
Virada Souvenlasy, Ashland
Rebecca Lyn Spaulding, Louisville
Bret Walter Stearns, Raleigh, NC
Courtney Anne Sullivan", Lexington
Erik Lee Sutt", Calvert City
Kumi Suzuki, Japan
David Michael Tarter'". Somerset
Steven Scott Tayse, LaGrange
Ernest Edward Thacker", Irvine
Earl David Thompson, Prestonsburg
Ping Chiew Ting. Sibu, Malaysia
William Bernard Titlow", Paintsville
Ik Hua Tong'", Malaysia
Tracy Denise Tucker, Los Angeles, CA
Melissa Lynn Tullis, Lexington
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Cheryl Ann Turner, Independence
Joan-Marie Jose Valera, Pikeville
Matthew David Varney, Lexington
Sandhya Venugopal, Lexington
William B.Vernon, Danville
Nita Rosario Villaflor, Carlisle
David Lloyd White, Lexington
MarIana F. White, Louisville
Stephanie LaTasha White, Prospect
Richard Todd Whitney'", Ft. Thomas
Megan Beth Williams", Doylestown, PA
Tishana Lee Williams, Lexington
Matthew Lynn Wilson, Morehead
Julie K. Woodcock, Edgewood
Ruby Anne Younce, Richmond
John Matthew Yuill, Kirksey
Michael Andrew Zgoda, Lexington
Elise Zimmerman, Garden City,
Joyce Victoria Zwiener. Charleston, WV
College of Business & Economics
Dean: Richard W. Furst
Bachelor of Business
Administration
Rohaizad Abdul Aziz, Malaysia
Atian Kartina Abdul Malek ...., Malaysia
Shaun Patterson Abell, Campbellsville
Barbara ElizaBeth Absher, Nicholasville
Dane Benjamin Adams'". Hopkinsville
Troy M. Adams". Louisville
Blaine Michael Adamson, Lexington
Cy D. Alexander'", Lexington
Paul Jason Alexander", Columbus, OH
Michael William Asche, Cincinnati, OH
April Sue Atha", Beckley, WV
Omar Naji Ayyash'", Amman, Jordan
Ashley Grey Bailey, Prestonsburg
Catherine Lynn Bailey'", Winchester
David Robert Ball, Ashland
Clinton Edward Banning, Lexington
Annelle Patricia Barnett, Lexington
Scott Matthew Bassett, Newburgh, IN
Christopher H. Beard'", Frankfort
Martha D. Bedlion'", Findlay, OH
Susan J. Begala, Naperville, IL
Kevin Michael Behr, Sidney, OH
Patrick Andre Bell'", Anniston, AL
Kevin Richard Bellinger'". Versailles
Carlos Estuardo Bendfeldt'"
Ralph Jonathan Bennett III, Glasgow
Cynthia Ann Berry, Vine Grove
Kris Chalin Berry, LaCrange
Bradley David Bigelow". Somerset
Walter Emrick Billingsley'", Charleston, WV
Robert Joseph Bindner Il, Henryville, IN
Mitchell Luke Blanche, [r., Highland Village,
TX
Glenn Alan Boens 11**,Louisville
Craig Richard Boren", Franklin
Christopher Fitzgerald Brankin, Westchester,
IL
David G. Briggs, Lexington
Mike P. Broering, Crestview Hills
Douglas R. Brown, Lexington
James Edward Brown, Flemingsburg
John Henry Brown, Louisville
Jeffrey Scott Buettner, Centerville, OH
Kelly Alan Buffin
Jonathan George Bulin'", Lexington
Lesley A. Burford", Frankfort
Danny Ray Burkeen", Calvert City
Robin Leigh Bushmiaer, Lexington
Michelle Renee Cabbage, Lexington
John Wiley Cain II**,Somerset
Nicole Lynne Carlisle, Sidney, OH
Alexander Cosimo Carlucci, [r., Lexington
Theresa C. Carpenter, Lexington
James Hilton Carrico, Springfield
James M. Cawood, Ft. Thomas
Somchai Chaithavomsathien'", Bangkok,
Thailand
Christina Rae Chapman, Lexington
Andrew Shu Yung Cheong, Malaysia
Kevin Chermak, Louisville
John C. Cheshire 1lI*,Lexington
Anna Li Urn Chew, Malaysia
Sands Morris Chewning, Hopkinsville
Jonathan Barton Chinn, Frankfort
Yoke Lin Chong
Huey Tieng Chua, Malaysia
Jere William Clancy'", Lexington
Chadwick Darren Clayton'". Philpot
Brian David Cleary, Lexington
Lacey Deann Coleman, LaCenter
Jill Lynn Connor, Paducah
Delandual Lee Conwell, Ironton, OH
Francesco Ovidio Cord ani, Milan, Italy
Ronald Eric Cornett, Danville
Timothy Michael Cox'". Clay, NY
Sarah Ellen Coyle, Springfield
Colleen Lynette Craig, Huntington, WV
Christy Jeanne Crosier, Rochester Hills, MI
David William Curtze'", Perrysburg, OH
Terry Lee Davis, Jr., Calvert City
Tonya Marie Davis, Cincinnati, OH
Brian Kelly Demps, Hopkinsville
Tracie Lynn Denny, Lexington
Steven Craig Dismore, Lexington
Kristy Leigh Drane, Garfield
Deborah Ann Dranichak, Louisville
Charles Wayne Drawbridge", Benton
Mark Anthony Dries'", Louisville
Bruce Allen Duffy, Henderson
Eyerusalem Duguma", Lexington
Million Duguma, Ethiopia
James Earl Dunn, Harrodsburg
Rose M. Durbin'", Paducah
Jeffrey Alan East'". Louisville
Collin James Elam'", Ashland
Leslie Ann Erickson", Louisville
David Reed Fay, Lexington
Monica Catherine Penley'", Hattiesburg, MS
Jennifer Leigh Fields, Bowling Green
Kevin Thomas Filbeck, Benton
Angela Renee Fister, Lexington
Jeffrey Mark Florea, Madisonville
Brian Scott Floyd, Louisville
Richard Eugene Frailley'", Portland, OR
David Earl Fraley, Olive Hill
Nan Louise Frazer, Monticello
Jill Rene French'", Louisville
Samuel Lee Galloway III*, Henderson
Ana Soledad Garzon Llerena'", Ecuador
Michael R. Ceary", Bellevue
Heather Ann Gerding, Frankfort
Steven Ralph Ciglio'". Hamilton, OH
John Jefferson Gilmore, Louisville
Bart A. Glenn, Bowling Green
Karen E. Goins'", Versailles
Brenden Daniel Goodwin, Louisville
George T. Graham, Winchester
Will Harmon Craham'". Frankfort
Christian Knight Gray", Elizabethtown
Shaun Gerard Crayson'"', Versailles
Beverly Sue/Fliehman Greene**,
Worthington
David Andrew Griffith**, Georgetown
Linda 1.Grizzell, New Richmond, OH
Jon-Paul M. Groves**, Louisville
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Elizabeth Rebecca Hale, Grove City, OH
Julie [amine Hamner, Danville
Karen Sue Haney, Frankfort
Rebecca [o Harp, Cynthiana
Stephen Jason Harris'", Ashland
Jon Ngoc Hatcher'", Louisville
David Robert Hawley, Lexington
Timothy Andrew Haymaker", Lexington
Adam Henry Heinlen, Powell, OH
Daniel Scott Heller, Lexington
John Jason Hess, Huntington, WV
Edward Hancock Higgins IV*, Hopkinsville
Linda Lee Hignite", Lexington
Jennifer Ann Hinckley, Bardstown
Douglas Michael Hiser, Amherst, OH
Charles Robert Hitch II\ Cincinnati, OH
Kimberly Kelley Holloway, Centerville, OH
Bartholomew Anthony Holohan III, St.
Louis,MO
Barry Bernard Holtzer, Lexington
Jonathan Charles Homer, Louisville
Bryan David Houck'". Ashland
Kenneth Darnel Howard'", Louisville
Char Marie Hubbard, Bardstown
Rhonda]. Hunt", Paris
Khalid Ibrahim'". Malaysia
Zainorakmar Ihsan'", lpoh Perak, Malaysia
Barry Alan Ingram'", Love Laceville
Clifford Edward Irvin, Lancaster
Tony Keen [ohnson'". Florence
Ralph David [ohnson'"
Westley Johnson, Georgetown
Jason Chadwick [ones'", Winchester
Jose juarez", Porto Petro San tang, Spain
Howard Keith Justice, Pikeville
Eric William Kempf'", Louisville
Bryan Ray Klein*, Tomball, TX
Brian Scott Klink'". Lawrenceburg
Ryan Louis Korosec, Lexington
Robert Shane Kosky'", Winchester
Hung Fai Ku", Kowloon City, Hong Kong
Bradley Joseph Kurtz'". Anchorage
Gunner Richard Dornonville de la Cour, Sr.,
Midway
Brian Ray Lair", Danville
Alan Patrick Lang, Ashland
Sie Kieng Lau", Sarikei Sarawak, Malaysia
Paul Andrew Lauritzen", Frankfort
Darran Matthew Lavrin'". Gallatin, TN
It San Lee, Sungai Petani Kedah, Malaysia
Erik Trent Leighty'", Melbourne, FL
Brian Charles Leis, Louisville
Ryan Edward Lewis'"', Cumberland
Yew Ching Liau", Sarikei Sarawak, Malaysia
Boon Keat Liew'"
Ling-Ying Liew, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Yvonne Liggett", Williamstown
James Christopher Likens, Owensboro
Ching Li Lim, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Kun-Faung Lim'". Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Wendy Mei-Ping Lim*, Georgetown Penang,
Malaysia
Cheri Denise Lipford*
Warren G. Little II, London
Amy Elizabeth Llewellyn, St. Albans, WV
Stephen Todd Looney", South Portsmouth
Jonathan Eric Lyons, Deerfield, IL
Kathy Lynn Mackenzie", Columbus, OH
Christopher Lee Mackey, Louisville
Steven Robert Mags-g. Crestwood
Elaine Kay Maher", Nicholasville
Leland Taylor Marret, [r.:", Shelbyville
Lisa Ann Martin, Charleston, WV
Jessica Kathryn Mattson, Moraga, CA
Amy Elise Maudlin'". Greenwood, IN
Melinda Kay Maute, Louisville
Natalie Ann May'", Centerville, OH
Scott Thomas May'"', Liberty
Brian H. Maysent", Sunrise Beach, TX
Denise Barton McDaniel, Corbin
Kelley Ann McDonald, Winchester
Eric Scott McElmurray, Frankfort
Robert Randall McGee, Ir., Louisville
Matthew Brendan McGreevy, Crestview
Hills
Danny Ray McKinley, [r."', Independence
Michael Chad Mclcinney'", Hopkinsville
William Shaun Meadows, Louisville
Daniel Jerome Michalak, Auburn, MI
Patricia B.Michalski'". Lexington
Judy Miller Miller", Nicholasville
Charles Donovan Mitchell, Jackson
Masae Miyasaka'", Japan
Jenny Mo'". Ashland
James Patrick Mobley'", Paducah
Mazhatul Shima Mohamed", Shah Alam
Selangor, Malaysia
David Adolph Montgomery, Lexington
Jennifer Joanna Magan Moody, Bowling
Green
Bradly Edward Moore, Henderson
Robin Shawn Mungle", Paducah
Melissa Ann Munninghoff, Wilder
Darren Michael Murray, Branford, CT
Brian Keith Nelson", Betsy Layne
Eric Shawn Newsome'", Pikeville
Saw Mei Ng. Sekinchan Selangor, Malaysia
Tong Leng Raymond Ng'", Negeri Sembi,
Malaysia
Nate Lee Norrenbrock'"', Louisville
Kimberly Dawn Oaks, Jackson
Patrick Shane O'Bryan, Louisville
Thomas G. O'DonnelllI1**, Villa Hills
Anita Omar", Merlimau Melaka. Malaysia
Cheryl L. K Ortega, Lexington
Martin W. Palmer, Louisville
Siew-Moi Pang'", Tampin Negeri Sembilan,
Malaysia
Michael Dant Parker, Louisville
Carlos Pastor-Pares, Barcelona, Spain
Cherrod Diane Pate, Owensboro
Michael Dean Pentecost"", Naperville, IL
Betsy Kay Perkins, Buffalo
Dawne Laine Perkins, Owenton
Gwendolyn Michelle Perry"*, Mt. Sterling
Mark Anthony Pfeffer, Louisville
Karen Louise Phipps"*, Champaign, IL
Anthony Jabbar Pollard, Hopkinsville
Patricia T. Polly, Jenkins
Kathleen Dawn Ponscheck"*, Lexington
Russell Kevin Presley*, Somerset
M. Suzanne Pribble, Sadieville
Karen Sue Price"*,Nicholasville
Christopher James Puerto", Lexington
Kevin Dale Rafferty, Owensboro
Raza Ur Rahman
Elizabeth K. Rather, Georgetown
David Allen Ray, Lexington
William D. Rebum, Sturgis
LaTouya Elaine Reed, Louisville
Myrlena Neal Reeves
Ronald P. Rewers. Chicago, IL
Amy Lynn Robinson'". Madisonville
Bradley Joseph Robinson, Louisville
Aaron Andrew Rottgering, Paducah
Anthony P. Russell", Lexington
John Paul Ryan, Ft. Mitchell
Tomonobu Sagawa'". Ikini Ochigun, Japan
William Brent Salyer, Spottsville
Marina Gabriela Sansostri", Buenos Aires,
Argentina
Peng Peng Saw, Penang, Malaysia
Todd Anthony Schiavone'", Louisville
Adam Michael Schmitz, Lexington
Trevor Paul Schroeder, Roswell, GA
Robert James Scott, Prospect
John S. Scowby, Lexington
Kimberly Ann Sexton, Murray
Leigh Ann Shepherd", Owensboro
Patrice Lokenye Shingu", Charlotte, NC
Coleman Edward Shouse, Frankfort
Mark A. Shouse", Lexington
Melanie Ann Simmons, Huntington, WV
Cindy Ann Simpson, Lexington
Jennifer Leigh Sipes, Irvington
Patrick H. Siria", Madisonville
Jonathan Milton Skeeters, Lexington
Tiffany Ann Skeeters'", Vine Grove
Andrew T. Sloan, Crestwood
Andrew Alton Smith'". Richmond, VA
Ashli Brook Smith, Ashland
Carol Ann Smith
Jerry Dale Smith, Versailles
Shelley Dawn Srnoroske'", Lexington
Tara Lynne Sorrels, Columbia, SC
George Dean Spalding, [r.:", Louisville
John Christopher Spaulding'". Louisville
Raymond Michael Stacy, Cold Spring
Stephen Scott Stengell, Owensboro
Craig Joseph Stevens, Louisville
Julie Katherine Sullinger, Lexington
Yu Wen Sun
Karen Kristine Sutton'"', Lexington
Erin Scott Sweeney'", Ft. Wright
BeeLeng Tan'". Kuala Lumpur Selangor,
Malaysia
Saw Chin Tan, Georgetown Penang.
Malaysia
Wee Leong Tan'", Klang Selangor, Malaysia
Varawong Tangitvet'". Bangkok, Thailand
Crystal Lynn Taulbee, Winchester
Timothy Wooi Pin Tay, Bayan Bam Penang,
Malaysia
Tengku Zulkamari Tengku Busair"", Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia
Gary Hatton Thalacker, LeXington
Richard Todd Thomas, Fayetteville, NC
Timothy O'Day Thompson, Versailles
Rexford Jay Tibbens, Georgetown
Jennifer Kay Topolski"*, Grand Rapids, MI
Jason Wayne Travis"", Paducah
Bonnie Louise Troutman, Ft. Wayne, IN
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Kelly Glenn Tyler, Harrodsburg
Charles Scott Underwood", Somerset
Lesley Christine Van Meter, Owensboro
Karin Van Osdol", Pittsburgh, PA
Kathonia Jennetta Vereen'", Louisville
Sharon A. Verrill, Cincinnati, OH
Mary Elizabeth Vicini", Lynch
Stephanie Lynn Volz, Saline, MJ
Jeffrey J.Waldal"*, Milwaukee, WI
Harris Collins Walker, [r.?",Maysville
Tara Murray Ward'". Paintsville
Todd Christopher Warren, Crestwood
Takao Watanabe, Tokyo, Japan
Greg Thomas Watkins, Louisville
Michael John Watson'", Florence
Bradley Dean Webb, Waco
Kimberley Reid webb'", Danville
Stephen Michael Weber, Louisville
Dwayne Henry Welch, Lexington
Darin Theodore Weyer, Louisville
William Colin Whitehouse, Nicholasville
Rodney BlakeWhitney", Louisville
Sean Michael whitt'", Russell
Lisa Clay Wigglesworth?', Frankfort
Stephen Kent Wilcher, Hustonville
Kevin B. Wilder", Lexington
Jennifer Leigh Williarns'". Owensboro
Shannon Gayle Williams", Winchester
Brittany Wilson, Louisville
David Alan Wilson, Middlesboro
James Wesley Wilson II, Lexington
Randall Joseph Wolf, Lexington
Taylor S.Wood, Louisville
Heather Jean woodard?', Lexington
Andrew Jordan Woods, Louisville
Abigail Workman, Liberty
Shannon Leigh wright'", LaGrange
Trevor Clinton Yack'", Muskego, WI
Pamela Huey-Lian Yap'"
Connie Ying", Kuching Sarawak, Malaysia
Erik Stephen Young, Lexington
Mawarni Yusmi Yusof". Ierantut Pahang,
Malaysia
Zalina Yusni Yusof'", Klang Selangor,
Malaysia
Tricia Rene' Zelin, Valparaiso, IN
Bachelor of Science in
Accounting
Ryan Harris Adams, Lexington
Melinda Ann/McDavid Adkins", Lexington
Eric Robert Anderson'", St. Paul, MN
John Siegfrid Anderson III, Paris
Debra Brown Barlow", Bardstown
Stacy Lynn Bates, Science Hill
Lucienne Onzimba Batoubatou. Gabon
Laura Beaver, West Chester, OH
Jeffery Brian Bentley, South Portsmouth
Laura Ann/Weeks Bindner, Old Hickory,
TN
Bradley Keith Blackwell", Lebanon
David John Blair"", Chagrin Falls, OH
Jason Louis Blandford, Lebanon
Michael Andrew Boland, Louisville
Kristin Lynne Bosse, Lexington
James A. Brackett, Nashville, TN
Jennifer Anne Brinkman, Lexington
Stephen Dale Brown"", Henderson
Tiffany Lynn Brown, Springfield, OH
Christopher Lee Burdette'", Parkersburg,
WV
Amy Lee Burke, Lebanon
Richard Joseph Busch
Sidney S. Butcher, Jr.
Karen Winn Butler", Princeton, NJ
Carrie Lynn Canode, Nebo
Jeffery Scott Cardwell, Welches Creek
Anita Lee Carey", Harrodsburg
David Joseph Carlsen'". Louisville
Susan E. Hammond Caywood, Lexington
Victoria Beth Chandler, Dalton, GA
Laura Anne Collins, Louisville
Melissa Christine Creekmore, Somerset
Leland Craig Cross", Lexington
BillieTess Davis'", Somerset
JoSophia Lebold Deaton", Jackson
John Scott Dick", Somerset
Heather Christine Doherty", Lexington
Darren Kirby Dotson'", Louisville
Charles Slayden Douthitt, Jackson
Labhras Gerard Draper, Ring Waterford,
Ireland
[ana Lynn Dries", Lexington
Eyerusalem Duguma, Lexington
Terri Duncan'"
Robert Lee Edwards, Jr.**,Louisville
Susan K. Edwards", Madisonville
April Murphy Ellis, Harrodsburg
Elizabeth Bennett Farris", Somerset
Jodi Lynn Frazier'", Lexington
Kevin Grant Frey-Owensboro
John Baker Prost'", Lexington
Timothy 1. Fryman, Sadieville
Warren Craig Caskin", Jamestown
Carol C. Gibson, Lexington
Kevin Lamb Gibson, Louisville
Julie Dawn Gilkey'", Lexington
Shawn Patrick Hamlin, Lexington
Tracy Minnette Harrison". Lexington
Somporn Chungachitr Haszler'", Lexington
Karla DeAnn Helton, Franklin
Kelly William Hendrix", Stanford
Amy Rebecca Hensley, Manchester
Edward Hancock Higgins IV",Hopkinsville
James Robert Holloway'", Cullman, AL
William S. Howard'", Lexington
Meredith M. Irvin, Prospect
Kimberly Paige Juris, Dublin, OH
Paul Andrew Kaufman", Winchester
Darlene Keller
Kara Lee Kirby", Richmond
Robert Michael Koontz'", Versailles
Todd Lee Lacy", Louisville
Shawn Davis Lanham'", Harrodsburg
Heather Leigh Levitch, Louisville
Derek James Linstruth'", Florence
Robert Edwin Livesay, [r., Lexington
Melissa Colleen Lutz'". Madisonville
Eric R.Maeder, Lexington
Maria Magkana'", Athens, Greece
Leta Gayle Mattingly", Nicholasville
Katina [o Anderkin May'", Lexington
Kristi Lynn May'", Prestonsburg
Katherine Jane McChord"*, Lexington
Holly Kathryn McCourt"", Nashville, TN
Michael Joseph McGrath, Louisville
Michael Chad McKinney, Hopkinsville
William H. Meeks'", Georgetown
Edith H. Nickell Miller'", Lexington
Hilary Shae Mink'", Lexington
April LaKay Mitchell'", Lawrenceburg
Charles Donovan Mitchell, Jackson
Christopher S.Montague, Louisville
Stacey Delane Moore, Greenville, MS
James Henry Morgan'", Premium
David Stewart Novotny'". Holland, PA
Heather Renee Pack'", Paris
Amy Elise Payne, Ashland
Robert Micheal Perry'", Louisville
Mary Anna Pohlgeers, Park Hills
Cary Shannon Polson", Edmonton
William Howard Pyle, [r., Lebanon, OH
Kimberly Joyce Qualls'", Madisonville
Deanna Dale Peers Ramsey, Louisville
Jamie Catherine Mattingly Randolph,
Lexington
Danny R. Recktenwald, Louisville
William Allen Rice, jr., Louisville
Rachel Lynn Ritchie, Bardstown
Thomas Edwin Roberts, Ft. Thomas
Jill Marie Roettger, Highland Heights
Barbara Ellen Lafountain Roman,
Nicholasville
Jesse Lee Ryan", Louisville
Autumn Leigh Sasser'". Huntington, WV
Terri Leigh Scales
Angela Gayle Schmidt'", Philpot
Melissa Vee Scott, Carrollton
Andrew Segebarth", Hanson
Karl Aaron Shellenberger'", Lexington
Richard Carl Shields, Ashland
Angela C. Simms'". Evansville, IN
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Jennifer 1.Slusher'", Lexington
Gregory Eric Smith, Bardstown
Lisa Gail Sorrell, Lexington
Alex Michelle Space'", Lexington
Billy Ray Sparks, [r.", Lexington
Sally Sue Spielvogel", Maysville
Michelle Linnette Stewart, Louisville
Bryon Kelsey Sturgill", Betsy Layne
Stephanie Lyn Veltkamp Sturgill, Lexington
Yu Wen Sun, Shanghai, China
Terry Glenn Sundy, Jr., Lynch
Alan Wayne Taylor'", Russellville
Lorie Suzanne Thompson, Louisville
Troy Landon Thompson, Frankfort
Jason Wayne Travis'", Paducah
Michael Joseph Trout'", Lexington
Bruce Alan Van Bruggen'", Elizabethtown
Amanda Carol Vanl.ahr'", Webster
Elizabeth Anne Vannasdall, Florence
Michelle Lee Vanover'", Whitley City
Tricia Leann Vaught", Somerset
Heidi Marie Wagner, Louisville
William Colin Whitehouse, Nicholasville
William Donald Whitehouse, [r., Versailles
Jack Hamilton Wilhelm, Buckner
Leon Clark Williams, Lexington
Scott Anthony Willian, Louisville
Randall Joseph Wolf, Lexington
Daniel Edward wocd-, Lexington
Phyllis A. Yancey'", Lexington
Ming Zhang'", Beijing, China
Bachelor of Science in
Business & Economics
Nicole Sharisse Anderson, Dayton, OH
Barry Wayne Boardman, Lexington
Kelly Alan Buffin, Nicholasville
Richard Joseph Busch
Christopher Robert Davis, Morehead
Arthur Devries Donnelly'". Macon, GA
Clinton Glenn Field
Jodi Christin Granger, Ashland
Natascha Elize Hofstee
Gunner Richard Domonville de la Cour,
Sr.?', Midway
Boon Keat Liew'"
Dustin 1. Love, Henderson
Michael Andrew Pickett
Saw Chin Tan, Georgetown Penang,
Malaysia
College of Communications & Information Studies
Dean: Douglas A. Boyd
Bachelor of Arts
Mary Kathryn Coughlin Abney, Maysville
Nathan Andrew Adkins, Salt Rock, WV
Scott Robert Adkins". Erlanger
Christine Marie Krupp Aker, Louisville
Lisa Michelle Allen, Clarksville, TN
Shawn A. Amos'". Pikeville
Paige Price Arena, Dry Ridge
Melissa J. Armstrong'". Ft. Thomas
Ryan Neil Ball'", Longmont, CO
John Eric Baumgardner'", Glendale
Holly Marie Baumgarten, Owensboro
Tyrone D. Beason'". Bowling Green
Zane Heath Beehn'". Owensboro
Jane Marlowe Belanger", Kentwood, MI
George Brian Bennett, Louisville
Evelyn Marie Bernitt, Hazard
Nikki Lyn Berrong", Henderson
Luke Pryor Blackburn, Frankfort
Theodore Hamilton Blandford, Lebanon
Brian Edward Boisseau, Canaan, NH
Sarah Lynne Bonewits, Monticello, IN
Stacia Dawn Bradley'", Ashland
Matthew Aaron Bragga'". Jefferson, OH
john Logan Brent, Campbellsburg
Barbara Nell Brogan", Honolulu, HI
Charles Ellett Bryant II, Pittsville, MO
Jennifer 1. Bryant", Lexington
Julie Marie Burch, Louisville
Rebecca Frey Burkherd'". Ann Arbor, MI
Jeffrey Hamilton Burlew", Owensboro
Tricia Lynn Carby", Louisville
jennifer Ryan Charmoli. Crestwood
Bryan Samuel Clark'", Corbin
Linda Jewel Collins'"
Stephanie Ann Collins, Villa Hills
John Louis Colmar IIIOo,Glen Ellyn, IL
Erica Christine Conway'", Alexandria, VA
Amy Susan Covington, Owensboro
John David Cravens", Lexington
Charles Donald Creacy"
Jennifer Lee Criggall, Winchester
Bess Alexandra Ruth Crutcher'", Lexington
Aletha Anne Darland, Mackville
Mark Anthony Dawson, Paris
Ruth S. delvlovellan'"', San Sebastian, Spain
Timothy Wynne Dilllon'", London, OH
Vicki Ruth Douthitt, Orville
Kevin T. Dyer, Lexington
Leigh Ann Ellis, Carrollton
Nicole Leigh Eve, Louisville
Stacy Lynn Pingalson, Knoxville, TN
Karin Lee Fischer, Ft. Thomas
Annissa Marie Ployd'". Lexington
Melissa Annette Pryrear'", Louisville
Patricia G. Garcia, Phoenix, AZ
Krista Marie Gibler, Avon, CT
Lori Michelle Gottlieb, Northbrook, IL
Eric Wayne Cregory'". Henderson




Dorothea Leigh Harris, Greensburg
Shannon Michael Harton, Richmond, VA
Julie Allison Head, Frankfort
Tammy Denise Herring", Harrodsburg
Nicole Marie Heumphreus, Mankato, MN
Michael Brian Higdon'", Louisville
Sara Hunt Hodapp, Louisville
Heather Kay Hoelzer, Oxford, OH
Suzanne Elizabeth Horsley'", Louisville
Virginia Grace Howell", Prospect
Richard Robert Jamie, Prospect
Catherine Elinor Jones, Frankfort
Lisa J. KiddOoOo,Somerset
Katharine Anne Klapheke, Louisville
Melissa Marie Kumle, Springboro, OH
Allison Lanning", Cincinnati, OH
David Lance Lavender, Franklin Furnace, OH
Soon R. Lee, Daegon-Chi, South Korea
Shannon Denise LeMaster, Paintsville
Victoria Elizabeth Lobert, Lorton, VA
Shannon Lynn Locknane'", Lexington
Angela Maria Lynch, Danville
Ann Katherine Manby, Crestwood
Brian Keith Manley, Louisville
Tetsuji Matsubayashi'", Kashiba Nara, Japan
James Robert McCabe, [r., Louisville
Christopher Thomas McDavid, Grayson
Laura Lou Mclcechnie'", Manchester
Lewis Gene McMullin, [r., Harrodsburg
Kimberly [o Meadors, Goshen
Julia Ann Melore, Farmingdale, NY
Stephanie Lynn Messina, Chesterfield, MO
Mary Lucille Metzner, Louisville
Peggy Elizabeth Mihelich, Louisville
Ellis Y. Miller, Millersburg, OH
Sonya R. Mills, Winchester
Oscar Arnold Morgan, Valparaiso, IN
Jason C. MoseleyOoOo,Campbellsville
Richard Lee Moser'", Aberdeen, MD
Robert Bruce Naylor
jeffrey Richard Norman'", Northfield, IL
Rebecca Ann Nunley, Nicholasville
Ayumi Okawara'", Yashio Sartama Japan
Clarissa Ann Blair O'Nan'". Henderson
Kirsten Flaget O'Neil, Louisville
Joyce Lay Lin Ooi, Penang, Malaysia
Nicole Anne Opalek. Centerville, OH
Kerry Vance Osting, Louisville
Mark Joseph Palmer'". Lexington
Peter Pandilidis, [r., Cincinnati, OH
Erica Lacheryl Patterson, Franklin
Elizabeth W. Pearce, Louisville
Clifford Bernard Perkins IIIOo,Fort Thomas
Margaret Michelle Peterson", Radcliff
Stephanie Ann Phyillaier'", Piqua, OH
Eric 1. Piscalko, Springboro, OH
Margath Cecilia Alexya Plotkin, San Diego,
CA
Kelley Suzanne Popham'", Louisville
Everett Kenneth Preston TI,Louisa
Joseph Douglas Pritt, Surfside Beach, SC
Gordie Donald Puckett, Lexington
Jean Katherine Redle, Louisville
Wende S. Reid, Louisville
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Heather Kristine Reister, Middlesboro
Angela Dawn Ritchie", Lexington
Julie 1. Rose", Hazard
Amy Lome Rowell'". Lexington
Michael P. Ruane
Bradley Edward Rudolph, Bowling Green
Lisa Marie Sabo'", Rumson, NJ
Pamela Kathleen Sakie, Louisville
Lisa Marie Santos, Huntington, WV
Stacey Lynn Schoenlaub, Louisville
Heidi Lee Serrano, Pensacola, FL
Erin Elizabeth Shea, Newburgh, IN
Ellen Margaret Silvey, Danvers, MA
Mary Lynn Simmons'", Glasgow
Jovanna Ruby Smith'", Louisville
Karla Annette Smith". Frankfort
Hannah Dawn Sorg
Katherine Lynn Soskins. Louisville
Amy Lee Standefer, Nicholasville
Louie Brian Stephens, Lexington
Jennifer Lynne Stiegelmeyer'". Lexington
Stephen Lattus Strong'", Hickman
Cecilia Renea Sumpter'", Lexington
Matthew Winston Taylor'", Lexington
Holly Celeste Terry, Louisville
Eunice Lathrice Thomas". Chicago, IL
Laura Anne Turley"
Theresa Anne Valdes, Louisville
Anna Steese Wagner, Lexington
Susan Carroll Walden'", Frankfort
May-Yu Cynthia wan'", Kousloon, Hong Kong
Gary Weber, Louisville
Shannon Marie Whitley, Lexington
Virginia Evelyn Wilding, Louisville
Michael Stuart Wilson", Lisle, IL
Pauline Alice/Hegmans Woodey'', Simcoe,
Ontario, Canada
Pek Suan Yew'", Subang [aya Selangor,
Malaysia
Michael Joseph Young, [r., Louisville
Bachelor of Science
Phyllis A.M. Aileen, Lexington
Harold Slade Barnett, Lexington
Michael Blake Campbel1*", Danville
Craig Anthony Carter", Huntsville, AL
Scott Afton Chandler, Harrodsburg
Wai Hsien Cheah
Clarence Darryl Conn, Franklin
Cindy Fischler Cox
John Clayton Denham'". Vanceburg
Larry Robert Dotson, Bowling Green
Kelly Ryan Franklin, Clarkson
Amy Linette Friskney, Lexington
Carlton Lamont Gaynor, Lexington
Cari Leigh Grammer", Louisville
David Charles Haag, Kenosha, WI
Reiko Hasegawa", Togo-Cho Aichi, Japan
Brad William Hindersman'", Cincinnati, OH
Pamela Maria Hutchinson, Monticello
Tamara Gay Ingles"", Morehead
Stephen Connor Keller II, Lexington
Chad Phillip Kemmish, Lexington
Bryan Steven Knauer'". Cambridge, MD
Karesa Michelle Knight'", Owensboro
Chad Brian Kowalski, New Concord, OH
William Andrew Dawson Lawrence,
Williamstown
Kerry Bruce Marsee, Oxford, MI
Timothy Stacey Mcadoo'", Nashville, TN
David Dwayne McClements, Radcliff
Holly Renee McCurley, Lebanon, OH
Michael J. Patko, Dayton, OH
Daniel Anthony Riley, Morehead
Daniel Grant Shomer, Prospect
Janet Hall Stansberry, Slidell, LA
Carl Ernest Stenta", Hauppauge, NY
Paul Thomas Sterrett, Lexington
Allison Dey Stocker'", Harrodsburg
Jonathan Michael Strausburg, Louisville
Kimberly Ann Szczotka, Mt. Laurel, NJ
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Michael R. Szekeres, Ft. Wright
Stanley Tillett 11I**,Ft. Thomas
Stephanie Lee Vick'", Glendale
Timothy Paul williamson'", Hopkinsville
Scott Lamont Woodall, Lexington
Pamela Sue Woods'", Lexington
Pamela Huey-Lian Yep'", Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia
College of Education
Dean: J. John Harris III
Bachelor of Arts in Education
Ann Webster Hulette Abell, Lexington
Marietta Dawn Abney, Frankfort
Amy [aleen Adams, Bowling Green
Mary Beth Adams'", Frankfort
Susan Marie Quinn Almgren, Lexington
Anissa Starr Alred, Loyall
Sara Lewis Anderson'". Lancaster
Melissa Jewell Wilder Angel, McKee
Lara Stephanie Arnold, Danville
Tanya Lynne Atcher, Radcliff
Marlisa Rochelle Austin
Judy Babb-lones, Winchester
Amy Elizabeth Ballard**, Hartford
Gerard William Barber'". Milford, OH
Starla Ramsey Bames'", Glendale
Tanya Rae Benson, Cynthiana
Angela Lynn Bingham'". Crittenden
Renae Lynn Blanton'", Paintsville
Jennifer Lynn Boerschinger'", Lexington
Cristina Leigh Bogardus'". Nicholasville
Kimberly Brook Bowman, Lexington
Grace Forrest Bradley, Hartford
Kerri Hawes Bradley, Hartford
Susan Dianne Lewis Brashears", Danville
Kristi Lynn Brinkley'", Hendersonvill, TN
Deborah Ann Brock, Louisville
Dawn Michele Bumpous. Frankfort
Tracey LeAnne Burchell, Lexington
Paris Lamont Burd'", Versailles
Nellie Burks, Harrodsburg
Scott Alan Cahill'", Lexington
Elizabeth Jean Carlson, Lexington
Stacie Leigh Turley Cerrington'", Winchester
Kris Sung Carter'". Downers Grove, IL
William Craig Cassady, Glasgow
Emily Elizabeth Catinna. Louisville
Ricci [o Chase, Orlando, FL
Allison Lea Cheatham, Chaplin
Paula Lynn Cissell, Loretto
Brent Smith Claibome'", Owensboro
Allison Lee Clark'", Lexington
Erika Jeanette Coleman, Bowling Green
Steven Allen Collins, Russell Springs
Denice L. Cooper, Maloneton
Leigh Anne Cooper, Louisville
Deanna Rhea Cope, Madisonville
Matthew Michael Cornett, Lexington
Robert Eugene Cornett, Ir.. Lexington
Natasha D. BeShears Corum'", Nancy
Melissa Renay Covert, Nicholasville
Jon Paul Craciun
Tracy Suzanne Curtis'". Cincinnati, OH
Anna Elizabelle Daniels, Monticello
Teri Michelle Davis, Lexington
Ingrid Andrea Deaton, Lexington
Elizabeth Sharon Deboor'", Lexington
Rashid Armand Derricks, Lexington
Jodi Marie Criffes Douthitt, Paducah
Jonathan David Duncan'", Paducah
Matthew Christopher Durham'", Bardstown
William Greg Dyk. Lexington
Kathy L. Elder"*, South Lyon, MI
Carolyn Elizabeth Elery*, Springfield
Shay Cameron Emmons, Georgetown
Emily Nicole Engler'", Eddyville
Mark Andrew Engstrom, New Orleans, LA
Gerri Anne Erwin, Mayfield
Donna Jean Evens", Wilmore
Julia Marie Evans, Lexington
Vanessa Ann Palbo'", Montgomery, WV
Steven Lawrence Parnau", Lexington
Carmen Dionne Farris'", Pine Knot
Joseph E. Filiatreau
Marijohn Finley, Paris
John Thomas Fitzpatrick II1*,Lexington
Katrina Marie Smith Florea, Nebo
John Bill Foley, Ir., Mary Alice
Kevin Ray Pord'". Lexington
Beth Ann Foster'". Cincinnati, OH
Emma Gayle Mullins Pranklin'".
Georgetown
Thomas C. Froning, Sidney, OH
Jobyna Lee Fryman
Donald Paul Fulford"*
Mara Colleen Cant'". Oxford, OH
Angel Jeanette Casdorf'", Winchester
Jennifer Lee Gray, Carson City, NY
Mona Rena Thompson Creen'". Springfield
Tracie Carol Creene'". Shelbyville
Kellie McDaniel Griffie, Versailles
Ray Scott Griffin, Lexington
Laura Lane Gullette, Lexington
Mildred Hackley, Clarkson
Curtis Michael Hamilton'", Springfield
Mark D. Hamilton, Fulton
Katherine Joe Hammonds". Lancaster
Jeanine Lanette Handley, Hodgenville
Julie Ann Harshbarger'", Lexington
Gregory Charles Hayes, [r., Seen
Robert J. Hayslett'", Lexington
Kevin Charles Hedenberg'". Schaumburg, IL
Michelle Goins Henry, Paris
Laurie Kathleen Perkins Henson,
Elizabethtown
Gema Luisa Hernandez'", Miami, FL
Amy Alexander Hillenmeyer. Lexington
Kimberley Rae Hillier
Stephanie Denise Hogan, Lexington
Suzanne Elizabeth Horsley, Louisville
Dawn Marie Howard'". Lexington
Amy [o Huacani, Manheim, PA
Michael Joe Hudkins", Hoopeston, IL
Andrea Jill Huffaker'", Monticello
Mary E. Coleman Hunt, Draffin
James Stuart Irwin", Boca Raton, FL
Keith Edward Johnson, Owensboro
Shannen Antoinette Johnson, Louisville
Christopher Douglas Jones, Benton
Stacey Lee Katzer'", Villa Hills
Corey Matthew Keith", Stearns
Joseph Clayton Pryor Kindoll, Carrolton
Amy [o Kondracki, Russellville
Allyson Louise Kring'", Georgetown
Kimberly Kaye Kruger'", Owensboro
Charles R. Lair, Lexington
Erin Beth Lake, Henderson
Nancy Jo Lampe**, Alexandria
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Charles Marcel Latimer", Lorain, OH
Bethany Carol Lawson, Richmond
Amy Melissa Lee'", Mt. Sterling
Samuel Oakley Lee, Stamping Ground
Tessa [o Lee, Paducah
[uha Mikael Leonoff", Helsinki, Finland
Donna Jean Coy Levi'". Cynthiana
Pamela Sue Lewis'", Georgetown
Tracy Diane Liptrap'". Nicholasville
Pamela Caye Pridemore Long'", Lexington
Michael Alan Loy, Columbia
Amy Nicole Loyall'", Winchester
Arlene Scruggs Madison'"
Melissa Deanna Maggard, London
Michael Christopher Marinaro, Maysville
[ody Allen Matthews'", Villa Rica, GA
Amber Camille Mauney, Somerset
Jennifer Lynn McAnany, Edgewood, MD
Dana Lorraine Mcc'arty.Parts
Michael Robert McCormick, Lexington
Stacy R. Mcintyre", Georgetown
Karen Elizabeth Jacks Meredith'", Louisville
Amy Sue Miller", Conroe, TX
Kimberly Montgomery Mills, Campbellsvle
Heather Kristin Mohr, Prospect
Melissa J. Narramore'", Whitesburg
Michelle Lynn Nevels, Strunk
James Tanner Nichols, Eddyville
Sherry Michelle Lynch Nicolai, Knoxville, TN
Ellen Lisa Nolte, Nicholasville
Dwayne Dale Norris", Albany
Frances Rice Osborne
Betsy Ann Ott, Marietta, OH
Toni Anne Owen, Lebanon
James Darren Parrish, Welchs Creek
Sharon Sanford Perry, Lexington
Kelly Lynn Pfeffer'", Henderson
Kelly Marie Pinson, Lake Oswego, OR
Craig Johnson Pippen", Lexington
Catherine Sherrill Pirone'". Lexington
Kathleen Irene Stephan Pitts, West Valley, NY
Kimberly Ann Plomske, Lexington
Heather Marie Pollard, LaGrange
Stephanie Anne Ponder, Henderson
Frank Wade Poovey", Hickory, NC
Stephanie Linn Porter, Flemingsburg
Mary Leigh-Anne Price, Pembroke
Eva Lynn Prigge'", Versailles
Tonya Shea Russelburg Puckett, Hawesville
Veronica Randall, Nicholasville
Laura Michelle Rasnick", Woodbury, MN
Yvette Elizabeth Ray, Lexington
Thomas Jeremy Reed'", Louisville
Erin Marie Regan, Lexington
Michele Renee Gillians Reynolds, Owensboro
Barry Moore Rich, Tompkinsville
Andrea Belcher Richards, Danville
David Neil Rippetoe, Versailles
Kristina Rose Ritchey, Lexington
Daphne La Nell Roberts, London
Deborah Jean Roby, Louisville
Timothy Wayne Roy, Elizabethtown
Linda Louise Polson Rucker, Glasgow
Tricia LeAnn Bugg Russell, Harrodsburg
Toni Michele Rust, Dagsboro, DE
Sue Anne Salmon'", Madisonville
Debra Lynn Schaefer'", Suwanee, GA
Andrea Lynn Hammonds Seagraves,
Lexington
Michele 1.McGee Searcy'", Lexington
John Cosby Settle III, Bowling Green
Rebecca Mitchell Shelton, Lexington
Joseph Edward Sheroan, Elizabethtown
Jennifer Lynne Shorter", Hudson, OH
Stephanie Renee Shulman'", Paducah
Ashley Loren Sievers, Mayfield




Kimberly Renee Slusher'", Louisville
Jacqueline Marie Smalley'", Perryville
Andrew Hamilton Smith'". Schenectady, NY
Denise Ann Smith, Frankfort
Robert Hammond Smith, [r.", Williamsburg,
VA
Sandra Verlisa Smith, Lexington
Shannon Renee Spatcher, Versailles
Arthur H. Stanwood III, Virginia Beach, VA
Amy Marie Stemmle, Louisville
Kelly Michelle Stivers, Lexington
Patricia Blanton Stivers, Hamersville, OH
Laura Cecile Stokley, Lexington
Jennifer Anne Strother, Henderson
Sherry Lynn Stroup'", Lexington
jennifer Leigh Tarr. Lexington
Christine Plummer Taulbee, Lexington
Julie Ann Taylor
Tina REaves Taylor'", Crestwood
Jennifer Ann Thomas
Melissa Montienne Trouton, Mechanicsburg,
PA
Michael David Voss'", Danville
Donald Ray Wainscott II, Frankfort
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Julia Myers Wald**,Elkin, NC
Joseph Maurice Watson, [r.", Louisville
Lora Elisabeth Week, Bartlett, IL
Dianna Lynn Wertenberger, Columbus, OH
Amy Beth Wildman", Versailles
Dana Shane Williams, LaGrange
Jason David Wilson, Mt. Vernon
Crystal Sue Wise, Lexington
David Wolfford, Ashland
Andrea Lynn Wright, Morehead
Stephanie Lynn Yates, Louisville
Laura Gayle Young
Sonya Carmine Zielke'", Bardstown
Bachelor of Science in
Education
Cecil Morgan Etherredge, Lexington
Charles Wayne King, Lexington
Martin Neff Moore, Southgate
Steven Michael Smith, Brandenburg
College of Engineering
Dean: Thomas W. Lester
Bachelor of Science
Man Fung Cheng", Hong Kong
Gregory James Cusick", Lexington
Jorge J. DaCraca*, Hong Kong
Glen Wilford Doolittle, Jr.", Lexington
Donglin Kang*
Weng-Huat Lim", Taiping, Malaysia
John P. Soward, [r.", Richmond
Bachelor of Science in
Agricultural Engineering
Sandra Dawn Bowling'", Elizabethtown
Timothy Ronald Burdett ...., Mt. Vernon
Brian Daniel Durbin, LaGrange
Ceorgios Kravvas ...., Thessaloniki. Greece
Bachelor of Science in
Chemical Engineering
Elie Kabalan Siham Abi-Saab", Beirut, Lebanon
Michael James Adkins, Prestonsburg
Bahar llgaz Aleem, Lexington
Charles Eric Ballard, Princeton
Heather Leigh Black, Louisville
Jonathan Matthew Bruser, Lexington
Kok-Hin Cheong, Kuala, Lumpur,.Malaysia
Carrie Elizabeth Culp, Pekin, IL
James Vance Davis, Madisonville
Tracie Regina Diamond, Catlettsburg
Clyde Heath Duncan", Morganfield
Mark Edward Etter, Lexington
John Matthew Fisher ...., Huntington, WV
Liesl Ann Cuyette'", Lexington
Susan Miller Hardin, Louisville
Thomas Wayne Harper, Greenville
Larry Edward Hibbitts ...., London
David Jason Hoffman, Barbourville
Bryan Kyle Kee, Oldtown
Karen Marie Klusman, Louisville
Soon Kuan Kuek, Butterworth, Malaysia
Andrew James Lang, Flatwoods
Tung Quang Thanh Le, Lexington
Swee-Kheng Lim, Butterworth, Malaysia
Kenneth Todd McCoun, Danville
Keith Anthony Metzker ...., Wurtland
Ryan Christopher Oeltgen. Lexington
Chirag Patel, Ndola, Zambia
Hemal Ranchhod Patel, Lexington
[chan Rarnli, Kedah, Malaysia
Gregory Dean Randolph, St. Charles, MO
Hussar» Mahmod Samrnour
Matthew Thomas Sanders", South Portsmouth
Amy J. Stephens, Ashland
Melissa Ann Summers, Vienna, WY
David Michael Tabor II, Olive Hill
Huong TUng William Ting. Sibu, Malaysia
Tammy Trimble, Lexington
Stuart Anthony Waugh, Ashland
Barry Wayne Wilhite, Bardstown
Douglas Wayne Wilson, Stearns
April Joy Fiddler young ...., Lexington
Bachelor of Science In Civil
Engineering
Mark Glenn Absher ...., Bowling Green
Michael Lee Arnold, Madisonville
David Burgess Arrington, Louisa
Mark C. Askin, Louisville
William Todd BaBik, Cincinnati, OH
John Garland Banton, Lexington
Brian James Belcher ...., Glasgow
Michael Thomas Black, Shelbyville
Gregory Reed Boleyn ...., Frankfort
Robert David Bosley, Owensboro
Jason Robert Brangers. Louisville
JoAnn Paulette Browning ...., Lexington
James M. Bruszewski ...., Lexington
Lori Lynn Burke, Lawrenceburg
Kevin Lee Carman, Hardinsburg
Jeffrey Scott Caudill ...., Nicholasville
William Joseph Chaudoin, [r., Herndon
David Collier Clark, London
Joseph Dwight Cochran, Nicholasville
Earl W. Coffey, Tyner
Joseph Scott Cooke, Barbourville
Chad Joseph Corbett, Glenville, NY
Philip Alan Creamer, Richmond
Christopher Thomas Crumpton, Louisville
Eugene Culton, Winchester
John Case Davis, Glasgow
Mark Jason Day, Lexington
Robert Allen Dennis, Barlow
Jeffrey Dale Dick, Russell Springs
Mark James Doller, Cold Spring
Bernadette Sarah Dupont, Lexington
Bryan David Dyer, Gamaliel
Gregory Kenneth Eckert ...., Louisville
Darrin Lane Eldridge, Hillsboro
Darren Thomas Reasor Eyre, Henderson
Rory Brian Flynn ...., Mayfield
Jorge Garda-Dieguez Lopez ...., Seville, Spain
Kelly Bain Gardner, Lexington
Jason A. Garner ....
Clint Ray Goodin, Pineville
Christopher James Gray, Melbourne
Durand Anthony Hacker", Hyden
Jennifer Lynn Heisele, Lexington
Shawn H. Hicks, Prestonsburg
Edward Crawford Hightower III...., Lexington
Jonathan Eric Hocker, Livermore
Daniel Wayne Hoffman, Gray
Richard Neal Holt, Eubank
Michael Lynn Jacobs , Premium
Byron Lynn Johnson , Central City
Robin Trimble Justice, Ivel
Rob Thomas Keller, Cold Spring
Mark Allen Kendall, Ft. Mitchell
April Marie King, Hodgenville
Toby Michael Knott ...., Brandenburg
Joseph Gerard Kramer, Alexandria
Eric Wayne Larson ...., Franklin
Zachary Samuel Layne", Bowling Green
Jon Richard Marcum, London
Casey Don Mckeehan ...., Barbourville
Dennis Ray Mills ...., Scalf
Philip M. Mitchell, Troy, OH
Tiffany Dawn Moore, Winchester
Clarence W. Murphy, [r., Lebanon
William Stanley Payne Ill, Berea
Scott Douglas Pedigo, Glasgow
Cynthia 1. Popplewell"; Louisville
Craig Thomas Price, Georgetown
Leo Jay Schmidt ...., Rapid City, SO
Thomas Lee Shumate ...., Ft. Wright
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Thomas Neil Simmons, Glasgow
Rachada Sutabutr, Bangkok, Thailand
Melissa A. Townsend, Vine Grove
Ioannis Constandinou Tsatsios ...., Ossa, Greece
Franklin Bell Vaughan III....,Lexington
Cliff Aaron West ...., Blaine
Charles Allen White , Ithaca, NY
Brian Keables Wood , Louisville
[ana Elizabeth Wood", Lexington
Bradford Young, Ashland
Bachelor of Science in
Computer Science
John William Alcorn, Frankfort
Mary Kristin Baynham, Lexington
Laura Beth Beaver, West Chester, OH
Christian Mikenry Binder, London
Johnny Arnold Borders, Stearns
Billie Sue Boyle, Greenup
Lucas Campbell, Lexington
Matthew Daniell Cutts, Morehead
Norhazlin Date Abdul Latif, Shah Alam,
Malaysia
Kelly Lewis Derringer, Harrodsburg
Kevin L. Durham, Lexington
Lisa Renee Gibson, Edgewood
Matthew Allen Gieselman, Paris
Anthony R. Griffith, Wayland
William Arthur Griffith, Mt. Sterling
Ryan Patrick Harding ...., Lake Isabella, CA
Min Huang'"
Paul Seamus Kilroy , Lexington
Mark Alan Lafferty , Prestonsburg
Robert Lee Lankford, Lexington
Jeremy Landon Leber, Danville
Thien Inn Lim, Penang, Malaysia
Paul J. Linton, Lexington
Ernest Robert Lowther, Lexington
Francis Darrell Mattingly, [r., Lebanon
Timothy Allen May ...., Lexington
Jimmie Ray Mayfield, Lexington
Marilyn Margaret Mefford, Lexington
John Douglas Nally, Louisville
Beng Seng Ooi, Georgetown, Malaysia
Roghieh Pour-Ghasemi
Venkatesan Raghavan, Banglore, India
Mohd Paizal Rithwan, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Stephen Eric Ryan, Georgetown
Steven Scott Shrader ...., Lynchburg, VA
Hans Alexander Sibert, Georgetown, Malaysia
Tze-Sian So, Muar, Malaysia
Chin-Seah Soon, Georgetown, Malaysia
William Roger Steen, Adairville
Saurabh Tara ...., New Delhi, India
Kenneth Eugene Trainor, Louisville
Mark Chadwell Webb, Manchester
Siew-Hoong Wong, Subang Iaye, Malaysia
Fong Zhu, Nanjing, China
Bachelor of Science in
Electrical Engineering
Ebrahim H. Abu-Rashid
Christopher Alan Adkins", Barbourville
Ashfaq Ahmed ...., Hyderabad. India
Samir Mohammed Al-Khasawneh, Amman,
Jordan
Timothy Lee Anderson, Galesburg, IL
Zahari Awang Ahmad ...., Kuala, Malaysia
Jason Ray Basham, Hawesville
Rami Mahfouz Batshoun, Casablanca, Morocco
Jason Clay Beaver, West Chester, OH
Atul Bhagat, Lexington
Yousuf Hasan Bhuyan", Dhaka, Bangladesh
Brian Edward Boling ...., Lexington
Mark Alan Bond ...., Paducah
John Lawrence Boone, Bardstown
Ronald William Brucker", Paducah
Jerome Bernard Budde III
Eddie Dale Butler, Jr "", Nicholasville
Carey Gwynne Buxton", Lexington
Joe Deven Carroll, [r., Pineville
Christopher Patrick Cash, Eddyville
Kian Khee Chan'". Petaling [aye, Malaysia
Michael Chee Kuan Chan, Petaling Iaya.
Malaysia
Pui Tung Chan, Hong Kong
Chun-Huat Chang, Alorsetar, Malaysia
Pei-Ling Chen, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Hian Suan Chew, Ichor, Bahra, Malaysia
Chuen Moon Chooi, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Chee Y. Chung", Ipoh. Malaysia
Brian Gregory Cline, Hebron
Steven Donald Combs, Ft. Thomas
William Eric Cook'", Lawrenceburg
Sumit H. Dharnanwala'". Suray, India
Daniel H. Egllan, Florence
Thomas Austin Pields'", Winchester
Voon-Tet Foe", Ipoh. Malaysia
Michael Roy Gentry, Stanton
Manmit Singh Gill ...., Ludhirna, India
Gokhan Gumusdag, Istanbul, Turkey
Robert D. Hallquist, [r., Elmer, NJ
Yasir Tallat Harb, West Bank, Israel
Micah Lester Hicks, Grayson
Michael Dale Houchin", Danville
William Travis Keeton, West Liberty
Jefferson Davis Kiser, Grayson
Michael Scott Klave, Lexington
Su-Jin Koay, Bayan Baru, Malaysia
Jacob Kurian'", Teluk Intan, Malaysia
Samson C. Kwok
Hock [in Lee, Petaling Iaya, Malaysia
Mooi Sum Lee, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tze Siow Lieu'", Penang. Malaysia
Cheng Cheng Liew ...., Georgetown, Malaysia
Eng Leong Lim, Georgetown, Malaysia
Kok Eng Lim, Selangor, Malaysia
Teong-Beng Low, Ampang, Malaysia
Joseph Wade Luciano", Mayfield
Reyad Ahmed Mahmoud"", Zarka, Jordan
David Lynn McDaniel ...., Cynthiana
Billy Haven McKinney, Jr."", St. Charles, VA
Phillip T. Meade"", Lexington
Puneet Mehrotra, Lexington
Deborah Sue Miller"*, Lexington
Robert Dale Murley, Whitesville
Christos Charalambous Naftis
Gea-Meam Nge, Sitiawan, Malaysia
Wai Soong Ong ...., Penang, Malaysia
Yinn-Hgur Ooi"", Butterworth, Malaysia
Richard Allen Parks, Nicholasville
Curtis S. Petrie", Inez
Bryn Gentry Pounds", Bowling Green
Christopher Douglas Price, Earlington
Emad Bassam Qasrawi ...., Amman, Jordan
Richard Hale Ray, Pikeville
Christopher Edward Rhoads, Russellville
Samuel Leo Rhodus, Danville
Grant B. Rowe'", Asheville, NC
Michael A. Rubin ...., Lexington
Barron E. Rulon'"
Cheen Seng'". Ipoh. Malaysia
Koon Keong Shee ...., Ipoh. Malaysia
Brent Allen Shields", Wurtland
Charles Vincent Shipley", Charleston, WV
Kai-Tak Sih. Ichor, Malaysia
Larry Kevin Slavey ...., Somerset
Paul Byron Steely, Middlesboro
Brian Scott Sutton'". Williamsburg
Won-Kiong Tai, Kulai, Malaysia
Louis Van-Lee Tan", Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Gary Williams Thompson", Lexington
Gregory Allen Thompson, Ripley, WV
Ping Chiew Ting, Sibu, Malaysia
Ming Sze Tsen, Sandakan, Malaysia
Suzanne Alane Ubelhart, Louisville
Vonnie Ray Virgin'". Ashland
Ka Yi wong'", Hong Kong
Shuo-Jung Serena wu'". Hong Kong
Chee Him Yam, Ipoh, Malaysia
Stergios Zagotsts'". Thessaloniki, Greece
Pangshun Zhu, Quzhou, China
Bachelor of Science in
Materials Engineering
Janet Marie Biggerstaff". Cromwell
Paul H. Bonarski, Bath, NY
Chadwick 1.Curtsinger, Shelbyville
Nancy Buford Custer, Munfordville
Michael Ray Effinger'", Pewee Valley
John Berling Jump, [r., Williamstown
Robert Lee Parker, Georgetown
[olie Ann Waltmon, West Paducah
Gary Steven Young"
Nor Aida Zainal-Mokhtar, lpoh, Malaysia
Jeffrey Lynn Zollinger, Morganfield
Bachelor of Science in
Mechanical Engineering
Paul Douglas Adams II ...., Georgetown
John Wayne Allen, Bowling Green
Stig Alstedt"", Oslo, Norway
Thomas Allen Bailey, Louisville
John Paul Boggess II, Greenville
Paul A. Boyle, Greenup
Van Pyng Chang"", Hopkinsville
Christopher Gregory Chee
Elias Chaker Chemaly ...., Jounieh, Lebanon
Chee Boon Chew"", Triang, Malaysia
Soong Jack Chow ...., Benjong, Malaysia
Keng-Jin Chua ...., Alor Setar, Malaysia
Ronald Kenton Corley, Cloverport
Drew Scott Coursey"", Calvert City
Andrew Aloysius Donovan"", Benton
Donald Ray Dunaway ...., Barbourville
Scot David Duncan, Georgetown
Ben Davis Estes IV"", LaGrange
Theng Wee Eu, Penang, Malaysia
Scott Darren French, Waverly
Archie Leon Fullwood, Jr., Lexington
Russell Scott Garland ...., Totz
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Victor Eduardo Garzon ...., Ambato, Ecuador
Darin Michael Gettelfinger, Sellersburg, IN
Edward Charles Hall, [r., Newport
Kristen Adele Hanel, Louisville
John Michael Haughton, Ashland
Timothy Lorn Howard, Owensboro
Bradley Shawn Howton, Dawson Springs
Kelly Lewis Johnson, Louisville
Kristin Rebecca King", Lexington
Gabriel Isaac Knowles, Paintsville
Siang Choong Lam
Chu-Chung Lee, Trengganu. Malaysia
Hann-Fuei Lee ...., Ichor Baru, Malaysia
Zhi Qin Li, Shanghai, China
Shane Richard Mason, Louisville
Christi Lee Millay, Florence
Charles Benjamin Miller'", Ashland
Norman Eugene Morgan". Paris
Christopher Patrick Murphy'". Benton
James Blakeman Neville ....
William Bradley Pohle, Dayton, OH
Michael Frederick Quigley, LaGrange
Jack Lee Readnour II ...., Ft. Mitchell
Andrew Jerome Renger, Rineyville
Philip Andrew Robinson", Lawrenceburg
Melanie Allyn Rowe, Frankfort
Edward Alan Rush'", Phillipsburg, NJ
Rony Joseph Salem ...., Beirut, Lebanon
Constantine Leonidas Sarantakos'", Paducah
Michael Christian Schmidt, Louisville
Kenneth Allen SeW", Owensboro
Wendell Short, Winchester
James Phillip Smith
John Graves Tierney ...., Olive Hill
Robert Lester Tirey'", Harrodsburg
Randall S. Toy
Nicole Linette Travis'", London
Jianmou Tu", Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
John David Ulrich
Tomasz Piotr wale. Krakow, Poland
Michele Renee' Wallace, Catlettsburg
Christopher Kent Washing, Elizabethtown
Gregory Paul Washnock, Independence
Jason William Waters, Florence
John Allen Weaver, Paris
John Alvin Weed Ill, Edgewood
Barry Shawn Whitis, Somerset
Deanna Lynn Wilkins, Goshen
Joshua Stephen Wiseman, Elizabethtown
Kok-Guan Wong, Ipoh, Malaysia
Amy Michele Wright""
Christopher Earl Yates, Ashland
Michael Kelly yates ...., Ashland
Mark Stephen Young*", London
Bachelor of Science in Mining
Engineering
Kevin Matthew Adams"", Allen
Craig M. Burke"", Virgie
John David Hill", Hazard
Paul Bryan Horn, Jr."", Prestonsburg
Kevin Ernest Houston"", Prestonsburg
Clinton T. Justice ...., Corbin
Brian Scott Kelley, Nebo
Steven Douglas Kreis, Williamsburg
Thomas E. Nairn""
Christopher Lee Slone ...., Prestonsburg
College of Fine Arts
Dean: Rhoda-Gale Pollack
Bachelor of Arts
Anne Stewart Bates'", Lexington
Ursula Ann Blanton'", Russellville
John Edward Boland, Lexington
Sarah Catherine Bordy, San Diego, CA
Jonathan Stivers Bowling, Richmond
Terri Lee King Brown, Lexington
Beverly Burke Bruckner'", Louisville
James Alphonso Byrum", Owensboro
William Preston Caise, Nicholasville
Amy Wai Yee Chan, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia
Janice Lee Childers, Georgetown
Jonathon M. Collins, Madisonville
Jennifer Allen Davis, Madisonville
Tommy Dowell Dennison, [r., Versailles
Magida Diouri
Emily McMillan Donaldson, Lexington
Beth Ann Fisher, Edgewood
Stephanie Boss Fisk'". Louisville
Andrea 1. Fulmer, Nashville, TN
Gregory Scott Guelda, Louisville
Suzanne Beth Cutierrez'", Milwaukee, WI
William Daniel Hatcher, Pikeville
Yvonne Frances Hawkins, Liburn, GA
Gregory Ross Hines, Louisville
Brett Fitzgerald Hurst, Frankfort
Ashley Dean Jones, Lexington
Kathleen Jean Karshner, Cleveland, OH
Julie Louise Kenny, Baltimore, MD
Mary Bernadette Kidwell, Springfield
Amy Patrice Knoll", Johnson City, TN
Christina Renee Kuhr, Westchester, OH
John Poitevent Lackey IV""
Karl Gustav Lindstrom, Russell
Sarah Ellen Mace, Winchester
Dave J. Mahoney, [r., Lexington
Katherine Glynn Martin, Lexington
Christa Lynette McElwain, Calhoun
Jennifer Catherine Meo'". Lexington
John Deppish Merkle, [r., Memphis, TN
Colleen 1.Miller, Louisville
Jennifer Allen Milliken'", Versailles
Kenn Stephen Minter, Lexington
Ashley Marshall Mllnac", Louisville
Jennifer K. Murphy
Cornelia Dorathea Nash
Steven M. O'Dea, Louisville
Cara Leah O'Cuin, Winchester
Nicole Danielle Panucci, Louisville
Dimpi R. Patel, Elizabethtown
Jill Marie Pawlicki'". Louisville
Jennifer Sparks Price", Lexington
Robert T. Raybourn, Versailles
Mary Baber Reed'", Maysville
Ryan Anthony Reed'", Crestwood
Rebecca Leslie Reed Schmidt'", Lexington
Tammy Cantrell Schrader, Paintsville
Johanna Dozier Schrage'", Louisville
Meredith Ann Sheffler'", Toledo, OH
Anna Louise Shobe, Louisville
Adam David Simon", Dunwoody, GA
[ohnathan Daniel Steppe, Lexington
Ashley Noelle Thompson, Lexington
Stephen K. Tutt. Frankfort
Kelly B. Willis, Lexington
Ruth Hunt Wood, Mt. Sterling
Minna R. Youart. Battletown
Jennifer Lynn Zeller, Louisville
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Jonathan Stivers Bowling, Richmond
Raymond Christopher Casey'", Lexington
Stacey Renee Chinn'", Lexington
Lisa Renee' Cordonnier, Russia, OH
Kendall Ann Costich, Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Michael Lee Fryman, Berry
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James Anthony Higdon'", Lexington
Melanie Blair Julian, Murray
Andrew Christopher Marsh, Louisville
Geoffrey John Spalmacin, Lexington
Ashley Noelle Thompson, Lexington
Kristina Leigh Tober, Lexington
Bachelor of Music
Michael E. Bohner, Plant City, FL
Stephen Kirk Bottom, Lexington
Anissia NaShon Bunton, Louisville
John Wesley Finney'", Vancleve
Roy Devin Cayton'", Schaumburg, 1L
W. David Hartung, Frankfort
Matthew James Kuebler, Evansville, IN
Rebecca Ann Lipscomb, Cincinnati, OH
Robert Clay Scott, Lexington
Hiromi Sugimura. Hashimoto Wakayoma,
Japan
Elizabeth Dell Taylor, Harrodsburg
Gregory J. Turay II, Greendale, WI
Rebecca Christine wilson'", Stanton
Alvaro Rodrigo Zuniga", Son Pedro Sola,
Honduras
Bachelor of Music in Music
Education
Jill Tiffany Kovacs Brown, Versailles
Brian Todd Chamberlain, Henderson
Scott Elliott Estes", Hopkinsville
LaNeia S. Hawkins'", Lexington
Krystal Eve Hunt, Macomb, IL
J. Daniel Jenkins, Radcliff
Tessa Maire Moody, Louisville
Robert Clay Scott, Lexington
John Christian Vance, Paris
James Rogers Weaver, Richmond
College of Human Enviromental Sciences
Dean: Retia S. Walker
Bachelor of Arts in Interior
Design
Natasha J. Anderson, Burkesville
Silke Natascha Becker'", Lexington
Cheree An Bernard, Flemington, NJ
Stacie Ann Bromberg, West Orange, NJ
Kellie Jean Coleman'", Medina, OH
Judy Hamilton Courtney, Lexington
Melissa Jean Cox, Louisville
Tracee Lynn Dore'", Bellbrook, OH
Lorri Meredith Engle
Joseph Raymond Estep, Whitesburg
Sharon K Frantz, Sarasota, FL
Ohnmar Han'", Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Ling Helena Hau, Hong Kong, China
Jean Ann Heilman, Campbellsburg
James Daniel Lail, Lexington
Kristen Dawn Lee, Lancaster, PA
Shareese Anelle Malone, Nicholasville
Jennifer Michele Menke, Kettering, OH
Suzanne Jane Powell, Hopkinsville
Beth Ann Russcher, Kalamazoo, MI
Andrea Karen Smith, Lexington
Anga Lou Smith, Lawrenceburg
Edith Ann Sturgill, London, OH
[cia Lee Sullivan, Kalamazoo, MI
Kelly Lynne Tucker", Plainfield, IN
Holly Marie Wood", Shelbyville
Cidey Lynn Worrell, Bristol, VA
Bachelor of Science in
Dietetics
Michelle Lynn Barr'". Whitesville
Jill 1.Frieze, Garden City, NY
Jennifer Layne Groves, Hopkinsville
Marianne Margaret Haas, Owensboro
Heather Noelle Hawk, Lexington
Jennifer Jeannine Hoffman, Cincinnati, OH
Christy Marie Jackson, Lexington
Melissa Kay Knight", Lexington
Stephanie Ann Kubiak, Richmond Heights,
OH
Kimberly Faye Lucas, Rineyville
Patricia Lynn Nacke, Louisville
Ami V. Patel, Lexington
Mellie Elizabeth Ratliff, Salyersville
Rhonda Carol Rummel", Lexington
Katherine Lynn SenseI, Crestview Hills
Margaret Sue Shugars, Berea
Yuk Shan Althea Tam, Hong Kong, China
Teresa Regina Tedescucci, Pewee Valley
Danielle Tussey, Bridgeton, NJ
johnda Lynn Wireman'", Greenup
Bachelor of Science in Family
Studies
Joan Shain Bandy, Greenville
Marcia Malone BeW", Lexington
Sara Elizabeth Berry'". Crestwood
Jeffrey Todd Blackburn'". Lexington
Stephanie Anne Broyles'", Louisville
Rebecca Lee Bruns, Louisville
Tina Lynn Burns", Somerset
Arthur David Carpenter, Prestonsburg
Adam Stewart Clark, Louisville
Robert Brent Clayton", Lexington
Robert Troy Coleman, Stanford
Deborah Jean Daniel
Sarah Jean Dinkelaker, Wyoming, OH
Dana Kaye Dollins, Lexington
Rhonda Sue Ecleberry'". Owensboro
Robin Gail Fisher, Somerset
Aimee Diane Goldhoff, Cincinnati, OH
Teresa Lynn Graff"
Melanie Elizabeth Creer'". Louisville
Rhonda Leigh Hasch", Crestwood
Julie Beth Hayden'", Lexington
Joy Therese Heine, Lexington
Teelisha Dianne Bledsoe Higgins, Lexington
Andrea Lynn Holden, Louisville
Nora Stephens Houston'", Drift
Traci Cherie Howard, Royalton
Lisa Marie Huzl", Nicholasville
Makiko Iwanami, Tokyo Japan
Kara Lynn Kretschmar'", Brentwood, TN
Elizabeth Ann Langston, Hopkinsville
Stephanie Michelle Lee'", Nicholasville
Pattresa Laretta Leonard'", Baltimore, MD
Tonya Kaye Lowry, Nicholasville
Andrea Yates Lunsford'", Burlington
Tara Leigh Maxwell'". Lexington
Jennifer Mcwilliams, Lawrenceburg
Susan Lynn Means'", Versailles
Lisa Allene Miles, Lexington
Diana-Jeanne Morgan'". Poughkeepsie, NY
Alisha Hairston Morton, Mckoberts
Shirlyne Smoot Mosley, Lexington
Charla McEachin Napier, Lexington
Amy [o Parido'", Frankfort
Angela Carole Partin, Lexington
Cindy Anne Peterson, Radcliff
Jennifer Craig Phelps", Frankfort
Steven Todd Puckett'", Shelbyville
Daphne Joyce Quiogue, Florence
Suzanne Ruth Robinson, Cincinnati, OH
Stephenie Michelle Rogers'", Lexington
Charles Theodore Roseberry'", Erlanger
Justin Shayne Schroader, Owensboro
Rachel Lynn Selvey, Harlan
Howard Todd Smith, St. Albans, WV
Christi Julian Stallings, Nicholasville
Angela Kay Taylor'", Lexington
Michelle Marie Terlau'", Erlanger
Erin Elizabeth Thompson, Louisville
Tasha Nicole Thompson'". Versailles
Billie Denise Travis, Lexington
Cassandra Kaye Turley, Mt. Sterling
Mahsa Vossugh, Goshen
Virginia Hummel Walden, Winchester
Leigh Ann Walters, Lexington
Heather Ann Westwood:". Arlington
Heights.H.
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Kristie Rana Whitlock, Georgetown
Sonia Marceline williams", Lexington
Bachelor of Science in Food
Science
Yung Yung Chen'". Hong Kong, China
Craig Burnett Cotton, Harrodsburg
Shawn Thomas Fear, Lexington
Tonya Lacy'". Louisville
Sharon Colette Bablitz Lykins", Nicholasville
Bachelor of Science in Home
Economics
Kathy Jo Mayer, Louisville
Tara Denise Myers, Hamilton, OH
Melissa J. Porter, Owingsville
Bachelor of Science in
Hospitality Management
Daniel G. Abbruzzese, Lexington
Shelley Shoemaker Elsass", Sidney, OH
[innlfer Ray Kotarek, Cadiz
Cassandra Elizabeth May, Lexington
Louis Todd Meszaros, Blacksburg, VA
Lenny D. Needy", Lexington
John S Telech IV, Lexington
Victoria Vinson"




Michele Thompson Bamett'", Harrodsburg
Gretchen Anne Benzinger, Lakeside Park
Rebecca Ann Bohrer", Hillsboro, OH
Kelley Elizabeth Brackett'"', Louisville
Mia Michelle Daniel, Collinwood, TN
Tracey Ann Frakes, Elizabethtown
Lori Elizabeth Oibson'", Brookville, OH
Carey Lynne Gunning, Chillicothe, OH
Kimberly Faith Jackson, Lexington
Jennifer Lynn LaCrand'", Central City
Leanne Michelle Larson", Florence
Anne Billingslea Leachman", Bowling Green
Amy Elizabeth Lockwood, Kalamazoo, MI
Hope Arena Maddox", Louisville
Jennifer Lynn Mascaro'", Louisville
Kelli Lynne McCallum, Greenville, NC
Kathryn Elizabeth Pfenriig'", Louisville
Sabrina Jean Prewitt, Jellico, TN
Kristin Marie Robinson, Louisville
Meredith Lillian Rogers'", Hopkinsville
Jennifer Leigh Swenson's.Louisville
Tricia Lynn Vogelpohl, Taylor Mill
Martha [o Harper Wiley, Louisville
M. Colleen wilson", Louisville
Bobbie Jean Wood, Frankfort
Beth Alison Zoeller, Louisville
College of Nursing
Dean: Carolyn A. Williams
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Una Aas, Oslo, Norway
Nancy Lee Adkins, Cincinnati, OH
Rebecca Grubbs Akers, Lexington
Cheryl Denise Ash, Mt. Washington
Melissa Sue Bergen, Lexington
Angela Caudill Barrett, Winchester
Anne Marie Boudreau Baumgartner'".
Portsmouth, NH
Martha Bruce Beard, Hardinsburg
Carrie Clifford Bennett, Cynthiana
Linda Hobbs Bingham, Tyner
Sheila Owens Bland, Pikeville
Margaret Ann Borders, Versailles
Jennifer Leigh Richardson Borgerding'"',
Alexandria, IN
Jennifer Rebecca Bowling, Elizabthtown
Amy Katherine Brent, Cincinnati, OH
Dean Anderson Brothers, Lexington
Anita Keltner Brown, Campbellsville
Sharron Regina Bruns, Erlanger
Todd Edward Bullock, Leitchfield
Amber Lynn Butts, Shelbyville
Rebecca Leigh Byram'". Centerville, OH
Anne Derryberry Carter, Lexington
Leslie Kathleen Childress'", Lexington
Sarah Winston Coleman, Bristol, VA
Christine Louise Cooper, Winchester
Loretta Kathleen Cornwell'". Lexington
Carrie Elizabeth Costigan, Newport
Rebecca Lynn Danner Crosley". Gallipolis,
OH
Jennifer Lynn Davis, Lexington
Julie Howard Dentinger, Louisville
Elizabeth Ann Difvlarco, West Chester, OH
Sara Kay Eckert, Cynthiana
Jennifer Lynn Fitzpatrick, Frankfort
Janet Marie Fleck, Westchester, OH
Vanessa Lynn Forrest, Cincinnati, OH
Jennifer Lee Posson, Ashand
Jeanne Beth Fritz, Providence
Mary Elizabeth Fuller, Mt. Sterling
Mika Lee Gandee, St. Albans, WV
Anita Robin Geyer, Ashland
William Eugene Goodlet, [r., Lexington
Elizabeth Anne Green, Middlesboro
Rachel Megan Greene, Ashland
Alice Johnson Harp, Winchester
Heather Lyn Harrison, Ripley, WV
Karen Elizabeth Heard, Lexington
Christi A Hendershot, Lexington
Alissa Sara Herman, Huntington, NY
Mary Bernice Werner Higdon, Louisville
Ioalyce Hill, Lexington
Brenda Joyce Holmes, Nicholasville
Colleen Mary Lamp Hopkins, Louisville
Denise Ann Horrr", Greenville
Shirley Brown Horseman". Morehead
Charolette C Jarrell, Prestonsburg
Lori Lynn [ones'", Pine Knot
Mary Martine Black Kilcourse, Louisville
Linda Mae Kirchner'". Louisville
Molly Ann Kovacs, Cincinnati, OH
Deirdre Cashman Lay, Lexingon
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Travis Ray Layman, Louisville
Kimberly Rose Loveless, Science Hill
Crystal Wray Lyvers'". Holy Cross
Debra Ann Osborne, Radcliff
Crystal Sabrina Phillips, Pikeville
Jennifer Lynn Rainwater, Wilmore
Lynn Browning Rigon, Campbellsville
Catherine Anne Rigsby, Frankfort
Lisa Kay Ritter, Crestwood
Tamara L. Rush, Union
Jane L Scally, Lexington
Barbara Hayden Scheler", Louisville
Heather Lee Scott, Lexington
Heidi Lynn Scott, Lexington
Marsha K. Sharp, Clarkson
Jamie Maria Bishop Simpson, Woodbine
Donna Lynn Decker Smith, Elizabethtown
Julie Christi Southworth, Lexington
Paula Kay Stacy, Hazard
Karen Croley Stephens, Corbin
Heather Leigh Teter, Springfield, OH
Tracey Lynne Thompson, Louisville
Deborah L. Wolfgang Tomlian'". Wilmore
Melissa Atwell Tong, Louisville
Jeannie Rebecca Tungate, Campbellsville
Anna Maria Wasilkowski, Lexington
Stephanie Mardis Weber, Bardstown
Theresa Robertson Welch, Carrollton
Larua Kelly Bruner White, Elizabethtown
Marianne Wilhoite, Edgewood
Beth Anne Woeste, Villa Hills
Jeanne Marie Woltermann, Ft. Thomas
College of Social Work
Dean: S. Zafar Hasan
Bachelor of Arts in Social
Work
Randolph Scott Adkins'", Isonville
Deborah DeHart Akers", Pikeville
Hannah Kirsten Allen'", Danville
Shonna L. Sue}Anthony, Nicholasville
Cheryl Eve Arnold'". Louisville
Sarah Lynn Baker'", Louisville
Troy Kevin Ballard, Lexington
Heather Therese Beck'", Radcliff
Kimberly Belcher ...., Elkhorn City
Sarah Elizabeth Boaz, Murray
Lawrence Oliver Bowie, Washington, DC
Myra Shannon Boyd"
Tanya Lee Brigance'", Lexington
Ilese Marie Brock, North Vernon, IN
Angela Diane Brown", Ashland
Lauren Ann Campbell, Columbus, OH
Elizabeth Cecil Clay ...., Paris
Andrea Cathrine Coates'". Warren, OH
Jill Kristen Coffman, Lexington
Joe Lee Cowan, Monticello
Charlie Darrington", Tifton, GA
Mary Beth Davis", Frankfort
William Mitchell Deep III", Henderson
Cassandra Jean Denning, Richmond
Charles Henry Dickerson", Kenova, WV
Melinda Marie Durman ...., Lexington
Mindy Gail Dusenberry, Zanesville, OH
Gayle Susan Rorrer Elkin, Lexington
Karen Marie Ellison, Corbin
Suzanne Michelle Empson, Louisville
Brian Oliver Evans", Louisville
Mary Joanna Pligg", Lexington
Crista M. Franz, Louisville
Emily Jean Gaskins, Petersburg, IN
Kelli Ann Geronime", Lexington
Linda Lee Grill", Louisville
Ann T. Halloran, Lexington
Dennie Elizabeth Handy", London
Geoffrey Carlton Heard ...., Chicago, IL
Roger Dale Henson ...., Danville
Rhonda L. Hicks, Lexington
Ida Marie Hitzler ...., Park Hills
Patricia Leigh Howard", Lexington
Tammy Kay Howard, Ft. Thomas
Howard Joseph Huston, Nicholasville
Daniel Lee Ice, Bardstown
Marcus Jenkins, Long Beach, CA
Terra Venai Jewell, Bowling Green
Dawn Marie Jones, Lexington
Kathleen Mary Kaiser ...., Northbrook, IL
Terri L. Kanatzar, Lexington
Jill Kautz ...., Cincinnati, OH
Allison Crenshaw King, Louisville
Lynne Herman Korfhage, Louisville
Mary Elizabeth Lacy, Cannel City
Robert Scott Leonard", Shelbyville
Cheryl Denise Lewis, Danville
Angela Michele Lugo ...., Centerville, OH
Isaac Gray Manis III, Lexington
Deborah Gay Marshall, Louisville
Barbara Sue McDonald", Shelbyville
Kathleen Woodward Mitchell, Lexington
James c.Moore ...., Lexington
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Jennifer Lynn Nash, Maysville
Marsha Ann Norris", Burkesville
Erica Lee Palmer, Indianapolis, IN
James William Perry, Pathfork
Mary Lee Perry, London
Kimberly Anne Prenatt, Lexington
Michelle Lynn Preston, Lexington
Susan K. Quinn ....
Teresa Marie Radcllff'". Pleasureville
Mary Jane Voss Regester, Nicholasville
Melanie Anne Renfroe, Lexington
Jill Lynn Rockhold, Chillicothe, OH
Tracy Lynn Seman, Jeannette, PA
Sally Erin Shaikun", Louisville
Tamara Renee Sheehan, Somerset
Amy Michelle Sims ...., Owensboro
Stacey Glynn Skidmore". Harlan
Natalie Lynn Steenken, Danville
Angela Danette Stumbo ...., Martin
Linda Smith Stump, Jamboree
Kathy Anne Theobald, Louisville
Lori Lynn Travis, Kevil
James E. Tucker, Arlington, TX
Todd William Tyler*, Owensboro
Nancy Louise Underwood, McMurray, PA
Mark Hartman Valentine, Catonsville, MD
Sandra Lynn Viviano'", Pittsburgh, PA
Lucy Terry Werner, Lexington
Donita A. Williams, Lexington
Ronald Alex Wilson, Lexington
Joseph Wayne Woosley, Lexington
Tamara Madden Zgoda, Lexington
Graduates with Honors
Students who attain a grade point average of 3.8 or higher for at least three years (90hours) are graduated "Summa Cum
Laude." Students who attain a grade point average of 3.6 to 3.79 for at least three years are graduated "Magna Cum Laude."
Students who attain a grade point average of 3.4 to 3.59 for at least three years are graduated "Cum Laude." A student who
has spent only two years (60 hours) at the University may receive any of the above honors if he or she attains a standing
of .2 higher than the three-year (90 hours) requirement.
Students graduating with these honors are identified by the braided cord worn on the left shoulder. Students graduating
Summa Cum Laude wear a gold and white cord; students graduating Magna Cum Laude wear a blue and white cord; and
students graduating Cum Laude wear a blue cord.
Summa Cum Laude
Christopher Alan Adkins"












































Jodi Marie Griffes Douthitt




















































































































































Susan Dianne Lewis Brashears"
Jill Tiffany Kovacs Brown












Amy Wai Yee Chan
Wai Hsien Cheah
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Sam Raney Collins II
Steven Allen Collins








Carolyn Sue Adkins Dobbs"













































































































































































































































































































Paul Bryan Horn, Jr.**
Mary Coleman Hunt
Patricia Lynette Wright Hunt'"
Howard Joseph Huston
Martha Lynn Hutchinson



















































































































Reginald Ernest Foulser Smith'"
Sherry Lynn Stroup'"














Mary Kate Van Zante
Jennifer Ruth Vibbert"
Anna Steese Wagner
























Degrees for those students whose names are not denoted with asterisks will be awarded "with honors" if required scholastic standing is
attained.
This list was completed as of April 1995. Additional honors may be determined at a later date.
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DEPARTMENT HONORS















Departmental Honors in Biology
Jennifer Leslie Abbott




























Departmental Honors in Business Administration
Catherine Lynn Bailey ....
Danny Ray Burkeen"
Rose M. Durbin ..
Jeffrey Alan East ..
Monica Catherine Fenley ....











Departmental Honors in Business Administration (continued)
Robert Shane Kosky'"
Hung FaiKu*
Boon Keat Liew ....
Kathy Lynn MacKenzie"
Elaine Kay Maher"
Scott Thomas May ....
Danny Ray McKinley, Jr.""
Patricia B. Michalski'"
Judy Miller Miller*
James Patrick Mobley ....







Tiffany Ann Skeeters ....
Bee Leng Tan ..
Wee Leong Tan ..
Varawong Tangitvet ....
Tengku Zulkamari Tengku Busair ....
Harris Collins Walker, [r .....
Michael John watson'"
Jennifer Leigh Williams ....
Pamela Huey-Lian Yap'"
Zalina Yusni Yusof ....
Connie Ying"
Departmental Honors in Chemistry
Phei-Sein Loh ....
Departmental Honors in Classics
George Raeford Barefoot













Departmental Honors in Economics
Gunner Richard Dornonville de la Cour, Sr.....




Departmental Honors in English
Staci Ann Varney Brooks ....
Warren David Bryom ..
Jonathan Mark Prasse ..
John Gardner Rogers ..
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Departmental Honors in Finance
Stephen Dale Brown'"
John Wiley Cain 11**
Chadwick Darren Clayton'"
Yew Ching Liau"
Departmental Honors in French
Jennifer Ruth Vibbert*
Departmental Honors in Germanic Languages and Literature
Sabaine Johanna Ham





Departmental Honors in Management
Dane Benjamin Adams'"
Martha D. Bedlion'"



























































Departmental Honors in Sociology
Connie Ying''




Departmental Honors in Telecommunications
Shawn A. Amos'"
Lewis Gene McMullin, Jr.
Stephanie Lynn Messina





























































CHANCELLOR'S AWARDS FOR OUTSTANDING TEACHING
In 1990, the Chancellor of the Lexington Campus established the Chancellor's Awards for Outstanding
Teaching for tenured and non-tenured faculty and teaching assistants. Qualities of dedication, imagina-
tion, creativity, inspiration, and concern for students are among the traits considered for this award.
1995 RECIPIENTS OF THE CHANCELLOR'S AWARDS FOR OUTSTANDING TEACHING
Tenured Faculty
Kate R. Covington, Music
Clyde W. Holsapple, Decision Science and Information Systems
Jon c.Yingling, Mining Engineering
Non-Tenured Faculty
Kathi L. Kern, History







THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
In 1957 the Board of Directors of the University of Kentucky Alumni Association established awards to
be presented annually to members of the University teaching and research staffs who had achieved
distinction in writing and/or research and teaching. In 1967, the award was modified to recognize faculty
in the Community College Sector as well as the Medical Center and Lexington Campus Sectors. Nominated
by student organizations, a select number of professors is chosen annually to receive the Association's Great
Teacher Award.
THE RECIPIENTS OF THE 1995 GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
Professor David L. Cooper, Jefferson Community College, Downtown
Professor Issam E. Harik, Civil Engineering
Professor Carlton W. Huges, Southeast Community College
Professor Penny M. Miller, Political Science Department
Professor Bruce L. Walcott, Electrical Engineering
Professor Tommy E. Whittier, Marketing Department
RESEARCH PROFESSORSHIPS
In 1977, research professorships were established to enhance and encourage scholarly research
productivity and to recognize outstanding research achievement. The recipients are excused from
teaching duties for a year allowing them to conduct full-time research.
RECIPIENTS OF RESEARCH PROFESSORSHIPS
Professor Margaret E. W. Jones, Department of Spanish and Italian
Professor Robert W. Olson, Department of History
Professor Susan C. Straley, Department of Microbiology and Immunology
THE WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD
In 1975 Mr. William B. Sturgill, Chairman of the Board of Trustees at the University of Kentucky,
established a $2,000award to recognize annually the member of the graduate faculty who has made the most
outstanding contributions to graduate education at the University of Kentucky.
RECIPIENT OF THE 1995WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD
Dr. Patrick P. DeLuca, College of Pharmacy
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ALBERT D. AND ELIZABETH H. KIRWAN MEMORIAL PRIZE
In recognition of the collaborative research efforts of their parents, Elizabeth H. and Albert D. Kirwan, UK's
seventh president, William E. Kirwan II and Albert D. Kirwan, Jr. established the Kirwan Memorial Prize,
in 1994, to recognize contribution to original research or scholarship by a University of Kentucky faculty
member. A $5000.00 award is given to this year's first annual recipient.
RECIPIENT OF THE ALBERT D. AND ELIZABETH H. KIRWAN MEMORIAL PRIZE
Dr. Tom D. Dillehay, Department of Anthropology
THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
The award is made to one man and one woman of the graduating class of the University of Kentucky each
year and to one other person who is not a student of the University, who need not be a graduate of any college
or university, but who shall have some interest in or association with or related to the University of
Kentucky, official or otherwise, of a nature to make this form of recognition obviously appropriate. The
Sullivan Medallions are awarded to persons whose characteristics of heart, mind, and conduct evince a
spirit of love for and helpfulness to other men and women.
RECIPIENTS OF THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS FOR 1995
Jean Cravens - Citizen
Mary Jane Regester - Graduating Woman
Paul Douglas Sullivan - Graduating Man
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This charge and the pledge which
follows were written by Dr. Frank L.
McVey, President of the University
of Kentucky from 1917 to 1940.
Charge to the Graduating Class
On this Commencement day you stand in a new relation to the University, to the State and to
Life. The University that has given you of its store of learning looks upon you as its sons and
daughters. The State now conceives of you as citizens, well prepared to do your part in the
government, development and guidance of the Commonwealth.
Ifwhat you have learned while here has given you larger intellectual interests and widened
your powers of understanding, the University feels a part of its duty done; and if in the doing,
character has become your possession and a part of your moral fiber, the State is satisfied with
its investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach problems with open minds, to set aside
prejudice in your judgment ofmen and affairs. Ithopes that you will shun evil in all its forms and
be ready to strive for what is right.
May you have in your declining years, material comfort, the respect ofyour fellow citizens, the
feeling of work well done, and a spiritual and intellectual interest in human life.
Meantime, the University's honor is your honor. In your acts and deeds you now reflect your
heritage. To your fellow man, the University is measured by your character, by your deeds, by
the company you keep. It is in this spirit that the University calls upon you to be true to the larger
things of life, to be men and women of courage, integrity, sympathy, and gentleness.
By granting of the degree you have been admitted to the fraternity of letters, and to the larger
fellowship of the University. It is right and fitting that you should stand and solemnly raising
your right hand repeat this pledge with me:
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The Pledge
In the presence of this audience, citizens of the Common-
wealth and members of the University, with strong sense of my
responsibility, I promise to hold my degree so no loss will come
to it through my holding, to regard it as a claim upon my loyalty
to Alma Mater and to pledge myself to the service of God and my
fellow man.
In Testimony of your conduct and purpose, the University Senate
recommending, the Board of Trustees of the University has conferred
upon you the Diploma of the University of Kentucky, confirmed and
acknowledged by the Great Seal of the University.
